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INTRODUCTION
Colonial Manila at the latter half of the 19th
century was at the vortex of a social and
economic maelstrom. This propitious socioeconomic climate necessitated the introduction
of mechanized modes of production and the
construction of infrastructural systems of colonial
modernity that relied heavily on iron and steel, the
essential materials of the Industrial Age. Colonial
infrastructure and public works took shape under
the auspices of the Spanish authorities in the
form of portworks, roads, bridges, lighthouses,
waterways, sewerage systems, piped-water
supply, telegraph cables, railroad and streetcar
systems and electrical power plants – all adhering
to the modern and leading-edge technology
available at that time.
The earthquake of July 1880, which toppled
many public and residential structures in Manila,
brought an immense material transformation to
local architecture that signified the modernization
of long-standing building practices. Heavy clay
tiles were replaced by light-weight galvanized
iron sheets (hierro galvanizado). The importation
of steel and pre-fabricated steel components from
Europe that heralded the industrialized methods
of building made possible the construction of
the new Neo-gothic church of San Sebastian and
Puente Colgante, the new railway system.
At this time, Spain was heavily influenced
by engineering and construction techniques
from France. Spanish architects and engineers

were kept abreast of the latest materials and
building methods through French publications
and translated articles reprinted in Spanish
professional magazines like the Revista de Obras
Públicas. From the pages of these magazines,
one material stood out as the focus of intense
discussion and exhaustive experimentation -- the
cement armado (reinforced concrete). Reinforced
concrete was introduced in Spain through
Catalonia, the Cantabrian coast and the Basque
Country, areas with a high level of industrial
development in the 1890s. However, the advent
of reinforced concrete in the Philippines would
be ushered in by a new colonial power and would
become the symbol of American construction
supremacy in the new century.
The shift from Spanish to American colonial rule
at the turn of the century provided an auspicious
atmosphere for a construction boom, in which
reinforced concrete became the material of
choice. Importation of new building technologies
from the United States sustained the massive
infrastructure program. In the Philippines, the
search for raw materials to produce cement
became an obsession of colonial scientists at the
Bureau of Science; thus, the establishment the
first cement plant in Binangonan, Rizal in 1914
ensured uninterrupted infrastructural production
in the colony. Neoclassical monumental
structures, the embodiment of the American
republican ideals, slowly rose in Manila’s urban
landscape, promoting the imperial image, colonial
commerce and native discipline. And it was
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Figure 1. The Pasig Farola and the Port of Manila from the watercolor rendering of Honorato Lozano in the late 19th century.

urban design and the production of architecture
created a metropolitan imagery that bore witness
to America’s sanitary zeal, reformist building
program, colonial tutelage and technological
progress.
Colonial Infrastructures and
Industrialization under Spain
The advent of colonial industrialization in the
Philippines can be traced back in 1834 with the
abolition of Compaña de Filipinas (Royal Company
of the Philippines), which by royal decree had
the exclusive privilege of trade between Spain
and the Philippines. The company’s bankruptcy
prompted the Spanish Crown to open the port
of Manila to world trade and to relax restrictions
against foreign traders that year. The opening
of the Philippines to global trade resulted in a
great demand for its agricultural products and
processed commodities in the world market,
necessitating the use of machineries for massive
export production.

Figure 2. Cover of the monograph Cement Raw Materials for the 1915
Panama Pacific Exposition drawn by Juan Arellano

through this style, in modern reinforced concrete
buildings, that the processes of democratic
apprenticeship were made more tangible. The
mass production of school buildings, introduction
of a modern domestic architectural prototype,
and the installation of urban utility lines were
remarkable feats of colonial modernity. For almost
half a century, the implementation of colonial
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As Manila became an entrepot, trading
houses owned by various nationalities soon
established offices and branches in Manila. These
establishments brought in many European goods
to the colony. Soon after, foreign consulates
opened in Manila to protect the economic interests
of their country and citizens. By the end of 1859,
15 foreign firms were operating in Manila, seven
of which were British, three were American, two
French, two Swiss and one German. The British
and Americans reigned supreme in the foreign
trade. The British ventured into the exportation
of sugar and Manila hemp and importation of
machinery employed in the manufacture of
sugar, iron sheets, coal tar, paints and textile. The
English introduced mechanized milling of rice and

Figure 3. The metallic lighthouse from the foundry of Gustave Eiffel

Figure 4. Plan for the Port of Manila

Figure 5. The Bridge of Spain in Manila

processing of sugar. The Americans prized the
Manila hemp or abaca as it was in demand among
the shipbuilders in the East Coast of the United
States.

a sheltered docking area for ships and large
areas designated for sheds and warehouses to
store produce and other merchandise awaiting
shipment to Europe and America.

In 1842, Sinibaldo de Mas, a Spanish diplomat
commissioned by the Spanish King to conduct
an economic appraisal of the Philippines,
recommended the opening of more ports to
promote foreign trade, encouraging Chinese
immigration
to
stimulate
agricultural
development in the countryside and abolishing
the tobacco monopoly. Heeding this economic
prescription, a number of ports were opened
to global trade at the behest of the Spanish
monarch, the ports of Sual, Pangasinan, Iloilo and
Zamboanga in 1855, the port of Cebu in 1860, and
Legazpi and Tacloban in 1873. These port facilities
made possible the integration of the colony with
the routes of global commerce and the veins of
the world economy. In 1881, Manila’s role as an
important maritime city was recognized when
plans drafted by José García Morón, a Spanish
engineer, included a major overhaul of the port
of Manila. The latest methods and technology
for port construction were employed to provide

With the increase in maritime traffic in the mid19th century, the colonial authorities embarked
on the systematic construction of lighthouses
or farolas all over the archipelago. The Plan
General de Alumbrado de Maritimo de lascostas
del Archipelago de Filipino (Masterplan for the
Lighting of the Maritime Coasts of the Philippine
Archipelago) crafted in 1857 was carried out
by the Inteligencia del Cuerpo de Ingenieros de
Caminos, Canales y Puertos (Corps of Engineers for
Roads, Canals, and Ports), the goal of which was
to install 55 lighthouses all over the archipelago,
including its remotest corners. Notable was the
prefabricated iron lighthouse designed by José
Echeverría in 1876 and erected at the sandy
promontory of San Nicolas in Manila. Completed in
1879, the metallic lighthouse was purchased from
the foundry of Gustave Eiffel and used cast-iron
screw piles, a construction method developed by
a Belfast engineer, Alexander Mitchell, to anchor
the lighthouse in soft sand.
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Figure 6. Puente Colgante

Figure 7. Ayala Bridge

The Pasig River and its branching canal system
were the great transportation and commercial
routes for Manila and nearby provinces. Bridges
interconnected all parts of the city, whose
topography was defined by clusters of marshland
intersected by shallow rivers and canals. At the end
of the 19th century, the Port Works Board drafted
a master plan for channeling the waterways to
improve fluvial movement and transit of goods.
In 1875, Puente de España on Pasig River in Manila
was inaugurated, replacing an old pontoon bridge.
It had eight arches, two central arches of iron truss
and the other six of quarried stone. The bridge was
designed by Spanish engineer José Echeverría,
who was assigned to make the specification and
procure the central steel spans in Paris. He also
commissioned La Carrière, a renowned lamp
maker in Paris, to fabricate the ornamental triplebranched street lamp for the bridge.

4
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Two other bridges spanned the Pasig River:
the Claveria and Ayala bridges. The Clavería
Bridge, popularly known as Puente Colgante,
was completed in 1852. It earned distinction as
the first suspension bridge in Asia. It was built
by a private enterprise, Ynchausti y Compañia,
according to the design of Basque engineer
Matias Menchacatorre. The bridge components
were imported from England and its assembly
was supervised by M. Gabaud, a French engineer.
The suspension bridge consisted of a tall concrete
pier where strands of steel cables were attached
to and then slung across the river to carry a
steel trussed bridge. On the other hand, the
Ayala Bridge, constructed of prefabricated steel,
crossed the river in two independent sections
that converged on Convalescencia Island. Eiffel’s
official catalogue of work made reference to the
Ayala Bridge which was completed in 1880.

Steel bridges or puentes de acero had prefabricated
components sourced from France and Belgium as
evidenced by French historian Bertrand Lemoine’s
collection the letters of correspondence between
Spanish engineers deployed in the Philippines
and the office of Gustave Eiffel. Lemoine traced
the origin of manufacture of the following steel
bridges to Eiffel’s foundry: the Bridge of Santa
Cruz, Laguna (1890); Ayala Bridge on the Pasig
River, Manila (1890); Bridge of Simala, Cebu
(1891); Bridge of Calamba, Laguna (1892); Bridge
of Tanauan, Batangas (1892); Bridge of San
Miguel de Mayumo, Bulacan (1892); and Bridge
on the Janipan River, Iloilo (1895).
Colonial industrialization also summoned the
construction of a railroad system to facilitate
efficient imperial penetration of the hinterlands.
By and large, the colonialist used railways to
integrate and annex territory and to exploit the
resources of the regions surrounding the ports
they controlled. Colonial railways or ferrocarril
played a critical role in the diffusion of economic
processes, ideas and institutions of the colonial
powers, making the conquered lands auspicious
for investment and exploitation. The plan for an
insular, locomotive-driven railroad system in the
Philippines was officially initiated in June 25, 1875
by a Royal Order issued by King Alfonso of Spain
instructing the Office of the Inspector of Public
Works to submit a railroad plan for the island of
Luzon. Spanish engineer Eduardo López Navarro
submitted his Plan General de Ferrocarilles en la
isla de Luzon (General Plan for Railways on the
Island of Luzon) in 1876. This plan contemplated

Figure 8. Manila-Dagupan train

the construction of a line network totaling 1,730
kilometers, consisting of three lines, and sought
to connect the productive agricultural areas
of Luzon - Cagayan Valley, the Central Plains,
and Bicol. In the list of priority, a 195-kilometer
stretch of track was constructed between Manila
and Dagupan and began to service the public by
November 1893. A concession for the construction
of a railway line from Manila to Dagupan City was
granted to Don Edmundo Sykes of the Ferrocarril de
Manila-Dagupan on June 1, 1887. The construction
commenced with the laying of the cornerstone at
Manila Central Station in Tutuban, Tondo on July
31, 1887. Most of the construction materials were
shipped from abroad. Railroad ties and bridge
timber came from Australia. Portland cement,
rails, switches, track spikes and bolts, steel bridges
and cast iron components were from England. The
steam-power locomotives could travel at what
was then an amazing speed of 45 miles per hour.
On the average, it took eight hours to traverse the
entire line. What used to be a travel duration of
several days on an animal-driven carriage could
now be accomplished in a matter of hours. The
iron horse allowed for the fast, convenient and
inexpensive movement of goods and passengers
over long distances and would play an influential
role in the urbanization patterns of the island of
Luzon. Furthermore, the new railroad encouraged
urban diaspora and expansion of the city of Manila
at an unprecedented scale.
New technologies of communication were also
introduced. The first telegraph line ran from Manila
to Cavite and commenced message transmittal

Figure 9. Tutuban Train Station in Manila

Figure 10. Train depot at Tutuban train station
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Figure 11. Plan of the Carriedo Waterworks

in 1873. A telegraph system linking Manila and
Hong Kong was also established in 1880. In 1897,
a submarine cable laid by the Eastern Extension
Australasia and China Telegraph Company linked
Manila to the islands of Panay, Negros and Cebu.
Telephone lines were installed in 1890, with the
Malacanang Palace given the telephone number
1, and by the turn of the century, approximately
500 telephone units were in operation.
Public service utilities like water and electric
power made domestic life safe and convenient. In
1867, the Municipal Council embarked on a project
to supply fresh water to the entire city conveyed
via a network of cast iron pipes. Designed by
Genaro Palacios y Guerra, a civil engineer of the
Royal Corps of Engineer in the Spanish Army,
the waterworks system provided free potable
water to the general populace beginning in 1882
through five ornamental fountains, 200 hydrants
and 150 fire hydrants. Water from the Mariquina
River went through an aqueduct to a deposito,
a distributing reservoir composed of 11 arched
compartments hewn from adobe rock that held
a volume of 16,000,000 gallons. From there,
gravity delivered water under a mild pressure
throughout the city and released through the
numerous public hydrants, thereby reducing
Manila’s reliance on dangerous water sources and
safeguarding the colonial subjects from waterborne diseases.

Figure 12. Hydrant of the Carriedo Waterworks

Figure 13. Advent of electricity in Manila
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In 1892, Compania La Electricista was founded,
establishing the first power-generating plant in
the Philippines at Calle San Sebastian in Quiapo.
On October 8,1892,the Spanish municipal
government granted the company a franchise
to supply electricity for municipal lighting and
domestic use, thus replacing petroleum and
coconut oil lamps. By 1902, La Electricista was
operating a 1,000 horsepower plant, supplying
Manila’s power requirements for street arc lamps,
domestic incandescent lamps and electric fans.
In 1904, the company and the Spanish horsecar
company Compania de Tranvias de Filipinas,
were purchased by the Manila Electric Railroad
and Lighting Company (MERALCO), an American
company franchised by the municipality of Manila
to generate and distribute electricity and operate
the electric trolley system in Manila.
The last quarter of the 19th century witnessed
the great urban transformation of Manila,
brought about by the migration of a proletarian
population lured by Manila’s economic and
industrial progress. The proliferation of factories
or fabricas as sites of colonial production,
especially after the abolition of the tobacco
monopoly in 1880 and the development of an
efficient railway system, provided the impetus
for this urban sprawl at breakneck speed. The

Figure 14. Horse-drawn street car in Manila

Figure 15. The street of the business district of 19th century Binondo

development of new transportation systems –
railroads, streetcars, and trolleys – enabled Manila
to expand its boundaries beyond the medieval
walls of Intramuros. Urbanization spilled over the
ancient defensive walls into the various suburbs
of Binondo, San Nicolas, Santa Ana, San Miguel,
Paco, Ermita and Malate. The locus of economic
activities shifted to the district of Binondo, a
Chinese enclave where the greatest concentration
of factories and business firms could be found.
Specialized spaces — retail districts, office blocks,
manufacturing districts, and residential areas —
characterized urban life.

metamorphosed the Philippines into an “AngloChinese Colony under the Spanish Flag.”

By the end of the 19th century, Binondo and its
vicinity would earn the reputation as the country’s
premiere central business district, with the
largest and most prestigious companies making
it a desirable business address. The streets of
Rosario and Escolta in Binondo played host to a
contiguous line of business establishments such
as hotels, boticas (drugstores), cafés, restaurants,
groceries, wineries, hardware stores, and specialty
shops among others, endowing the vicinity with
an urbane allure as can be found in some colonial
cities in Southeast Asia.
The aura of cosmopolitan mercantilism engulfed
Binondo as financial companies and importexport firms representing British and AngloAmerican interests were established in the
area. By this time, British and Anglo-American
merchants aligned themselves with Chinese
wholesale and retail traders scattered throughout
the archipelago. French, German and other
foreign companies also setup their businesses
in Binondo and the adjacent streets within its
periphery. Towards the end of the 19th century,
the dominance of the British and Anglo-American
capitalists and their Chinese trading associates

Relaxed immigration policies resulted in an influx of
coolies, “cheaply-hired unskilled Oriental laborers,”
for the many public works projects in Manila. After
1870, coolie immigration soared dramatically,
following the Philippine-based foreign commercial
enterprises’ increased demand for cheap labor and
the establishment of regular steamship service
on a triangular course with Amoy, Hong Kong and
Manila as transit points. The migration of the labor
force, both local and foreign, to the urban area
demanded a new domestic building type that was
affordable and accessible within a short distance
from commercial and industrial areas – the
accesorias or apartments. The sparsely decorated
accesorias were single or two stories high, having
multiple units; each defined by a common party
wall shared with adjoining units and by a separate
door or access at the façade.
Metropolitan density and the possibility of
widespread conflagration created conflict
between the affluent residents of bahay na bato
(wood-and-stone houses) and the poor occupants
of the bahay kubo (bamboo-and-thatch houses).
The root of the discord was plain and simple: the
thatch materials of the bahay kubo were highly
combustible and their urban presence exposed
the bahay na bato compromisingly to the dangers
of fire. In 1860, to prevent such devastation from
happening, a radical measure was formulated
which partitioned the city into two zones based
on building materials. This zoning device was
defined by a 50-meter wide fire line break known
as Divisoria. The nipa dwellings were demolished
or removed from the zonas de mamposteria, the
area identified for stone edifices, usually at the
urban core.
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Figure 16. The business establishments in the commercial district of Escolta

Figure 17. Devastation caused by earthquake the 1880s
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Figure 18. Manila Cathedral in the aftermath of 1880 earthquake

Figure 19. The all-steel church of San Sebastian in the cover of Revista
de Obras Publicas published in Madrid

In the aftermath of the July 1880 earthquake,
residential architecture was also modernized by
virtue of a circular issued on August 18, 1880
(Reglas para la edificación en Manila, dictadas a
consecuencia de los terremotos de los días 18 y
20 de Julio). The circular provided significant
guidelines or rules and regulations on the
construction and repair of structures following
the earthquake. It compelled homeowners to
replace the heavy clay tiles as roofing material
with láminas de hierro galvanizado (galvanized
iron sheets). The tragic seismic event proved to

be an architectural turning point as the primary
cause of human casualty was the collapse of
heavy tile roofs that predominated in the majority
of buildings in Manila. The Junta Consultiva de
Obras Públicas and the Office of the Inspector
General for Public Works campaigned against the
rampant use of tiles and bricks in the construction
of roofs and eaves.
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The same seismic event of 1880 left the churches
of Guadalupe, Paco, Pandacan, Santa Ana, San
Sebastian Church and San Miguel in ruins.

Within the walls of Manila, the churches of San
Augustin, San Francisco and Santo Domingo were
seriously damaged. The religious administrators
of the Recollect church of San Sebastian sought
to rebuild their church as a fire and earthquakeresistive structure crafted entirely of steel. They
contracted the services of Spanish engineer
Genaro Palacios, then director of public works in
Manila, to design an all-steel church in the Gothic
Revival style but without the flying buttresses.
Palacios designed an edifice covering 704 square

meters, with a central nave 12 meters from the
floor to the springing dome and towering 32
meters to the apex of the spire. The church, which
was stylistically inspired by the Gothic Cathedral
in Burgos, Spain, was to be made of all-steel
plates. His design was approved on June 14, 1883.
Three years later in 1886, the Societe Anonyme
d’ Enterprises de Travaux Publics of Brussels,
Belgium was awarded the contract to undertake
the construction of this grandiose design. Onethousand-five-hundred-twenty-seven tons of steel
parts were cast in Belgium and subsequently
shipped to Manila in six shiploads that arrivedin
1888. The assembly took two years. On August 15,
1891, the San Sebastian was inaugurated.
With a population of 18,000, Manila and its
suburbs needed a mass transportation system. In
1878, Leon Monssour, an official of the Department
of Public Works, submitted a proposal to Madrid
for a tranvia (streetcar) system. Evidently
motivated by the systems in New York and Paris,
Monssour envisioned a five-line network with a
central station outside the walls of Intramuros.
The government approved the plan and awarded
the franchise to the La Compañia de Tranvias
de Filipinas, a consortium organized in 1882 by
Jocobo Zobel de Zangroniz with Spanish engineer
Luciano M. Bremon and Madrid banker Adolfo
Bayo. The Manila-Malabon Line was completed
and began serving the public in October 1888.
The horse-drawn street omnibuses for 12 seated
and eight standing passengers were an instant

Figure 20. The San Sebastian in the district of Quiapo

Figure 21. The tranvia of the Manila-Malabon Line
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success and plied five routes that totaled 16.3
kilometers.
Spanish colonial infrastructure in the late
19th century relied on iron and steel imported
primarily from the United Kingdom, Germany,
France, Spain and Belgium. The year of largest
imports during the Spanish era was 1889, with
the excess arising from abnormal purchases of
iron and steel combined with rice imports. It was
the largest in value in the history of importation
during the Spanish reign.1 This abnormal increase
may be attributed to the extensive shipments
of materials for the construction of the ManilaDagupan railway. Also, new constructions in the
urban centers were mandated to use galvanized
iron sheets for roofing instead of clay tiles or nipa.
The United Kingdom dominated the iron and steel
trade, supplying half of the demand, followed
by Germany as second, and France, Spain and
Belguim as minor players.2
Cement was imported from Germany, Belgium,
the United Kingdom and Hong Kong. The Santa
Mesa Cement Tile and Pipe Factory,established in
1886 by Carl Fressel in Santa Mesa, Manila, was
the first factory in Asia engaged in the production
of cement tiles, blocks, pipes and other cementbased products. The factory was capable of
churning out 7,000 tiles, 6,000 cement bricks,
and 1,000 meters of varied sizes of pipes on a
daily basis. Imported from Germany, the cement
and colors used were of the finest quality,
producing excellent tiles for export to Singapore
and other Asian countries. In addition to its
manufacturing capabilities, the company was also
engaged in contracting for all forms of cement
construction and supply cast cement ornaments

for architectural application. The company was
awarded a gold medal at the 1895 Exposición
Regional Filipina.3
In 19th century Europe, concrete was primarily used
for industrial buildings since it was perceived as
an unacceptable building material for residences
for aesthetic reasons. The first widespread use of
Portland cement in residential construction were
in England and France between 1850 and 1880.
This was popularized by Frenchman Francois
Coignet, who added steel rods to cement in
exterior walls to prevent the walls from stretching.
He later used them as flexural elements.
Reinforced concrete structures were introduced
in Spain mainly through French influence in the
late 19th century. It appears that Spain’s first
experience with reinforced concrete was in 1891,
when José Nicolau, a civil engineer, used concrete
to protect and better preserve metal shapes in
his civil engineering projects in Cantabria. The
Puigverd tank in Lleida, Spain is regarded as the
first Spanish reinforced concrete construction. It
was completed in December 1893 and is still in
use today.
In the Philippines, the use of cement in important
administrative structures was also introduced in
the last decade of the 19th century. The method
necessitated the manufacture of artificial
masonry blocks employing Portland cement, a
construction technique proposed by Primitivo
Luelmo Salvador, engineer in charge of the
reconstruction of the Palacio del Gobernador
General in 1897. In the San Sebastian Church, the
hollow walls of steel were also filled with mixed
sand, gravel and cement.

Figure 22. Cement advertisement in the early 20th century. (left) Cement and stone quarry in the province of Rizal (right)
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Figure 23. Bamboo and cement composite invented by Ermitaño

Figure 24. Spanish dredging machine used for Manila’s port construction

In 1894, a new composite material made of
cement and bamboo was developed by an
inventor known only as Ermitaño. Because of its
incombustible properties, the composite was
endorsed as the new material for building walls
in urban areas. The system was known as “Modelo
de Nueva Sistema de Construccion Urbana”
which was disseminated in pages of La Ilustracion
Filipina that same year. This system never took
off but true reinforced concrete structures would
emerge in the Philippines in the first decade of the
20th century under the auspices of the American
colonial authorities.

In the twilight years of the 19th century, the
Filipinos’ expectations broadened as liberal
knowledge from Europe penetrated their
consciousness. The city and its’ environs were
caught up amidst political dissent demanding
change; the nationalist ferment would erupt into
a revolution leading to the demise of the Spanish
Empire. With Spain’s defeat in the SpanishAmerican War in 1898, a new era dawned. A new
architecture was to emerge, shaped by American
imperial ambition.

Overall, the achievements of the Hispanic
urbanization program were synonymous to the
elevation of the standards living of its colonial
subjects through urban infrastructure and public
works that bespoke of colonial modernity and
progress. This metropolitan transformation was
not simply fuelled by imperial altruism or the
simple benevolence of the colonialist; rather,
these were undertaken to facilitate efficient
colonial governance and further the economic
exploitation of the colony by maximizing the
extraction of its resources. Not only did the
Filipinos enjoy the fruits of industrialization
through the infrastructure works and the
aesthetics of colonial urbanism that depended on
cutting-edge Spanish engineering and European
technology; more palpable was the power, prestige
and the techno-cosmopolitan tendencies of the
colonial social order. Colonial urban reengineering
was meant to transfigure the city into an efficient,
well-ordered and regulated domain so structured
to enhance the flow of economic activities and
ultimately frame the colonial subjectivity into
subservient natives.

Building the Infrastructure for
American Imperial City in the Tropics
After Spain surrendered Manila in August 1898,
the Americans took up their positions in the city
and commenced to govern Manila. In the process
of takeover, Manila as a new American colonial
city underwent a massive transformation to
restructure its urban built environment as a model
colonial outpost. Charged with an imperialist
agenda, this urban overhaul was initiated to
facilitate efficient colonial governance and to
signify the power and prestige of the new colonial
order.
All public works were placed under the United
States Army Corps of Engineers. The corps was
given responsibility over all public works under the
military government of General Arthur MacArthur.
Infrastructure and buildings of Manila and other
urban centers were appraised and those that
incurred damage from the war were immediately
repaired to make them serviceable. The Philippine
Commission, headed by Judge Howard Taft, was
in control of the development and improvement
of the islands and eventually took over the civil
administration of the country as well. Taft was
appointed as the first Civil Governor General of
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Figure 25. Jones Bridge

Figure 26. Filling the moats of Intramuros

Figure 27. Construction of streets in Manila

the Philippines. Soon, the commission generously
deployed its resources to help the city recuperate,
rehabilitate and improve existing infrastructure
and introduce urban strategies that assured a
comfortable, healthy and secure settlement for
the anticipated influx of American population.

US dollars. Shipping remained an important form
of transport. Over 800 foreign vessels entered
Manila Bay with a total of just under two million
net tons. Coastal steamers added an additional
33,000 net tons. 6

Drainage programs modified low-lying areas, road
construction and the clearing and straightening
of streams helped control diseases such as
malaria and dysentery. The Army engineered
these activities as a means to eradicate breeding
areas of mosquitoes that, along with nets, screens
and sanitation programs, improved the health
of both the military and civilian populations.4
The development of the Islands required the
improvementof the roads and rail and facilitating
the extension of the mail, telegraph and phone
lines linking the islands.5 Workers constructed
450 miles of new track, creating a total network
of 575 miles. By 1912, travel in the Islands was
vastly improved by 1,140 miles of first-class
macadamized roads, 1,340 miles of second-class
lightly surfaced roads and 5,170 steel and concrete
bridges and culverts. Expenditures for roads and
bridges for 1911 and 1912 reached over 4 million
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Americans built roads not only as a manifestation
of 20th century modernization in the Philippines
but also to render the colony to systematic
military and commercial exploitation. The first
act approved by the Philippine Commission on
September 12,1900 was the appropriation of one
million US dollar for the construction of roads and
bridges in the colony to open up new territory and
to facilitate military and commercial exploitation
of the hinterland. Previously, railroads served
as projections of European imperialism. Britain,
France and Germany laid track from Africa to
Asia as a means to expand their presence from
the coast to the interior. America focused on
creating a network of roads and streets rather
than railroads, allowing automobiles access to
the Islands. From 1916 through 1925, the number
of private passenger automobiles grew, but only
from 2,461 to 10,095.7

As early as 1902, Manila’s utilities and other
urban services were undertaken by the Philippine
Commission by authorizing a franchise on a
competitive bidding “to construct and maintain in
the streets of Manila and its suburbs an electric
street railway and the service of electric light,
heat, and power.” The franchise was awarded to
an American capitalist, who acquired the existing
antiquated power plants and installed modern
ones which had greatly contributed to the
industrial development, economy and comfort of
living in Manila and its suburbs. In 1903, the city
of Manila had, under its auspices, 218 arc lights
and 1,568 incandescent lamps on the streets and
public buildings. Small tramcars drawn by native
ponies had been replaced by a modern American
electric street-railway service and the railway
service to and from other towns in the island of
Luzon had been extended. Connected to Manila
by electric railway was Fort William McKinley, a US
army post in the hills five miles away, providing
quarters for about 3,000.
Electricity, a relatively new commodity at the
beginning of the century, was made available to
more Filipino consumers with the establishment
of the Manila Electric and Railroad Company

(Meralco) on March 14, 1903 by Charles M. Swift.
Though the first electric plant was built in 1892,
electricity came to Greater Manila in 1903.
Initially, its use in many households was limited to
illumination, but the promise of a clean, smokeless
and odorless energy source created an attraction
of new inventions like the electric fan, toaster and
flat iron which made housework more efficient
and less tiring. These common house appliances
were specifically given away for free by the electric
company if the household can consume more than
10 kilowatts per hour.
In 1904, a new powerhouse, containing four
Westinghouse turbo generators, was erected on
Isla de Provisor, an island in the middle of Pasig
River from where they drew their condensing
water. In addition to supplying power for the street
railway and public lights, the same plant delivered
220 volts of electricity to households and other
power subscribers.8 The company serviced
3,478 households in 1906, increasing at an
average of 6,000 additional customers per year,
reaching 42,126 households in 1923. The plant
also increased its power output to 55,000,000
kilowatts by 1923.

Figure 28. The streetcars of MERALCO traversing the streets of Binondo

Figure 29. Power plant in Manila

Figure 30. Print advertisement of the Manila Electric Company
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Among other American improvements were: an
efficient fire department, a sewer system whereby
sewage was discharged into the bay more than
a kilometer and a half from the shore by means
of pumps; a system of gravity waterworks
whereby the city water supply was taken from
the Marikina river about 23 km. from the city
into a storage reservoir which had a capacity
of two billion gallons at 65 meters above sea
level. An improvement of the outmoded Carriedo
waterworks, the American-designed reservoir, the
Deposito (the subterranean reservoir of San Juan
del Monte), followed the plan drawn by military
engineer Major James F. Case. The reservoir was
rectangular in plan, 225 meters long, 155 meters
broad and 6 meters deep. Its capacity was 54
million gallons that necessitated the excavation
of some 211,538 cubic meters of material, the
placement of about 6,925 cubic meters of
concrete and the use of about 55,000 kilograms
of steel. This feat of American engineering made
available 22 million gallons or nearly a hundred
gallons of water daily to inhabitants of Manila
, quadrupling the water volume from the old
Carriedo water system. The supply from the new
storage basin went into operation on November
12, 1908. With the public utilization of the new
water distributing system in Manila, the colonial
health officials had observed “a reduction in the
yearly average number of deaths of children from
convulsion from 1,921 to 500.” 9

Figure 31. Tondo pumping station of the Manila sewer system
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Further improvement of Manila’s water supply was
again undertaken in 1919 with the reorganization
of the waterworks under the Metropolitan Water
District, which constructed the Balara Filtration
Plant. By 1920, a water purification plant was
constructed in San Juan del Monte to address the
increased demand for pathogen-free water and a
new water source was being surveyed in Angat
River in Bulacan. 10
A system of sanitary and modern public market
buildings was also established in Manila under the
control of the municipal authority. This consisted
of seven markets: Anda (Intramuros), Arranque
(Santa Cruz), Herran (Paco), Quinta (Quiapo),
Santa Ana (Santa Ana), Pandacan (Pandacan),
and Divisoria (Tondo). Quinta Market at the foot
of the suspension bridge was completed at total
cost of $67,821.29 and opened for public use on
October 21, 1901. That same year,on November 11,
the Divisoria Market at Plaza Mercado, Tondo was
completed at total cost of $154,469.50.
The project of immediate necessity was the
improvement of the port of Manila to provide safe
anchorage and wharf facilities for freight and
passenger shipping. In 1901, the improvement
of the Port of Manila, under the stewardship of
Major Clinton B. Sears of the US Army Corps
of Engineers, was undertaken. The project was
estimated at $3 million. This consisted of four

Figure 32. Pier no. 7 in Manila Harbor

divisions: the improvement of the outer harbor
or Bay of Manila; the improvement of Pasig River
below the Bridge of Spain (now Jones Bridge),
the bar at the entrance, the inner basin and the
canal connecting the latter with the river; the
improvement of upper Pasig River to Laguna
de Bay; and the building of a drawbridge across
the Pasig River near its mouth, giving passage
to steam and street cars, and other vehicles and
foot passengers.
In summary, the project called for the completion
of a breakwater and dredging of designated
harbor areas in which dredged material were
to be used to reclaim some 60 hectares from
the sea. The Pasig River was also widened to
76 meters up to the Bridge of Spain, the river’s
intermediate arterial canals were deepened to
5.5 meters and the Ayala Bridge and Laguna de
Bay shoal places were dredged to a two meter
depth to allow for low water navigation. The
highlight of this plan, which was never realized,
was the construction of a through drawbridge
over the Pasig River near its mouth. This steel
bridge, having a double-track railway, two wagon
roads and two foot walks, was to rest on three
concrete piers and two abutment piers.
The construction of two breakwaters as part of
the port improvement project erased Manila’s
infamous reputation as the worst major port for
freight in the Orient. The harbor metamorphosed
from an open roadstead into a secure closed
harbor. An area within the breakwater was
dredged, the refuse material from the process
used to fill in ground for a new commercial
district on what had been, before the arrival of
the Americans, shoals in front of the shoreline of
Manila. This was the Ermita and Malate district, a
marshy area along the shoreline of Manila.

Construction of water piers began in 1905. Pier
No.1, a 70 feet wide by 600 feet long concrete
deck on reinforced concrete piles, was constructed
by the US Army. Next, the Bureau of Navigation
undertook the construction of Pier No. 3. This pier,
also of concrete deck supported on reinforced
concrete piles, was 110 feet wide and 650 feet long
with a 60 feet by 500 feet cargo shed. In 1910, the
Bureau completed Pier No. 5, 160 feet wide by 750
feet long consisting of concrete slabs supported
on steel beams and a pedestal type substructure
provided with a cargo shed 100 feet wide by 600
feet long. By 1920, 85 hectares of land had been
reclaimed and the construction of Pier No. 7 would
eclipse all previous piers in scale and style. Pier
No.7, considered the largest and most modern port
facility in Asia and a gem of colonial architecture,
was completed in 1926 at the huge sum of P13
million. The pier consisted of a reinforced concrete
deck supported on reinforced concrete piles and
measured 240 feet wide by 1400 feet long.11 An
imposing shed, 160 feet wide and 1200 feet long
with passenger corridors on both wings and an
administration building at the center recalled the
Crystal Palace of London with its vaulted ceiling of
steel and crystalline façade.
According to the Philippine Commission Report of
1903, there were over 30 esteros or branches of
esteros within the city limits of Manila. Although
they were dirty and ill-smelling, their value to
the city as commercial waterways, sewers, open
drains and irrigating ditches were incalculable,
playing a significant role in Manila’s cultural
and economic life. These canals were not only
depicted as picturesque destinations in vintage
photographs but also as busy and sometimes
congested thoroughfares, bustling with economic
activities and doubling as home to Manila’s
floating population (15,000 persons resided
in cascos, lorchas launches and other small
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watercraft). In the absence of an efficient road
system, the esteros of Manila furnished avenues
of traffic for the distribution of cargo coming from
freighters anchored at Manila Bay. The extent
of the navigable estero was estimated to reach
more than 107 km, according to an article in the
December 1928 issue of the Philippine Education
Magazine. A small casco, a vernacular river vessel,
could travel for several days in Manila’s network
of canals without traversing the same one twice.
The navigable esteros were kept dredged to a
mean depth of two meters at low water. The
canals were kept in navigable condition through
the Estero Agreement forged between the city of
Manila and the Insular Government. Under this
agreement, the government is responsible for the
maintenance of all navigable canals through the
Bureau of Public Works, while the city is mandated
to take charge of the small and shallow canals,
assuring its hygienic condition, and all the bridges
over the esteros.
A satisfactory steel bridge, the Santa Cruz Bridge
across Pasig, was completed and opened to
vehicular traffic and public convenience on March
1, 1902 at a cost of $185,000. The Bridge of Spain
was widened and Australian blocks were purchased
to renew its pavement. The new Ayala Bridge,
first built in 1872 by Don Jacobo Zobel de Ayala
of the Ayala-Roxas Family, was reconstructed in
steel and connected the San Miguel district to
Arroceros. The contract for the supply of materials
and the construction of the superstructure of the
new Ayala Bridge was awarded to the Atlantic, Gulf
and Pacific Company, which imported materials
from the United States to the sum of P129,726.
This bridge, which opened in 1906, consisted of
two spans of the Pratt double intersection type,
with curved upper chord, and was throughout
a riveted structure with pin bearings. It had a
clear roadway of 6.70 meters with two sidewalks

Figure 33. Santa Cruz Bridge
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of a width of 1.75 meters. The floor consisted of
buckle plates riveted directly to the floor beams.
The south span had a length of 202 feet between
end pins, and the north span of 242 feet between
end pins. It was the intention to lay the roadway
with asphalt as an experiment.12 Ayala Bridge was
completed at a cost of P200,000. 13
The construction of an automatic steel lift-bridge
to relieve both land and water traffic over the
Binondo Canal at the foot of Calle Soledad was a
technological marvel of the period.14 This bridge
effectively linked the business district and the
customhouse. The contract for the superstructure
was awarded to Germann & Company for
the sum of P39,580 and was completed on
December 28,1905 according to the design of
the municipal engineering department. The
bridge’s superstructure consisted of a movable
platform with a clear roadway of 6.7 meters and
two sidewalks of 2.3 meters in width. The span
of supports from center to center was 13 meters
and the clear channel between abutments was
12 meters. This movable platform was operated
by electricity through a small operating house
situated north of the bridge at the Calle Soledad
end. On the average, 13,400 pedestrians and 1,382
vehicles passed over the bridge, while 141 cascos
traversed beneath the platform on a daily basis.15
This engineering breakthrough was coupled with
the gradual phaseout of all wooden bridges over
the esteros and canals of Manila beginning in
1906. The wooden bridges, prone to rotting, were
replaced by permanent constructions, ideally
of concrete and steel, as these materials were
almost maintenance-free. 16
The City Engineer’s office kept a feverish pace in
1905 with significant projects, some of which
were: the production of construction drawings
for the new Pasig River walls on the north and

Figure 34 Binondo lift-bridge

Figure 35 and 36. Typical estero bridge design (above); Plans of the
Pasig River wall (below)

south banks west of the Bridge of Spain; the
concrete steel arch over the Estero San Miguel
made necessary by the extension of the electric
street railway; a substructure of the Ayala Bridge,
a substructure of the Binondo lift bridge, and
a redesign for the Suspension Bridge.17 It was
also during this time that the stagnant moats
of Intramuros were filled and developed as
promenades. It was decided to utilize the tons of
sand fill excavated from the harbor, which was at
that time undergoing port expansion, to reclaim
the pestilential moats.

All in all, the bituminous macadam pavements
had reached 15,097 square yards; wood blocks
by 27,538 square yards; asphalt by 498 square
yards; and a small amount of concrete blocks.20
The water-bound macadam was torn every single
year by heavy traffic and flooding, prompting
the Governor General to remark: “The paving of
streets…seems never to end in the tropics.”21 In
the second decade of the American occupation,
the city had a total street mileage of 2,059,176
meters and began to convert all its streets to
asphalt – an immense undertaking which was
projected to incur P 3 million and a span of five
years.22

The Pasig River Wall project called for the
construction of a concrete retaining wall along a
portion of the south bank of the Pasig River, south
of the Bridge of Spain. This wall, approximately
1,000 feet in length, was constructed of concrete
with stone coping, resting on a grillage and pile
foundation of sufficient depth to allow an 18foot channel at low water. The old city wall was
removed along this portion of the river, and in
addition, an area of approximately 7,600 square
meters was reclaimed by filling out to the new wall.
The construction of this wall opened up a section
of the riverfront to commerce to facilitate interisland freight.18 The contract for the river wall was
awarded to Salvador Farre and was completed on
March 26,1906 at a cost of P 314,935.80.19
By 1912, Manila had 129 miles of streets and
83 bridges, 11 of which were open exclusively
to foot traffic. The Cavite Boulevard (now Roxas
Boulevard), running about 15 miles along the
bay’s shore, was completed in accordance
with Burnham’s waterfront development. The
retaining wall along the city front was completed.

Materials of Colonial Modernity
Infrastructure projects became an essential part
of America’s modernization program, expanding
imperial control throughout the Philippines.
During this period, methods of construction were
greatly improved through the adoption of new
building technologies promoted by the American
authorities in the Philippines. Improvements in
construction technology translated to larger and
taller structures that allowed the application of
complex forms of articulation and ornamentation.
Steel-framed skeleton, reinforced concrete
and concrete hollow-block were the primary
construction technologies imported from the
United States. This transfer of technology to the
Philippines was only part of a larger, worldwide
transmission that the United States started
at the end of the 19th century. Catalyzed by the
successful construction of the Panama Canal in
1914, the American building industry gained world
reputation leading to an aggressive and massive
export of American expertise and technologies
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to other parts of the world. In his book, historian
Jeffrey Cody described the condition as “the first,
most visible example of how assiduously US
companies, planners, government agencies and
other ‘brokers’ of American architectural form and
space positioned themselves to work in Asia and
elsewhere.” 23

Figure 37. Concrete hollow block machine

Figure 38. Khan System for reinforced concrete structures

The American colonial period saw the rise of the
use of concrete in major infrastructure and civic
works in urban and provincial areas. Portland
cement, named after the quarry in the United
Kingdom from which the material originally came,
was the basic ingredient of concrete. In 1872,
Portland cement was manufactured for the first
time in the United States and its popularity as
a building material soon became widespread.
In 1876, during the Philadelphia Centennial
Exposition, Portland cement was shown as a
viable building medium and was thus marketed
aggressively. By 1897, US production of cement
exceeded the importation of cement from Europe.
Thus, by the 1900,the American construction
industry favored and depended on concrete as a
primary building material.
When Daniel H. Burnham designed the master
plan for the City of Manila in 1905, rather than
stone, he recommended the use of reinforced
concrete as the primary building material as
it could withstand the tremors of earthquakes
and blend into the existing architectural scene.
Burnham favored, “Flat walls, simply built of
concrete (with steel rods to resist earthquake),
and depending for their effect upon beautiful
proportions rather than upon costly materials, are
from all points of view most desirable for Manila.”24
Concrete is a highly adaptable and plastic material
which can be formed and employed in a range of
application from massive structures to the most
exquisite of architectural details. Concrete’s
plastic quality renders a smooth surface and a
crisp plane as well as an inexpensive precast
relief ornament. Moreover, concrete surfaces are
easy to clean and disinfect, an obvious choice of
hygiene advocates.

Figure 39. Methods of reinforced concrete construction in the pages of
the Far Eastern Review
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The colonial sanitarians prescribed the use of
concrete for domestic architecture and public
infrastructure. The quest for infrastructural
progress and sanitary remediation fuelled
the demand for cement, which were imported
primarily from Hong Kong, Germany, Belgium and
the United Kingdom. According to the records of
the Insular Collector of Customs, from fiscal year
1906 to 1911, there was a significant increase
in the quantities of cement imported by the
Philippines, from 107,000 to 369,425 barrels.
Hong Kong and French Indo-china dominated
the cement trade in the country. Cement from

the United States entered the country duty free,
but the long transportation and cost of shipping
logistics have kept the importation of American
cement to the minimum.25
Realizing the importance of cement, the American
proconsuls tasked scientists working at the newly
established Bureau of Science to source raw
materials such as limestone and shale for the local
manufacture of Portland cement. They identified
Danao in Cebu, Binangonan in Rizal, Lucena in
Tayabas, and Romblon as potential areas to erect
a cement plant.26
In 1914, the Philippine cement industry was born
when the the Augustinian Recollects established
the first modern mechanized limestone quarry
and cement factory in Binangonan, Rizal. A
joint venture with the Manila-based business
firm Ynchausti, the company brought German
technicians and imported machinery from
Germany’s Krupp conglomerate. The rated
capacity of the country’s first cement plant was
2,000 bags of 94 lbs. per day or 600,000 bags per
year of 300 operating days. This was instrumental
in building the first concrete skyscrapers in
Manila. But its operations were cut short when
the plant was shut down and confiscated by the
Americans in 1919 at the height of the First World
War because of its German affinity. Through a
public bidding, the plant was sold to Ynchausti
y Cia in 1925 but was subsequently acquired by
Don Vicente Madrigal in 1928, who repaired the
facility and resumed operations in 1930 under a
new name, Rizal Cement.27 At that time, the Rizal
Cement plant was the sole domestic supplier
of cement in the country, apart from sources of
imported cement from Japan.
The combination of concrete and steel
reinforcements resulted in a medium known as
ferroconcrete or reinforced concrete. The added
reinforcement provided the needed strength
for tensile forces while the concrete countered
compressive forces. The use of this composite
material in new construction meant that
structures became taller, spans became longer
and openings became larger. New architectural
forms were made possible.
In the design of the Government Laboratories
(later renamed Bureau of Science Building),
Insular Architect Edgar K. Bourne introduced a
radically new structural system whose foundation
was composed of “Portland cement, sand, and
broken stone, in proportions of one, three, and five,
respectively.”28 The foundation walls were made
entirely of poured solid concrete and the masonry
components were joined by a compound of limeand-cement mortar and smoothly plastered by
hand.

Figure 40. Government Laboratory Building

Figure 41. Cathedral of St. Mary and St. John

The Episcopal Cathedral of St. Mary and St. John,
located at Calle Isaac Peral (now United Nations
Avenue), pioneered in the use of reinforced
concrete on a monumental scale. Completed in
1906, the cathedral was erected by the Atlantic,
Gulf and Pacific Company following the Mission
Revival style design of architects Sturgis and
Barion of Boston, Massachusetts. The cathedral
was the first of its kind to be built entirely of
reinforced concrete with hollow vertical walls
and reinforced with mild steel in the form of
round rods.29 The grand cathedral, which seats
1,000 persons, had a cruciform plan with minimal
decorations, a steel trussed dome sheathed
with copper, window openings shielded by capiz
windows, and two 60-foot rectangular towers
punctured by arches – evoking “the dignified
and classic lines of Spanish Renaissance” in its
massive yet unadorned building skin.30
Consistent with the colonial government’s
sanitary obsession, the first building of the
government to be executed entirely of reinforced
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Figure 43. Bilibid Prison Hospital

Figure 42. Insane Ward at San Lazaro Hospital

Figure 44. Philippine General Hospital

concrete (with the exception of wood window
frames and roof trusses) was the Insane Ward
at San Lazaro, designed by Consulting Architect
William E. Parsons and completed in 1907. The
building was hailed by the Bureau of Health as
“a radical departure in hospital construction and
will serve as a guide for the future.”31 Parsons, who
advocated the use of reinforced concrete for all
government-funded buildings, noted the difficulty
in expediting the construction of reinforced
concrete buildings in the country because of
the absence of skilled workers trained to handle
concrete’s plastic properties and the formwork
it requires. The Insane Ward at San Lazaro,
executed under a contract with B.W. Cadwallader
Company, marked “the beginning of a new policy
for the construction of public buildings…[and]
its construction is being watched very carefully
by not only the inspectors in charge but also by
contractors and the public who are interested in
this form of construction.”32 The building was an
L-shaped two-story structure; the length of each
wing was 23 meters and the width 12 meters.
The first floor level was raised 1.5 meters above
ground with a well-ventilated underfloor space.
The interior corners at the floors and walls were
all rounded to facilitate cleaning and disinfection.

& Julius Kahn, designers of some of the more
significant US automobile factories like Ford’s
Highland Park in Detroit. The company’s main
product was the “Kahn Trussed Bar,” a horizontal
main bar with flanges or plate-like projections
from each side that were partially cut away and
bent upward at 45 degrees, apparently to act
as shear reinforcing. This system was used as a
reinforcement medium for concrete construction
as the trussed bars were placed within concrete
molds for floor slabs and beams. The Army and
Navy Club in Manila, designed by William Parsons
in 1908, specifically used the Kahn system for its
reinforcement requirements. This system became
so pervasive that it was the primary construction
system exported by the United States between
the World Wars.

In 1910, the Municipal Engineer had observed
the remarkable increase in the adoption of
reinforced concrete for private construction. That
year the value of reinforced concrete buildings
erected reached P1,144,050,an abrupt increase of
P607,050 over the previous year.33
Another company that made use of this steelconcrete mixture was Truscon, founded by Albert
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Moreover, a number of American companies
ventured in the invention of timesaving
machines exploiting the potentials of concrete.
In 1906, the Ideal Concrete Machinery Company
of South Bend Indiana developed machinery
which manufactured concrete hollow blocks
in the construction site, known as the “Hollow
Concrete Building Block.” Essentially, the machine
compacts a concrete mixture into a mold to form
hollow-blocks. The machine had vertical cores,
fold-down molds sides, and a pallet with cutouts
so it would fit over the cores. The pallet was placed
in the bottom of the mold and was used to lift the
freshly molded block out of the mold after hand
tamping. The company aggressively promoted
and marketed the machine as demonstrated in
a print advertisement depicting the global reach
of the imported machinery with the Philippines
as one of its client base. Concrete hollow blocks,

as they were still manually produced but with the
aid of a machine, were feasible building materials
in the Philippines. The abundance of manual
labor resulted in the inexpensive production of
hollow blocks. These relatively low-cost blocks
became the fundamental building material for
constructing walls and other vertical components.
This technology is still being used today in the
Philippines and has proven to be an economical
building material compared to contemporary
materials such as drywall, curtain walls and other
prefabricated components.
Another important application of this concrete was
in the production of prefabricated components
and precast concrete ornaments demanded
by the neoclassical and the art deco style. This
was an important aspect of construction as a
significant amount of the decorative features
(such as medallions, low-relief sculptures,
statuaries, inserts) were repetitive in nature
and were thus produced in multiples. Original
sculptures and decorative panels were first
executed in plaster from which a mold was formed
for the eventual concrete casting. The ornamental
components were fabricated in Manila by a
special corps of 50 to 60 sculptors and molders
working under the supervision of the Consulting
Architect then shipped to various building
sites in the archipelago. In such undertaking,
the Bureau hired master sculptors and artisans
like IsabeloTampinco, Vidal Tampinco, Ramon
Martinez, Vicente Francisco, Eulogio Garcia,
and Inocencio de Leon, among others, to design
the ornamental components of the building.

Inocencio de Leon’s son, Conrado, continued the
tradition and the mass production of precast with
the establishment The House of Precast in 1950.
The use of clay tiles and brick was catalyzed by
the research and experiments conducted by the
Ceramic Division of the Bureau of Science. The
former chief of the said division, Dr. S. del Mundo,
together with the Tuason and Valdes families
as investors, formed a corporation, the Ceramic
Industries of the Philippines, in 1937. The factory,
designed by Cheri Mandelbaum, was located at a
5,000 sq.m property in Barrio Potrero, Tinajeros,
Malabon. The machinery and equipment for
the plant was specially designed and built in
France. The company soon became a leading
manufacturer of clay products, chief of which were
the Del Mundo roofing tile, ceramic hollow bricks
and blocks, fire bricks and blocks for soundproofing
and insulation. The Del Mundo roofing tiles
were flat clay tiles with an admixture of locally
produced asbestos for additional lightness and
resistance to heat, fire, and corrosion. One square
meter of roof area required 35 tiles, the total cost
of which did not exceed that of galvanized iron.
Hollow building bricks of the same clay mixture
were made in several sizes, so that in one square
meter there may be from 18 to 72 bricks. The
permeability of these clay bricks was only 20
percent that of concrete and the insulating power
of hollow clay bricks was five times that of adobe
or concrete, and 25 percent better than even solid
brick. The hollow bricks could be painted, plastered
or otherwise treated.

Figure 45. The Legislative Building
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Figure 46. Malacañang Executive House

Iron and steel were initially imported from Europe
and then the United States. In 1898, the value
of imported bar iron was estimated at $750,000
a year.34 There was a remarkable increase in
the quantity of iron and steel imported to the
Philippines in 1902, valued at $2,000,00035 and
continued to increase by two million more in the
succeeding years.36 Eventually, the demand for
steel would be addressed by American suppliers.
By 1928 for example, the Philippines imported
from the United States 23,998 tons of corrugated
roofing, 11,474 tons of structural iron and steel,
16,316 tons of steel bars and rods, plus other
iron and steel products such as pipes, fittings,
nuts, bolts, washers, nails and other construction
paraphernalia. A report by Consul-General
Harrington in 1930 showed a considerable increase
in steel products imported bythe Philippines. Steel
bridges were erected during this period, replacing
worn-down and deteriorating wooden and stone
bridges built during the previous century.
The Architectural Implication of Epidemics
The early years of American occupation was
plagued by a succession of epidemic diseases
attributed to unhygienic domestic practices of the
colonial subjects at that time. Building ordinances
were issued to prevent the outbreak and spread
of diseases. The onslaught of epidemics had major
architectural implications, which brought about
many technological revisions to Filipino domestic
space in order to minimize the indoor pollution it
generated. In response to plague-carrying rodents,
nipa houses and buildings were made rat-proof
by sealing the gaps and interstices in bamboo
and sawali walls with cement. In response to the
cholera epidemic, the toilet was introduced in
1902 among dwellers of the bahay kubo in Manila
by way of the pail system or cubeta. In the absence
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of a metropolitan sewer, the system provided
each household with wooden buckets, which
were collected daily by the municipal excrement
wagons. Public toilet sheds were also installed
in congested nipa districts. A latrine system
for remote areas was also developed based on
a vernacular toilet structure found in Antipolo,
Province of Rizal.
In densely-packed neighborhoods, new communal
toilets, baths and laundry areas were provided.
In 1908, the American planners introduced the
concept of the Sanitary Barrio. The urban scheme
permitted nipa houses to be built on highly
regulated blocks of subdivided lots. Each sanitary
block had a built-in system of surface drainage,
public latrine, public bath houses and laundry,
and public water hydrants, which could be availed
of by the residents free of charge. The legacy of
these barrios could still be seen in present-day
urban configuration in Paco, Sampaloc, San
Lazaro and Vito Cruz.
The success of these model communities
triggered the reinvention of the Filipino house
into the tsalet, which crossbred the tropical
features of vernacular buildings with hygienic
structural principles and modern concrete. This
innovative hybrid house would influence the
domestic aspirations of the Filipino middle class
beginning in 1910 and continued even after the
Pacific war. The tsalet was a single story structure
constructed of either entirely of wood or a
combination ferroconcrete and wood. The living
areas were maintained at an elevation between
1 to 1.5 meters above ground, slightly lower than
the bahay kubo to discourage the placement of
domestic animals in the underfloor area. The
most obvious innovation of this house was its

Figure 47. Plan of a tsalet

Figure 48 and 49. The Ideal Sanitary House

extended porch or veranda in the principal façade,
which could be accessed by either an L-shaped
or a T-shaped stair. Unlike the bahay kubo, the
interior space was defined by wall partitions
which divided it into a combined living area and
dining area, a kitchen, a toilet and bath, and two
bedrooms.

prototype house introduced a fire-resistive roofing
material, composed of diamond-shaped shingles
molded from a mixture of equal volumes cement,
sand and rice husk and reinforced by woven
bamboo. Its component cement floor and wall slab
were implanted with sawali or woven bamboo, a
technique analogous to a local building method
known as tabique pampango. The concrete shingle
and slab units could be fabricated on site with
minimal skill, investment and labor supplied by
the homeowner himself based on the blueprints
of the Bureau of Health.

In 1912, the Bureau of Health drew up the plans
for sanitary habitations and insisted the tsalet
prototype. These plans, drafted by George H.
Guerdrum, chief of the Division of Sanitary
Engineering, were disseminated to the public via
Health Bulletin No. 10, Philippine Habitations
(Viviendas Filipinas). Written in English and
Spanish, the bulletin instructed architects,
builders, house owners and occupants in the few
simple principles of sanitary house construction.
Schemes were drawn for the general types of
urban house: single detached, semi-detached
(duplex), row house apartments (accessoria), and
the one-story concrete chalet.
New materials were being developed to replace
the highly-flammable nipa as the staple for
urban constructions, especially after the Great
Fire of Manila in 1903. Philippine Assembly Act
no. 1838 sanctioned the banishment of the nipa
roof with the invention of incombustible material
as substitute. The pinnacle of this material
experimentation was the “Ideal Sanitary House”
of 1917. A refinement of the tsalet, this modular

Consulting Architect William E. Parsons, who
served at the Bureau of Public Works from 1905
to 1914, adhered to Daniel H. Burnham’s urban
master plan and design prescriptions that took
inspiration from the extant Philippine-Spanish
sources and consciously orchestrated the fusion
of locally derived architectural forms and the
neoclassical idiom to dramatize the encounter
and co-existence of two cultures. During his
tenure, he was responsible for the design of all
the public buildings and parks for the entire
colony. Under the guidance of the master plan,
neoclassical monumental structures slowly
rose in the landscape, working to enhance the
imperial image, colonial commerce and native
discipline. The plan also stimulated the adoption
of Neoclassicism as the official style of the colony
for the next three decades.
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Parson’s signature design elements—white walls,
balconies, curved semi-circle arches above the
main floor windows, and red-tiled roofs—embodied
the American republican ideals. In these edifices,
Parsons favored reinforced concrete as the
practical building material, being not only resistant
to earthquakes but also easier to construct. He
rejected imported Oregon pine, since termites
quickly ate through the wood, preferring Philippine
mahogany. And it was through this style that
the processes of democratic apprenticeship were
made more tangible in modern reinforced concrete
buildings sponsored by the colonial state. In
these structures, the extensive appropriation of
familiar local motifs made colonialism appear as
a civilizing continuity rather than a disruption of
native civilization.
Perhaps, the most pervasive legacy of Parsons,
which lent to mass-reproduction, was the model
schoolhouses he designed for the Bureau of
Public Instruction. He came up with 15 prototypes
for a variety of site conditions and adapted
ferroconcrete with the vernacular style. Materials,
forms, windows, doors and even blackboards were
standardized to bring down cost and maximize
construction efficiency. Most schoolhouses were
one story high and elevated several feet above
ground by square reinforced concrete piers. Capiz
windows were reinvented as pivoted windows
rotating about a horizontal axis.
For capitol and municipal complexes, Parsons
accorded these structures with a logical and
convenient scheme and placed them in a lush
park-like setting. Parsons’ neoclassic designs
for the capitols became the archetype for all
succeeding capitols built before and after the
war. Like the schoolhouses, plans of municipal
buildings of later years were also standardized, a
necessary policy to maximize resources allotted
for infrastructure development. For instance, the
municipal buildings of Davao, Boac, Concepcion
and Lopez were built using the same standard
plan. Plans of sanitary markets and tiendas were
also standardized beginning in 1912. Parsons
endoresed concrete floors and steel trussed
roofs in all of his four market prototypes and two
standard tiendas. Parsons provided for maximum
light and air and placed the market, whenever
possible, in site adjacent to navigable canal
or river bank to allow water-borne commercial
activities to flourish.
Conclusion
The metropolitan transformation of Manila
into a modern colonial city was facilitated by
and a product of techno-science which enabled
colonizers to live comfortably in a domesticated
colonial environment. Medical science would
control disease, engineering supply pure water
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and sewage systems, new forms of transport
and communications would allow residents to
be moved, fed and employed on a colossal scale.
Novel materials and building technologies—
such as ferroconcrete, iron, steel, multi-story
structures, prefabrication and modularization—
all helped to produce an urban morphology based
on particular forms of energy and assumptions
about accumulation of capital. 37
Providing new urban technologies and other
metropolitan services was not exclusively a
gesture of colonial benevolence to ameliorate
the backward lives of natives. It was a “tool of
conquest” facilitating the “creation of colonies
politically
submissive
and
economically
profitable” to the urban metropole.38 Of course,
this innovative network of technologicallydriven colonial infrastructure allowed for the
development, extraction and exploitation of
resources, which were funneled to the colonial
capital to nourish the status of Manila as a seat
of colonial power and a significant commercial
entrepot of the empire.
Such urban reformation relying heavily on
technological apparatuses was referred to by
Paul Rabinow as technocosmopolitanism or
“the attempt to regulate history, society, and
culture by working over existent institutions
and spaces—cultural, social, and aesthetic—that
were seen to embody a healthy sedimentation of
historical practices. Its technological operations
were applied to specific customs, cultures, and
countries—hence, cosmopolitan.”39 Urban technoscience and infrastructure of development
were not neutral since they were co-opted as
tools or methods for achieving the objectives
of the colonial institutions and municipal
bureaucracy. Operating in concert with the force
of law, techno-scientific urban infrastructure
was designed to regulate and “normalize” those
zones in the colonial space that deviated from
“social and scientifically derived norms.”40 Public
works and technological infrastructure, though
requiring a huge capital outlay, were pursued on
the grounds that as instruments of discipline,
they contained a lesser degree of harshness (of
military coercion) yet yielded similar resultant
effects. The imposition of urban regulations
and colonial disciplinary tactics were easily
transcribed in the inert infrastructure of public
improvements where power remained latent. To
be truly efficient, the overt force operated under
the cloak of volunteerism and civic pride but
the latent disciplinary power remained intact
and reactivated by means of implied sanctions.
For this reason, urban technologies assumed a
function of an apparatus of governance, whose
momentum was driven by the colonial state.
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INTRODUCTION
Governments often employ various modes
to communicate national identity to local
andinternational audiences. Set within the
ideology of nationalism, which demands a sense
of distinctiveness in cultural identity, nations
have often turned to architecture to express
such identity.1 Together with architecture, world’s
fairs, international expositions, theme parks and
parades, other forms of public spectacle are also
used to convey national identity because of their
public and dramatic nature.2 These ephemeral
events are usually employed by national
governments to educate fair goers and visitors, to
encourage business and tourism and to promote
the specific agenda of its stakeholders. This
way, the displays become condensations of the
intended messages, physical concretization of
abstract ideals and values that might otherwise
be lost or misunderstood.
In this article, the process of “condensing,” or the
act of distilling the essence of the country into its
irreducible elements, is inspected in terms of the
ways the idea of the nation is articulated through
theme parks.
Theme parks are specifically used by national
governments to create an abridged summary
of the nation, be it a geographical collage or a
historical synopsis. The parks, originally designed
for entertainment and commerce, also embody
educational aims.3 Entertainment showcased
is usually considered exotic, fantastic and
atypical, as compared to the everyday lives of
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the fair goers. This article investigates how the
Philippine government used architecture and
ephemeral events in theme parks as methods
of postcolonial self-fashioning by looking at two
post-independence case studies: Nayong Pilipino
(Philippine Village) theme park, which opened in
1970 in Pasay City, and the 1998 Expo Pilipino in
Clark, Pampanga.
The postcolonial situation in the Philippines
presents a complex situation.4 This article argues
that as much as theme parks can be considered
as expressions of postcolonial identity and
representing the period after colonialism, the
planning and design however reiterate narratives
that do not differ from previous colonial
expositions. The post-independence theme parks
used notions of self-exoticism and self-orientalism
that recall the primitive-civilized and majorityminority dichotomies present in the Philippine
villages of the 1887 Exposicion General de las Islas
Filipinas in Madrid, Spain and the 1904 St. Louis
World’s Fair in Missouri in the United States. By
interrogating these theme parks, the article also
discusses the implications in the design of future
parks as instruments for propagating an idea of
national identity.
Nayong Pilipino (The Philippine Village)
Through the former first lady Imelda R. Marcos’
cultural and tourism initiative, Nayong Pilipino
was conceptualized as a one-stop tourist park
containing the best attractions of the Philippines.
Nayong Pilipino sought to collect and showcase
key landmarks in the Philippines in a compact

Figure 1:
Map of Nayong Pilipino (Philippine Village), Pasay City, Metro Manila. Its main features include: (1) main gate, (2) Administration, (3)
Philippine Village Hotel, (4) Aquarium, (5) Restaurant, (6) Contemporary Crafts Museum, (7) Mayon Volcano, (8) Magellan’s Cross, (9) Chocolate
Hills, (10) Datu’s House, (11) Samal Houses, (12) Mosque, (13) Philippine Museum of Ethnology, (14) Garden of Philippine Plants, (15) Gate 2, (16)
Vigan House, (17) Children’s Playground, (18) Aviary, (19) Palmetum, (20) man-made lake, (21) Manila International and Domestic Airport Runway,
(A) Tagalog Region, (B) Bicol Region, (C) Visayas Region, (D) Mindanao/Sulu Region, (E) Cordillera Region, (F) Ilocos Region. (redrawn by Edson
Cabalfin, 2015)

site. The park was conveniently located adjacent
to the Manila International Airport (now the
Ninoy Aquino International Airport) and the
Manila Domestic Airport in Pasay City, to allow
foreign and local tourists who have no time to see
the entire Philippines a glimpse of the attractions
with just a short trip from the airport. In the 1969
brochure for the park, Marcos invited foreign
and local visitors to visit the park “and see the
handiwork of Filipino artisans and craftsmen,
amidst an authentic setting of representative
samples of the different regional houses built
throughout the country from the historical past
to the present.”5 The cultural park was officially
inaugurated on June 11, 1970.6
The “authentic setting” described in the brochure
was a 28-hectare park consisting of seven
thematic villages surrounding a six-hectare
man-made lagoon. Each village represented a
particular region in the Philippines. Prominent
Filipino architects were commissioned to design
the structures for a particular village in an
attempt to evoke the unique character of the

region. The architects included Luis Araneta
(Central Luzon), Carlos Arguelles (Nayong Bisaya
or Visayan Village), Lorenzo del Castillo (Moslem
Village), Gabriel Formoso (Restaurant and open-air
theater), Leandro Locsin (Northern Luzon house),
Francisco and Manuel Mañosa (Bicol homes) and
Angel Nakpil (government center). The architects
involved were among the foremost professionals
employed by the First Lady in other governmentsponsored projects in the 1970s and 1980s.7
A replica of a typical Spanish-colonial plaza
system composed of an open plaza fronting a
church served as the park’s administrative center.
The architectures utilized traditional building
materials associated with the houses such as
bamboo, thatch, palm fronds (for the Visayan
and Ifugao houses), wood and brick (for the Ilocos
region), but nevertheless reinterpreted other
structures (such as the restaurant) using modern
materials like concrete and galvanized iron
roofing. A road looped around the park connecting
the different zones. Visitors could ride a colorful
jeepney that went around the entire site. The loop
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Figure 2: Maranao house by Lorenzo del Castillo, Mindanao Region,
Nayong Pilipino. (Photo by Larpoon, 1982, Flickr)

Figure 3: Ifugao houses by Leandro Locsin, Cordillera Region, Nayong
Pilipino. (Photo by Larpoon, 1982, Flickr)

did not follow a prescribed sequence but rather
allowed visitors to discover cultural examples
from the archipelago as they go throughout the
park.

understanding of the customs and lifeways of
these “cultural minorities” to foreign tourists and
more importantly, as a way of educating the local
city residents.10

In addition to the traditional houses and
structures simulated within the themed villages,
important natural geological attractions were
similarly reproduced, albeit in smaller scale.
Miniature versions of the Mayon Volcano in Albay
(known for its perfect cone), the Chocolate Hills in
Bohol, Ifugao Rice Terraces in Banaue and Lanao
Lake were located within their respective regions
in the village. These tourist destinations were
recreated within the park, much like the regional
houses and architecture, as approximations
of experiencing the key sites of the country.
Although the intention was for the architectures
and geological sites to adhere to a certain level of
authenticity, the approximations substituted the
real ones with concrete, plaster, wood and steel,in
some instances.

As an arts and crafts center, the park
concomitantly highlighted a select group of
arts and crafts industries from the Philippines.
Artisans from Luzon comprised ornamental
carvers from Paete (Laguna), basket weavers from
Pangasinan, balisong (folding knife) makers from
Batangas, cloth weavers from the Tagalog Region
and woodcarvers from Ifugao. From the Visayan
region, the park showcased mat weaving from
Leyte and guitar-making from Cebu. Brassware
makers from Lanao represented the crafts of the
Mindanao region.11 Craftsmen were housed in the
respective regions in the park, providing visitors a
glimpse of the process of making these crafts and
later allowing them to purchase the end products.
The park, aside from being a cultural venue, was
meant to be a shopping destination as well.

To further highlight the cultural component of the
park, several exhibits and displays prominently
showcased the different ethnolinguistic groups of
the islands. One of the major museum structures in
the park was the Museum of Philippine Traditional
Culture (later renamed the Philippine Museum of
Ethnology), which was inaugurated in 1971. The
Museum sought “to create a better image of the
Filipino cultural minorities, their way of life, arts
and craftsmen to their countrymen and the rest
of the world.”8 Designed by Lorenzo del Castillo,
the anthropological museum featured nipa palm
thatched roofing, reminiscent of traditional
lowland houses.

Not only was the park popular among foreign
tourists; it was also well-likedby the locals as a
field trip destination, where throngs of school
children were ferried in by the bus loads. The park
also became a choice setting for family Sunday
picnics. Indeed, as it was the Philippines in
miniature, the park allowed people from different
walks of life to experience the diversity of the
archipelago without necessarily traveling too far
or spending too much money, effort and time.
The park thus conflated the intertwined activities
of leisure, tourism, commerce, education and
entertainment in one convenient location.

The museum was built under the behest of the
Presidential Assistant for National Minorities
(PANAMIN), the government agency tasked
with the protection and development of what
was then called “cultural minorities” or various
ethnolinguistic groups and their integration into
mainstream Philippine society.9 The museum
was thus envisioned as a way to promote
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Houses of the various ethnolinguistic groups
portrayed to visitors a harmonious and peaceful
village under the benevolence of the national
government. Unfortunately, this calm and
pleasant image disavowed the conflicts and
tensions between the government and the “tribal
Filipinos.” As one report argued, the Marcos
government, through PANAMIN, relocated the
indigenous groups and targeted their ancestral

lands for private logging, mining and farming
concessions.12 PANAMIN allegedly enforced
“primitivism” by denying the indigenous groups
basic tools to make them self-sufficient.
According to the report,by keeping them
primitive, the government highlighted them
as tourist attractions.13 Indigenous groups
also fought against government-sponsored
infrastructure projects that encroached and
violated ancestral domains. For example,
beginning in 1975, some 90,000 Kalingas and
Bontocs of the Cordilleras in Luzon successfully
fought the construction of the US$ 1 billion Chico
River Basin Development project that could have
easily become the largest hydroelectric project
in Southeast Asia.14 Rendered by PANAMIN
as passive people, serenely engaged in craftsmaking and living quietly in an Eden-like setting,
the Nayong Pilipino theme park attempted to
erase and gloss over the resistances of these
ethnolinguistic groups.
The inclusion of the mosque and Muslim village
in Nayong Pilipino was also a conscious attempt
by the government to respond to the ongoing
conflicts between Muslims and Christians in
the country. This trope is similar to the “Moro
Villages” found in the colonial expositions of 1887
in Madrid and in St. Louis Missouri in 1904.15
Muslim-Christian conflicts can be traced back
to 400 years earlier when the Spaniards first
came to the archipelago. During the Americancolonial and postwar period, the tension did
not necessarily ease due to constant fighting
against the government.16 Anti-government
resistance and a Muslim secessionist movement
strengthened during the 1970s, when Muslims
comprised five percent of the national population
and weremostly living in Mindanao, Basilan,

Figure 4: Replica of Mayon Volcano, Bicol Region, Nayong Pilipino. (from
Ma. Teresa Manuel, TAO: Humanism at Work in Filipino Society. Manila:
National Media and Promotion Center, 1979)

Sulu and Tawi-Tawi in the southern part of the
country.17 By including the Muslims within the
space of the miniature country, the government
painted a harmonious picture of the nation where
religious tensions are completely erased.
It is significant to point out that aside from
Nayong Pilipino, there were also similar parks
established around the same time in Southeast
Asia. Contemporary to Nayong Pilipino was the
Taman Mini Indonesia Indah (Beautiful Indonesia
in Miniature Park) that opened outside of
Jakarta in 1980 and the Muang Boran (Ancient
City) in the Samut Prakan province of Thailand
inaugurated in 1972. The Indonesian and Thai
cultural parks likewise showcased architectures
and cultures from the diverse ethnolinguistic
groups of the countries. Aside from traditional
architectures relocated to the park, the Taman
Mini, also featured an entertainment theme
park. The 80-hectare Muang Boran, located 30
kilometers from the capital city of Bangkok and
created by philanthropist Lek Viryabumhad had
similar architectural displays of reconstructed
demolished structures and various traditional
house types.18
The fact that these three cultural parks emerged
contemporaneously during the post-World War
II period also reflects the close link between
the Southeast Asian nations and the similar
trope of reclaiming the past in the name of
post-independence
nation-building.
Imelda
Marcos’ biographer Beatriz Romualdez-Francia
commented in her book that Nayong Pilipino
supposedly inspired Madame Soeharto of
Indonesia to create her own version of the theme
park in Indonesia.19 Other accounts indicated
that it was Disneyland that inspired the “Mini

Figure 5: Guitar-making in the Cebu section, Visayas Region, Nayong
Pilipino. (from Ma. Teresa Manuel, TAO: Humanism at Work in Filipino Society. Manila: National Media and Promotion Center, 1979)
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Indonesia” park.20 Linkages between these
countries were forged through official state
visits. The Marcoses, for example, traveled on
official state visits to Malaysia, Indonesia and
Thailand in January of 1968. Because of that trip,
Imelda Marcos became close to Queen Sirikit of
Thailand.21 The Soehartos made an official state
visit to Manila in 1971 and were guests at the
opening of the Museum of Philippine Traditional
Culture in Nayong Pilipino.22 Aside from economic
and political links,in these cases,the cultural aren
a also became an important diplomatic avenue
by which international connections were made
among the Southeast Asian nations at that time.

Expo Pilipino and the
Philippine Centennial Celebration of 1998
The years leading to 1998 marked an important
crux in Philippine history as the nation prepared
to celebrate the centennial of the declaration
of its independence from Spain. Slated for June
12, 1998, this “once-in-a-lifetime” event was
to commemorate the critical turning of the
Philippines from the colonial period to the postcolonial era, subsequently launching the country
into the 21st century. On June 12, 1898, General
Emilio Aguinaldo declared the Philippines’
independence from Spain on the balcony of his
ancestral home in Kawit, Cavite.

After the ouster of President Ferdinand Marcos in
1986, Nayong Pilipino slowly fell into disrepair. The
park was eventually closed in 2002 by Executive
Order No. 111 due to the safety requirements of the
new Terminal 3 of the Ninoy Aquino International
Airport being built adjacent to the park site.23
The ownership of the 15-hectare property was
later transferred to the Philippine Reclamation
Authority, in exchange for an alternative site for the
cultural park in the reclaimed area of Manila Bay.24
The transfer, however, was not completed. Instead,
Nayong Pilipino was eventually accommodated in
the abandoned Expo Pilipino in Clark, Pampanga,
which re-opened in March 2007.25

Then Philippine president Fidel V. Ramos
used this historic milestoneas a component
of “Philippines 2000,” a plan to transform the
Philippines into a “newly industrialized country”
by the turn of the century.26
To implement such a grand vision, the Philippine
Centennial Commission (PCC) was created by
Administrative Order No. 223 in 1991. It was
tasked to take charge of the preparations for the
national celebration of the Philippine centennial,
with the specific aim of “reinvigorating the spirit
of national unity and sense of accomplishment
in every Filipino, in the context of the Centennial

Figure 6: Map of 1998 Expo Pilipino, former Clark Airbase, Pampanga. Its main features were: (1) parking, (2) main entry, (3) entry zone, (4) Chosen
Island, (5) Colonial Plaza, (6) Global City, (7) Fun Zone, (8) Food Plaza, (9) Department of Agriculture, (10) Freedom Ring – Amphitheater, (11)
Freedom Ring – Prosperity Plaza, (12) man-made lagoon. (redrawn by Edson Cabalfin, 2015)
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Celebration.”27 During his term, President Fidel V.
Ramos appointed former Vice President Salvador
“Doy” Laurel (who was Vice President to President
Corazon “Cory” Aquino) as PCC chairman.
As a major component of the centennial
celebrations, the Landas ng Kalayaan or Centennial
Freedom Trail (CFT) endeavored to rehabilitate
key historical monuments, shrines and sites
connected with the Philippine revolution of 1896.
Diverse historical sites located in various parts of
the country, where events transpired from 1861
to 1899 were conceptually threaded together
to create a cohesive and consistent narrative
about the struggles and triumphs of Filipinos
in their fight for independence from Spain. The
trail was composed of 23 historical sites located
in the various islands of Luzon, Visayas and
Mindanao, emphasizing the national scope of the
revolution.28 The sites were chosen by a group of
Filipino historians who aimed to create a coherent
story of events from disparate localities that were
directly or indirectly linked with the revolution.
The historic shrines and sites were rehabilitated
and underwent architectural and landscape
conservation. In addition, way-finding devices,
signage, exhibition texts and the guided tours
were introduced.29
The centerpiece project was the 1998 Philippine
National Centennial Exposition or Expo Pilipino
in Clark, Pampanga. As the flagship project, it
was the Philippines’ attempt at an international
exposition in the 60-hectare former air force base
of the United States. With the theme “Rekindling
the Spirit of 1898: Embrace the Past, Envision
the Future,” the exposition featured different
theme parks, a lagoon, exhibition pavilions and
multi-media exhibits.30 More than a focal point of
the independence celebrations,it was also hoped
that the infrastructure and the flow of tourists
would serve as a catalyst for future development
in the region.
In contrast to the Centennial Freedom Trail, Expo
Pilipino was a convenient one-stop area for the
celebration. It was envisioned that Filipinos and
foreign guests would follow the Trail’s circuit and
finally arrive at the exposition grounds at Clark as
the apex of the celebration. If the Freedom Trail
was mostly a nostalgic view of the significant
events of the past, the Expo was imagined as a
progressive look to the future. The Trail and Expo,
together with the other centennial programs,
sought to reinvigorate Filipino nationalism.
Indeed, the Commission promoted “Filipinism”
or the “emerging ideology that cultivates the
attainment and celebration of Filipino nationhood”
intended to inspire Filipinos to have a “deep
appreciation of his past, an active participation in
the present, and a positive vision of the future.”31

The master plan for the exposition site itself was
a product of various proposals. PCC Chairman
Laurel first approached the architecture and
planning firm of Douglas/Gallagher from Houston
and Washington to prepare a feasibility and
master plan for the exposition. Specializing
in exhibition design, the Douglas/Gallagher
office had designed exhibits at the Smithsonian
Institute and Museum of Jewish Heritage.32
Another firm, Intelog Consulting from South
Korea, who was responsible for the Taejon
Exposition in 1993, was later hired to rework the
exposition master plan.33 According to Expocorp
president Atty. Teodoro Peña, the storyline was
being maintained but “the details of the site plan
has been changed considerably, this being done
in keeping with the budget.”34 Later, Prosperidad
Luis (of Luis and Associates), professor at the
University of the Philippines and later president
of the United Architects of the Philippines, was
hired as architect-of-record for the exposition.
landscape architect Mary Ann Espina (of Espina,
Perez-Espina Associates) designed the landscape
architecture of the park.35 In December 1996,
Asia Construction and Development Corporation
(Asiakonstrukt) won the bid to construct the
exposition over three other firms.36
Upon arriving at the Expo site, visitors are
first greeted by a gateway structure that,
unfortunately, was reminiscent of Disneyland
parks with its turrets and arched canopies.
Immediately apparent from the entrance was a
large frame structure measuring 150 meters long
and 75 meters high, painted with blue, red and
white colors resembling the national flag, and
billed as the “World’s Largest Flag.”37
Inside, the theme park recalled early 20th century
world’s fairs with areas such as the “Colonial
Plaza,” “Chosen Islands,” “Global Plaza” and
“Millennium Hall.” Following a linear historical
narrative, the parks represented various points
in Philippine history, transporting visitors from
the pre-colonial past, to the Spanish-colonial
era, then to the imagined future. In a bold sweep,
visitors zoom through the nation’s history. A manmade lagoon, much like the Philippine exhibits in
1887 Exposicion General de las Islas Filipinas in
Madrid, Spain and the 1904 Louisiana Purchase
Exposition in St. Louis, Missouri, USA, and the
much later Nayong Pilipino in Manila, formed the
central feature in the exposition site.38 Water as
a theme is quite evident in the exposition as a
way of emphasizing the archipelagic nature of the
country. Bridges physically connect the different
areas, but also metaphorically suggest the
interconnection of the past, present and future.
The “Chosen Island” or Lupang Hinirang, evocative
of the ethnological exhibits at the 1904 St.
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Louis World’s Fair and Nayong Pilipino park,
featured replicas of houses and were inhabited
by members of various Philippine ethnolinguistic
groups, such as the Ifugao, Kalinga, Sama, Dilaut,
and Maranao.39 Similar to the colonial exhibits,
members of the ethnolinguistic groups performed
quotidian activities such as weaving, pounding
rice, dancing and other daily routines supposedly
giving Filipino urbanites a glimpse into the lives
of their Filipino brothers and sisters.40

Figure 7: Mock battle in the Ranchería de los Igorottes at the 1887
Exposición General de las Islas Filipinas, Madrid, Spain. (from Exposición
de Filipinas: Coleccíon de Articulos Publicadosen El Globo, Diario Ilustrado
Político, Científico y Literario. Madrid: Establicimiento Tipográfico de El
Globo, 1887)

Figure 8: View of the Moro Village and moat at the Philippine
Reservation, 1904 St. Louis Fair. (from Walter Stevens, The World’s Fair
Comprising the Official Photographic Views of the Universal Exposition
Held in St. Louis, 1904, Commemorating the Acquisition of the Louisiana
Territory. St. Louis, MO: N.D. Thompson Publishing Company, 1904)

Figure 9: Kalinga Village, “Chosen Island” section, 1998 Expo Pilipino.
(Photo by Ed Pudol, 2008, Flickr)

Figure 10: Ifugao natives at the “Chosen Island” section, 1998 Expo
Pilipino. (Photo from Greg Bankoff and Kathleen Weekley, Post-colonial
National Identity in the Philippines: Celebrating the Centennial
Independence. London: Ashgate Press, 2002)
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In another area of the “Chosen Island” was a
representation of Philippine pre-colonial history
through mythical origins and folklore stories.
The stories were represented through life-size
painted plaster figures and tableaux recalling
folklore such as the mischievous dwende (or
elves), Mariang Makiling (the mythical nymph
of Mount Makiling), and the creation story
featuring the first couple of Malakas (Strong) and
Maganda (Beautiful). Aside from legends, key
natural features of the islands such as a volcano
and the Banaue rice terraces were also recreated
within the zone.41 Within the Lupang Hinirang
(Chosen Island) section, indigenous populations
were conveniently portrayed as part of the past
and effectively conflated together with the
“natural” (replicas of a volcano and Banaue rice
terraces) and the “mythical” (with the tableaux
of Philippine legends).42
The “Colonial Plaza,” in contrast to the pre-colonial
theme park, highlighted the legacies of the
Spanish culture tothe Philippines. While the precolonial zone tended to focus on the mythical and
fictional, the Spanish-colonial period was treated
as more factual through artifacts. On display were
replicas of important architectural landmarks
such as the fortifications of the walled city of
Intramuros, the Barasoain Church (site of the first
constitutional convention of the first Republic), a
convent, the residence of the gobernadorcillo (or
governor-general), the house of national hero Jose
Rizal and a museum with exhibits contributed by
the government of Spain.43 The use of Spanishcolonial architectures and landmarks to express
the impact of colonialism on the archipelago was
a similar technique utilized in the 1887 Exposicion
General and the 1904 St. Louis Fair.44 As an
attempt to include other identities such as the
Chinese-Filipino, a small area was reserved for
the depiction of the parian, the district reserved
for the Chinese outside the walls of Intramuros.45
Funding for the structures and the exhibits in and
around the “Colonial Plaza” were primarily taken
from the 73 million pesos (around $3 million or
400 million pesetas at that time) donated by the
Spanish government.46 Despite the implication of
the name of the section, the American-colonial
experience, interestingly, was not represented in
the Colonial Plaza.

The United States, though absent from the
Colonial Plaza, was represented alongside other
countries in the “Global Plaza.” From the past,
visitors were led to the “Global Plaza” where one
encountered “Friendship Pavilions” or exhibitions
from countries such as China, Japan, the United
Kingdom, Singapore, the United States, Indonesia,
Brunei, Vietnam, Korea and Russia. The exhibition
in the United States Pavilion featured a pictorial
survey of the American influence on Philippine
life, primarily focusing on education. The displays
highlighted primary education and the first
schoolhouses, colleges and normal schools in
the country.47 In this representation, the United
States was not particularly shown as a colonial
power, but rather as a benign and benevolent
influence on Philippine life and culture.48
Telescoping into the future, the “Millennium Hall”
presented a utopian vision of the Philippines as
predicted by social and economic planners.49
Other attractions and displays included an
interactive presentation of the country’s top
tourist destinations, a giant laser/water show
with fireworks in the evenings, a man-made lake
with the super tilapia fish variety that visitors
can catch and cook in the nearby area for socials,
a giant airship hovering above the expo site, light
and sound presentations, roving brass bands,
cultural dances and other regular performances.50
A carnival theme park, called the “Fun Zone,”
provided entertainment for visitors. This “Fun
Zone” recalled the ways entertainment areas
were incorporated with the late 19th and early
20th century colonial expositions such as the Rue
des Nations (Street of Nations) at the 1878 Paris
universal exposition and the later “Midway” at
the expositions of Chicago in 1893 and Buffalo
in 1901.51 The exposition was designed to be
both educational and entertaining for its visitors
through myriad displays, exhibits, theme-park
rides and staged shows. By conflating different
historical moments and cultural identities
in the Philippines within one contained site,
the exposition attempted to create a shared
historical past and a common future for postcolonial Philippines.
In the middle of the expo site was the iconic
centerpiece structure of the “Freedom Ring.”The
Ring was a 320-meter diameter, nine-hectare
area amphitheater whose half is sheltered by a
stretched membrane structure supported by
steel space frames and whose other half is covered
by a space-frame structure.52 It was built on the
former base called the “Elephant Cage,” a circular
area where a powerful telecommunications
transmitter stood during the time the
American-controlled base was operational. The
covered amphitheater hosted large shows and
performances during the celebrations.

Figure 11: Maria Makiling tableaux, “Chosen Island” section, 1998 Expo
Pilipino. (Photo by Val Rodriguez, Philippine Daily Inquirer)

Figure 12: Replica of Barasoain Church, “Colonial Plaza” section, 1998
Expo Pilipino. (Photo by Ed Pudol, 2008, Flickr)

The innovative structure was, at that time,
unprecedented in terms of scale and technology.
With its 35,000 seating capacity, the amphitheater
was touted as “Asia’s largest amphitheater
complex.”53 Technologically, at that time, the
roofing structure combined the use of the latest
technology of tensioned-membrane structure
(provided by Bird Air Engineering company from
the US), space-frame structure (supplied by Mero
Spaceframe from Germany) and pre-fabricated
panels and structures (from South Korea).54
President Ramos declared that the Philippines
had “come of age” with the centennial celebration:
“We, Filipinos, are rejoicing in our coming of age –
in the final proof of ability to understand, to use
and to protect the liberty our heroes won for us
a century ago.” Ramos further asserted that the
Philippines was ready to face the accountability
of being a nation that is now part of a global
community further emphasizing that, “We have
begun to make our own history.”55 Overall, the
president deemed the centennial celebration as
“successful” and “worth it.”56
It was intended that the Expo project “will serve
as living testaments to the undying heroism of
Filipinos and as a legacy for the future whereby no
Filipino will ever forget the nobility of his race and
glory of his past.”57
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Figure 13: Perspective Drawing of Freedom Ring, 1998 Expo Pilipino.
(from Prosperidad Luis, “The Dreams and Bolts of Which A Ring is Made:
The Design and Construction of the Freedom Ring, Philippine Centennial
Commission,” Unpublished Manuscript, 1999)

But there were also numerous criticisms about
the centennial celebration. For example, Professor
Jaime Veneracion, former chairperson of the UP
Lupon ng Sentenaryo (Centennial Group), criticized
the extravagant cost of the project and cited the
elitist bias of the celebration.58
As scholars Greg Bankoff and Kathleen Weekley
argued, Expo Pilipino was a “recolonization of
the past,” as the process of colonization by the
imperial powers was this time recreated by the
national government in its assemblage of various
groups around the Philippines and the replication
of vernacular architecture and historical
landmarks.59 The same primitivist and exoticizing
tropes of display and spectacle that were used in
the late 19th and early 20th century world’s fairs
definitely permeated throughout the exposition.
The entire 1998 exposition was fraught with
problems, not only theoretically but also
financially and politically as corruption and
intrigue plagued the process and production of
the centennial celebration.60 After the closing
of the exposition in January 1999, no less than
Ramos, the primary advocate of the project and
who ended his term in July 1998, was probed for
allegations of corruption and anomalies by the
Senate Blue Ribbon Committee (headed by Sen.
Aquilino Pimentel) and later by an adhoc and
independent citizen’s committee headed by Sen.
Rene Saguisag (appointed by President Joseph
Estrada).61 At the end of the senate investigation,
the senate committee recommended that the
former president, along with five other Cabinet
members, former generals managing the Clark
base, and the PCC chairman be prosecuted “for
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technical malversation or misapplication of public
funds.”62 At the time of Centennial celebrations, the
Asian Crisis that began in 1997 had just reached
its apogee, resulting in regional job and industry
losses as well as instability in fiscal returns.
Bankoff and Weekley further maintained that the
failure of the exposition lay not so much in that it
was a financial fiasco but more importantly that it
did not critically question the assumptions of the
nation-building process:
Expo Pilipino was as much a fictive history of the
Philippines as any that have preceded it. It was an
attempt to invent a national past that depicted all
the ethnic communities of the Philippines as part of a
common historical experience with shared origins in a
pre-Hispanic culture. Moreover, it strove to persuade
these peoples that the nation-state is their best hope
in leading them towards greater social, economic and
cultural progress.63

The organizers and planners of the 1998 exposition
suffered the same uncritical perspective as
the designers and organizers of the early 20th
century Philippine Villages in the colonial World’s
Fairs. The use of vernacular architecture, ethnolinguistic displays and natural geological features
were thought to be apolitical representations of
the Philippines, but the organizers failed to see
the highly politicized process of exhibition and
display. Resorting to the pre-colonial vernacular
architectures as design reference did not
necessarily free the exhibitions of the problems
associated with primitivism and exoticism.
Identity Politics and Nation Building
By looking at Nayong Pilipino and 1998 Expo
Pilipino, one could argue that despite being in the

post-colonial period or the era after the colonial
experience, the Philippines has not fully achieved
the postcolonial situation, or a complete process
of decolonization. Although considered as postcolonial representations of the Philippines, these
two case studies show that the countryhad not
escaped the colonial narratives reminiscent of
the 1887 Exposicion General de las Islas Filipinas
in Madrid and the 1904 St. Louis Fair. Both the
1887 and 1904 colonial expositions showcased
indigenous Filipinos in reconstructed houses
set within a park-like setting. The Filipinos and
their indigenous houses rendered in earthy palm,
grass, wood and bamboo were set in contrast to
the gleaming glass and steel structures of the
colonizers found elsewhere in the fairgrounds.
By doing so, Filipinos were depicted as primitive
and exotic, dialectically opposed to the civilized
Europeans, and therefore justified the presence of the
Spanish and American colonizers in the Philippines.
Aside from the display of Philippine material culture
through the houses, cultural artifacts and crafts,
living Filipinos were brought in to complete the
aura of authenticity projected by the exhibits. The
ethnographic displays in the colonial expositions
not only legitimized the colonial involvement in
the islands but also underscored the supposed
“savagery” of the Filipinos. These ethnographic
spectacles involved “natives” performing daily
tasks and symbolic rituals within the replicated
villages. Much later in the post-independence
theme parks, the “natives” were replaced with
professional performers, such as dance troupes
and singing groups to illustrate Philippine talent
and culture. Although not exactly the same, the
live performances of Filipinos– whether in a
cordoned village or a theatrical stage—the idea
of including actual people harkened back to the
living tableaux of colonial expositions. Based on
the close affinity of the colonial expositions with
the post-independence theme parks, one can
begin to ask: has the Philippines really escaped
the colonial rhetoric and narrative?
Nayong Pilipino and Expo Pilipino both illustrate
the strategy of condensing the country as part of
postcolonial nation-building processes. Nayong
Pilipino, by grafting different examples of houses,
cultures and natural geographical features into
one theme park, condensed the country under a
single homogenous national space. Expo Pilipino,
similarly grafting different historical periods
and cultures, condensed the country into one
homogenous national time. A sense of syncretism
is achieved as various time periods, cultural
contexts and geographical locations are conflated
and consumed within one bounded area. By doing
so, disparate elements, cultures, peoples and
historical periods are made accessible to a certain

audience or population segment, whether for
political or commercial purposes.
This act of condensing can be connected to what
political scientist Benedict Anderson describes
as the creation of “homogenous empty time”
and the subsequent homogenization of space as
prerequisite of nation-hood.64 In the formation of
nations, Anderson argues that for a community to
imagine a sense of unification, technologies, such
as newspapers, enabled to create simultaneity in
space and time.65 This article thus also furthers
Anderson’s argument by proposing theme parks,
much like expositions and ephemeral events,
aretechnologies that facilitate the creation of
homogeneous space and time. For the postindependence Philippines to be considered
modern, its government thus utilized these theme
parks to create a unified and syncretic image.
Related to Anderson’s notion of “homogenous
empty time” is the concept of what historian Anne
McClintock labels as “anachronistic space” and
“panoptic time” as ways by which colonialism is
visualized. She defined “panoptical time” as “the
image of global history consumed – at a glance
– in a single spectacle from a point of privileged
invisibility.”66 Within the context of imperialism,
this is achieved by arraying the development of
humankind through what she called a “measurable
spectacle” or a visual display that summarizes the
supposed evolutionary relationship of peoples.
“Anachronistic space,” McClintock continues, is
where the colonized are projected as “prehistoric,
atavistic and irrational, inherently out of place in
the historical time of modernity.”67 In this schema,
“geographical difference across space is figured
as a historical difference in time” as a strategy by
which discourse of the primitive and the civilized
is spatialized.68
This sense of arraying of cultures as primitive,
an embodiment of “panoptical time” and
“anachronistic space,” which McClintock argued as
embodied in the imperial project, was also made
evident in the postcolonial expositions and theme
parks. Both the Nayong Pilipino and Expo Pilipino
employed vernacular architecture inhabited by
supposed “natives” as displays arrayed and ready
to be consumed by the post-colonial tourist and
viewer. The display of ethnic groups at Nayong
Pilipino froze these “cultural minorities” into
essentialized identities that seemingly did not
change through time. Moreover, these ethnolinguistic groups were projected as a historical
groups that did not necessarily fit the modernity
of the postcolonial republic nation. By relegating
them to segregated zones, the same colonial
tropes of visualizing conflated space and time are
regurgitated in the postcolonial context.
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This act of condensing therefore cannot be
considered as simply innocent and neutral. The
process of condensing the country inevitably
conflates the different elements into a
homogenous mass, continually effacing the
nuances, differences and distinctive features.
Differences are completely discarded. Stereotypes
are continually reproduced and reiterated. In the
aim of creating a unified, coherent and simplified
image or narrative for the nation, this act of grafting
not only paints a skewed picture of the nation as a
homogenous entity, but also inescapably ignores
the complexities of the individual elements.
Furthermore, the problematic act of condensing
the country into easily understandable and
digestible displays and bits of information begs
questions on the politics of representation. Who
is responsible for creating a simplified image
or a coherent narrative? To what end are these
images and narratives used? As in the cases of
the Nayong Pilipino and Expo Pilipino, the creation
of the master plans and exhibits was given to a
select and elite group of people, often hired or
commissioned by the government. The narratives
depicted were based on official declarations and
directives especially from the First Lady Imelda
Marcos, as in Nayong Pilipino, and President Fidel
Ramos, as in Expo Pilipino. If these theme parks
were truly representative of the Philippines, then
would it be more ethically sound for the narratives
to actually come from a consensus of the majority
rather than a minority? Does it make sense that
to depict a democratic postcolonial nation,
supposedly a repudiation of the authoritarian
colonial rule, democratic processes could also
have been utilized? But that was not the case for
any of these theme parks as well as the Philippine
exhibitions abroad. The message on how the
Philippines should be understood was simply
controlled by a select few.
In the future, how do we then depict post-colonial
Filipinos to the rest of the world? In designing
expositions about the Philippines, how will we
continue to imagine a decolonized representation
of the postcolonial Filipino? At this point what
is evident though is that there is a need to be
critical of various ways of representation. More
importantly, as postcolonial Filipinos undergo a
process of decolonization, they should be critical
and conscious of strategies that ultimately
reiterate and reproduce colonial narratives that
prevent them from moving forward.
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Kinetic Architecture:
The Experiential Connections between
Human Consciousness and Informal Settlements

KELLEY O’BRIEN
Kelley O’Brien was initially trained as an architect and
produces interdisciplinary work that negotiates the
boundaries of art, architecture and design. Upon receiving
her Masters in Three Dimensional Design from Cranbrook
Academy of Art, she moved to Quezon City in the Philippines
to pursue research into the connections of human
consciousness and kinetic architecture by examining the
informal communities that surround one of the largest
landfills in the world. As part of a Fulbright grant, she is
currently working on a series of installation works and
community based projects in Payatas, Quezon City.

ABSTRACT
The author argues that Metro Manila’s informal
settlements of are best understood not merely in
terms of their architectural structures, but rather
by their environments that are causally linked
to human consciousness. Informal settlements
are dynamic, unstable and constantly evolving,
representing what Rahul Mehrotra defines as
“kinetic architecture” that identifies directly with
its inhabitants. Mehrotra speaks of the static
city as having been created from the formal,
traditional, monumental structures of the utopia
that is to come. Kinetic architecture’s rejection
of static formalism in favor of experience allows
these informal settlements to transcribe the users
as interactions in space. The author then shows
how human consciousness, through Nicholas
Humphrey’s description of the “extended present,”
is the location where past and present overlap
through consciousness and experience. The ability
to link cognitive and social systems through
interaction in the physical environment will then
allow for a more complete comprehension of
architectural typologies than is currently presented
by traditional static analysis. The paper concludes
by showing how the unique culture of informal
settlements directly reflects their environment and
therefore human consciousness.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the author argues that a social system
is most effectively represented by mapping its
“kinetic architecture” of social relations and lived
experience and not by its “traditional” or static
architecture of physical structures, buildings
and spaces. Definitions of the key terms “kinetic”
and “static” architecture and their application
in describing the environment in Manila are
demonstrated. In conclusion, it demonstrates
that Manila is best understood through its
system of “kinetic” architecture of dynamic lived
experiences and not merely through the “static”
architecture of its buildings.
The author’s central claim is that traditional
or “static” architecture is an inadequate
representation of the social structure because it
is only a reflection of certain and limited elements
of culture and history. As an expression, rather
than an extension of social relationships, the
structures of traditional architecture are quickly
reduced to mere metaphors, lacking the ability to
identify directly with individuals and their present
community. Utopian or monumental structures,
for example, become static as the culture reflected
shifts and changes due to responses to external
environmental stimuli. The kinetic nature of
culture results in a constant state of change that
directly links the state of mind and experience of
its members. Static architecture is incapable of
expressing this constant shift and relocation of
culture as it pertains to present interaction with
environments.
There is, however, an architectural typology
capable not only of representing its inhabitants

but is in fact, the physical manifestation of social
relationships: kinetic architecture. Mehrota’s1
kinetic architecture can be said to constantly
respond to the perception and sensorial experience
of its environment, giving form to historical and
current contexts. The constant evaluation and
reaction to stimuli, both physical and psychic,
is the basis for human consciousness. Kinetic
architecture, therefore, is an extension of human
consciousness, not merely a product of it.
Manila
World War II which ended in 1945, left Manila in
ruins. Lack of money and the immense destruction
led survivors to innovate the construction of what
they hoped would only be temporary housing
structures, built from rubble and scraps of the
ruined buildings. The lack of social services and
the country’s inability to create new urban centers
drastically increased migration of families from
the provinces to the capital city. Impoverished
immigrants made their homes among the urban
poor, creatively building communities on the
edges of the wealthy suburbs and business
centers and quickly creating two distinct urban
environments–informal settlements of the poor,
and the formal architecture of legal businesses
and planned neighborhoods–that have become
intertwined and dependent on each other.
It is arguable that close to one third of all of
Metropolitan Manila currently live in informal
settlements across its 14 cities.2

Informal settlements appeared in places deemed
unworthy or less desirable by formal developments:
spaces next to waterways, railroads, under bridges
and next to landfills (Figure 1). Living on stilted
houses above rivers, constructing narrow linear
homes along active train lines, or inhabiting
the abandoned buildings along Recto Avenue,
the inhabitants creatively adapted their homes
and lifestyles to the spatial restrictions of each
location,creating specific cultures and structures
mirroring these unique environments.
Informal settlements exist illegally, occupying
government and privately owned lands without
permission, the structures without building
permits and ignoring regulations. Traditionally,
there has been little government intervention in
these communities and even less influence from
architects and other defining bodies, leaving
their growth and structure to the ever-increasing
population. These settlements are the physical
manifestation of the inter-subjective relations of
the communities that inhabit them; they are the
architectural equivalent of those relationships.
The liminal nature of these built communities
directly reflects the residents’ day-to-day
struggle to make ends meet through sometimes
inconsistent sources of income. As operators
of sari-sari stores, street vendors, tricycle and
jeepney drivers, profit is not always guaranteed.
Their livelihoods mirror the same game of chance

Figure 1: The informal settlement of Payatasis 20 meters from an
active landfill. The landfill is visible from many of the homes, streets
and walkways of the community, its smell permeating the entire
community.
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as their homes. The long history of slum clearance
in the name of risk management or government
improvement often prohibits individuals and
communities from speculative planning on all
levels, from neighborhoods and architecture to
investment and savings. The concept of informal
living is thus extended to all aspects of life as
an immediate response to current conditions.
Manila has become a collage of static and
kinetic architectures, difficult to navigate and
complicated by historical and economic factors,
an analogue of the social relations it frames.
The Static and Kinetic City
In his essay, “Negotiating the Static and Kinetic
Cities: The Emergent Urbanism of Mumbai,”
Mehrotra discusses the existence of two
architectures, static and kinetic, which often
share the same space, but are programmatically
and formally very different.3 The static represents
the official city: it is monumental, idealistic and
metaphoric. Static architecture is built through
traditional planning methods, with the roles of
architects, planners and engineers being vital to
the process. This architectural type is dependent
on formal structures for its representation.
The kinetic, on the other hand, shows us the
reality of human presence and society: it
activates public spaces, constantly shifting and
changing in response to its inhabitants. Kinetic
architecture cannot be clearly read through twodimensional media such as maps and drawings,
but must be acted upon to be understood. It
is fluid, unstable and full of the optimism and
resiliency of its occupants.
Spaces within kinetic architecture are in constant
flux, changing by the day, hour and minute to
adapt to its users’ needs. Rooms and exterior
spaces have multiple functions, with streets
serving as space for food vending, play, work
and of course, transportation. Many sleep in the
same space where they cook and watch TV by
rearranging furniture for each function. The house
exterior often serves as an area for bathing small
children, laundry and a social space once the heat
of the sun makes gathering indoors unbearable.
It is impossible to adequately diagram this
overlap of functions and social implications using
traditional architectural methods. Any attempt to
do so would underscore the social significance of
such actions and their continuousness.
Most barangays within Manila follow a typical
format of static structures operated and
maintained by the local government. These are
the barangay hall, health center and covered
basketball court. In Barangay Payatas, the
basketball court is beside the barangay hall that is
centrally located within the community. As one of
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very few open spaces within the community, the
basketball court serves several roles unrelated to
its intended athletic function: as a parking lot for
government vehicles, a football field and venue
for school gatherings and public forums. Because
of its accessibility, it becomes a central pathway
to parts of the community around which several
prominent businesses are located.
Outside of these specific uses, the open court
becomes a gathering space for community
members to socialize, making the traditional
town square a central part of community
interaction. As with typical town squares, the
social hierarchy is present – the farther one lives
from the basketball court, the lower one’s social
and economic standing. The open court creates
and defines the community’s social structure: the
act of coming to the basketball court to gather,
observe or partake in social events creates a
sense of belonging and community.
If people were to view this space through the
static lens of architecture, they will only grasp
its function as an athletic space intended for
recreation, negating the important role this court
plays as the embodiment of the community’s
consciousness. The significance of this open
court’s existence is not replicable on paper as
its use is not always a physically-programmatic
function but psychological as well. The basketball
court serves as the access point into the
community’s social structure, providing visual
clues to the relationships. The ability of this space
to adapt to the changing needs of the community,
providing the functions static architectural
spaces are unable to, demonstrates the users’
direct effect on social relationships of space.
Kinetic architecture is situated within a system
that is mediated by environmental, historical,
economic and political factors. These spaces are
experienced immediately and sensuously as a
mesh of history, time, culture and the present. The
extension of time and overlap of culture create
experientially-complex spaces that are difficult
to articulate and represent. Kinetic space is a
direct link between the self and the environment,
transcribing the users as interactions in space.
Mehrotra speaks of kinetic architecture as the
location in which “past, present and future
compress into organic fabric of alleys, dead
ends and a labyrinthine, mysterious streetscape
that constantly modifies and reinvents itself.
The kinetic city, like a twitching organism,
locates and relocates itself through perpetual
motion.”4 The use of spatial orientation and
differentiation to describe both physical and
mental states has become central to the creation
of self. The metaphor of spatial concepts has

been embedded in our understanding of our
bodies, minds and consciousness, creating an
extension of space from internal to external.
This ]extension of consciousness is understood
through the relations and experiences of spatial
and social environments.
According to Hugh Campbell, we know who we
are by understanding where we are. Campbell
draws connections between consciousness as
a spatial and locative system by examining the
“spatial self”5 through an expanding series of
scales from the internal space of the mind to the
external space of the world our bodies inhabit.
By investigating the “qualities which make us
human – the proportions of our bodies, our
capacity for movement and above all our ability
to sense, think and understand ourselves,”6 the
interdependent relationship of self and space,
specifically in architecture, can be understood.
In “Seeing Red,” Nicholas Humphrey7 has
attempted to define what consciousness is and
how it operates in relation to our experiences
of the world. He investigates the separation
of sensation and perception as being both
independent and responsive to each other. He
states that through evolution, the process of
perception has distanced itself from action
and reaction, creating a gap in which sensation
can happen. Sensation evolved to become
awareness and control of actions. The ability to
respond to specific and continuous actions is
what consciousness is – an awareness of self.
Humphrey states that sensation is constant
and always active. He explores the immediate

moment in which we experience sensations
as having two distinct times: the past and the
present. The “temporally thick” moment of the
present, in which we are able to process sensation
and experiences as they happen through our
understanding of the past, is what makes up
consciousness. Consciousness becomes not
only the sum of activities of thinking, doing and
experiencing but also of our awareness of this
activity. Our sense of self is therefore premised on
our ability to be aware of ourselves, the space we
occupy, and the objects we interact with.
Kinetic architecture is the extension of human
consciousness. This extension creates the
link between internal and external space and
perception, giving form to the sensorial experience
that is consciousness itself. Kinetic architecture is
a continuous reaction to its current environment,
as well as to the historical context that was
its formation. Through constant evaluation of
stimuli from static architecture and its formal
culture, kinetic environments adapt and change
to continuously redefine and relocate themselves
within the urban landscape of Metro Manila.
Kinetic Manila
Manila residents need not go far to encounter
kinetic architecture. Food vendors and their carts
next to the LRT lines, hawkers’ tarps covered with
phone accessories on pedestrian overpasses,
sari-sari stores, homes of informal settlers and
all those who interact with them and engage
their services are part of the kinetic make-up
(Figure 2). The collapsed roles of owner, operator
and worker allow for greater ease of adaptability
and immediate change based on the current

Figure 2: Informal venues for selling goods take place anywhere
near heavy pedestrian traffic, creating dynamic spaces that can
change instantaneously like this overpass in Philcoa.
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evaluation of their customers’, communities’ and
families’ needs and desires with little overhead
cost. This is cause not only for programmatic
change (location, use, service provided) but also
aesthetic (materials, arrangement, visibility).
Unlike static service providers whose evaluation
and reaction time may take months or years, the
kinetic environment can change overnight.
References to historical architecture, webs of
electrical wires and clusters of satellite dishes,
scavenged furniture, decorations and wellworn home goods visually make up the informal
kinetic communities. These visual cues present
the ‘outsider’ with information on the social
environment. The visual differences directly
reflect the cultural differences between the static
and kinetic. In kinetic spaces, every interaction
becomes personal: transactions in markets are
based on familiarity and long-term relationships
(suki in Tagalog means loyal customer), which often
lead to subsequent discounts and friendships.
On the other hand, informal homeowners rarely
close their doors and leave space for neighbors
and friends to stop by, allowing conversations
and relationships to extend outward from the
interior of the home. Kinetic spaces rely heavily
on communal support and relationships to inform
the minimal physical structures. Understanding
the unique culture of these crowded, busy
communities is a requirement to successfully
navigate the built environment constructed
around these psychological spaces.
Government inability to provide both adequate
employment and housing has led many to search
for alternative methods of survival.8 Beginning
with the post-war struggles and continuing to
today’s vast separation between the wealthy and
impoverished, Filipinos struggle to make ends
meet. These fringe communities often provide
services to the city’s elite at an extremely low cost,
forcing them seek secondary employment through
self-run bakeries, sari-sari stores and repair shops.
The experiential kinetic city is the indigenous
architecture of urbanism, as it identifies directly
with its users and their current context.
In “Lungsod Iskwater,” Alcazaren, Ferrer, & Icamina
discuss the current realities of Manila’s informal
settlements through an analysis of the physical,
cultural, economic and political contexts that
resulted in a specifically unique culture and
architecture. Paulo Alcazaren describes the layout
and planning of both housing and public spaces
within kinetic spaces as specifically “unwritten
but well ingrained in all who live in these
communities.”9 This “ingrained” experience is a
way for informal settlers to identify themselves
within the larger context of their environment:
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“Activities and the way activities are transacted cannot be taken at face value… Spaces are therefore not
simply places for activities but also manifest status
and identity for residents… Marginalized and informal
communities are multifaceted environments. They
are an embodiment of relationships of people and
groupings of people. Groupings are both a spatial and
social concept…”10

This relationship between individuals and space
does not only pertain to one time, but also blends
the past, present and future as the experience of
sensation does, to create a unique “temporally
thick” spatial environment expanding from the
mind to the space of the body. The authors of
“Lungsod Iskwater” look to the work of Aprodicio
Laquian and state that slums “retain the
traditional characteristics of rural life, communal
solidarity [and] intensive face-to-face dealings
blending past experiences with those of the
present urban reality that is Manila, as a transitory
space of both past and present.” As a cognitive
experience, kinetic is an awareness of history,
culture, community, individuality and space
that combine, through the transcription of self
on architecture, to form truly rich communities.
The awareness of self is then political, economic
and geographical, leading individuals to directly
connect to their communities.
Cognitive Mapping
As the extension of human consciousness, the
kinetic environment of Manila can be viewed as
part of the larger global context of capitalism.
Fredric Jameson argues that the three historical
stages of capitalism have each developed a space
unique to themselves,11 beginning with classical
market capitalism as represented by logically
organized grids and traditional architectural
methods, and continuing to monopoly
capital, where there begins an awareness of
inconsistencies between lived experience and
structural architecture. This leads to the final
space that “involves the suppression of distance
(in the sense of Benjamin’s aura) and the
relentless saturation of any remaining voids and
empty places, to the point where the postmodern
body… is now exposed to a perceptual barrage of
immediacy from which all sheltering layers and
intervening mediations have been removed.”12
This space is both analogous and fragmented. The
space of late capitalism is the equivalent of both
human consciousness and kinetic architecture.
This final space is kinetic, as it compresses
distance, time and history into an experiential
environment of constant stimulation, perception
and reaction. The continuous absorption of stimuli
directly reflects the social condition without
the need of metaphorical representations. The
phenomenological experience of late capitalism
and the kinetic spaces formed by it are difficult to

articulate through metaphors and the language
that regulates them. Jameson notes that global
capitalism, which itself is an intangible concept,
can only produce spaces that are “inaccessible
to any individual subject or consciousness.” He
argues that although kinetic spaces, human
consciousness and global capitalism are
inaccessible, there are ways to comprehend and
express these realities:
“Those fundamental realities are somehow ultimately
un-representable or, to use the Althusserian phrase,
are something like an absent cause, one can never
emerge into the presence of perception. Yet this absent cause can find figures through which to express
itself in distorted and symbolic ways: indeed one of
our basic tasks as critics of literature is to track down
and make conceptually available the ultimate realities and experiences designated by those figures,
which the reading mind inevitably tends to reify and
to read as primary contents in their own right.”13

Kinetic spaces cannot be represented through
metaphors, as social conditions are in traditional
architecture. Metaphors and narratives are
regulated by the language of global capitalism
and therefore cannot escape the representational
modes of expression. What Fredric Jameson
defines as “cognitive mapping” is an attempt to
invent new aesthetic strategies for revealing the
spatial and experiential conditions of the system
of capital. By examining the relationships between
physical and psychological spaces,cognitive
mapping can be used to visualize how individuals
understand their environments. Intangible
space and experience of the kinetic must be
mapped through an aesthetic practice in order to
be understood. These “maps” are not metaphors
but relationships formed between space, time
and people.
Jameson believes that as a political
critique,cognitive mapping can be used to
illustrate the individual experience within the
larger intangible context of the current social
condition. Cognitive mapping provides the
necessary function “of stressing the gap between
the local positioning of the individual subject and
the totality of class structures in which he or she
is situated, a gap between phenomenological
perception and a reality that transcends all
individual thinking or experience; but this
ideology, as such attempts to span or coordinate,
to map, by means of conscious and unconscious
representations.”14 He argues that cognitive
mapping, as related to spatial experiences,
must take an aesthetic rather than a theoretical
form, as the aesthetic form addresses the
individual experience rather than something that
conceptualizes and abstracts the “real.” Therefore,
language and text cannot adequately represent
kinetic architecture: one must rely on diagrams
and mappings to identify these spaces and social
relationships.

Aestheticizing Space
Jameson speculates onthe role film and video
art may play in aestheticizing the spaces of
capitalism, leaving the potential adaptation
of cognitive mapping to individual artists
to realize. Alternative methods for mapping
kinetic environments can be viewed as the
creation of relationships between and across
spaces through film, installations, performances
and/or interruptions of social environments.
Being trained as both an architect and an art
practitioner, the author’s practice is an attempt to
identify and comprehend kinetic architecture by
cognitively mapping the social relationships and
lived experiences of these specific communities.
Through a discussion of select on-going works,
narrowing in focus, the author will articulate how
the aesthetics of cognitive mapping can take form.
During a nine-month tenure in Metropolitan
Manila, the author aimed at revealing the spatial
and experiential conditions of kinetic architecture,
specifically focusing on the community of Payatas,
located in Quezon City. Through extensive research
into the political, economic and architectural
history of the Philippines, an understanding of the
environmental, cultural and spatial implications
of informal communities was formed. First-hand
experience was gathered through involvement
with organizations and individuals as well as
living with several families in the area. The
multi-tiered approach to research allows for a
basic understanding of context in which this
community is situated, being simultaneously past
and present, individual and communal, formal and
informal. A comprehension of the kinetic nature
of both individual and collective experience will
frame the perspective of this community.
A Stronghold of Heritage
The Philippines is the only country where the
national fast food chain is larger and more popular
than McDonald’s.15 Tony Tan Caktiong, the owner
of Jollibee, attributes this to a comprehension
of culture. As a Filipino himself, he was able to
predict the desired food items to attract and keep
customers, while McDonald’s was slower to adapt
its American style to that of Filipino tastes. The
distinct sweet flavor of hamburgers and spaghetti
is unique to the Philippines, which presents a
stronghold of Filipino heritage imported fast
food chains could not match. Jollibee continues
to promote the Filipino lifestyle, from tastes
preferences to cultural values of respect for
elders, patriotism and loyalty to the family and the
national language, Tagalog, which is used for most
of their advertising.
In an attempt to locate herself within the new
environment, the author identified the locations
of every Jollibee restaurant in the National
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Capital Region (NCR),visited and documented
each restaurant through a single photograph
of the entrance. For six non-consecutive days,
the author documented 100 different locations
in nine cities within the NCR, exhibited as a
series of five poster-sized print outs each with
20 images of different Jollibee branches and an
accompanying list of locations. This piece was an
effort to examine the relationship between the
physical space of Jollibee’s dense presence in
the NCR and the psychological space of Filipino
culture and heritage. The relationship between
the psychic and spatial reveals the powerful role
of national identity in the capitalistic society of
Manila. This piece becomes a non-metaphorical
representation and literal map of the power of
culture and its dominance of the economic, social
and architectural landscape.
A Park for Payatas
Payatas is a barangay within Quezon City, in the
northern most part of the NCR. It is now one of the
largest informal settlements in the country and
surrounds a 22-hectare landfill. This region gained
international attention after a garbage landslide
killed hundreds in 2000.16 The landfill provides
employment for a large portion of the community,
thus becoming the central focus of many nongovernment organizations’ (NGO), environmental
agencies and activists. The Payatas neighborhood
consists of dense housing, dimly lit alleyways and
high rates of poverty. The only common spaces in
this community are a concreted basketball court
and the more informal use of the streets. The
author proposed the construction of a small public
park, approximately two meters by two meters, to be
centrally located in the closed section of the dumpsite.
Under the American Occupation, General Taft
recruited Daniel Burnham to design the city plan
for Manila, the capitol.17 As a prominent advocate
of the City Beautiful Movement, Burnham believed
that urban plans that highlighted the commons
would inspire moral and civic virtue among the
populations and promote harmony and a better

quality of life. His design for Manila, though never
fully realized, included numerous public spaces,
fountains, ponds and green spaces for leisurely
activities. Over half of the constructed commons
from Burnham’s Manila plan have disappeared.
New structures have been built in their place, some
initiated by the government while the majority
became informal neighborhoods constructed and
occupied by the urban poor. Metro Manila area
has few clean and safe public spaces and gardens,
limiting its residents’ ability to gather, recreate
and connect to the natural environment.
The only unused space within the Payatas
community is the centrally located landfill, which
also seems to be the most guarded, secure and
safe place. By locating a small park on a ridge of
the closed dumpsite, it would provide views of the
surrounding community, the distant mountains
and the man-made mountains of the dump,
providing a safe space for introspection and
reflection. This proposal makes references to both
the failure to implement Burnham’s plan within
Manila and the city’s construction of massive new
landscapes in the form of landfills. This temporary
park will bring awareness to the uses of space
and corresponding psychological effects of these
environments. As a formal proposal submitted to
the operating waste management company, the
author included a written statement, proposal
drawings and a basic environmental impact
study on the potential psychological and physical
effects this park could have on the local area.
This project aimed at exploring the gap
between the individual members of the Payatas
neighborhood and the class structures that firmly
position this community in poverty. The spatial
consequences of capital result in both a massive
dumpsite and also the surrounding densely
populated impoverished community. Through the
implementation of this project, the author hoped
to bring to light the consequences capitalism can
have on society.

Figure 3: Jollibee stores located in Philcoa(left) and SM Megamall
(right) represent Jollibee’s ability to transcend both class and locational
differences in their efforts to relate to Filipino culture.
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Sharing Time
A local NGO runs a daily after school program in
the Payatas B area that provides supplementary
education for the children of the community. The
program’s emphasis is on alternative learning
methods and critical thinking, encouraging
children not just to learn and memorize but
how to think for themselves. A major goal of the
program is to support the children’s creativity and
develop their individuality. At the end of each
session children share their thoughts on anything
with the group. Uncensored and encouraged
to express anything they might be feeling, the
results are often mixed. Ranging from “My sister is
mean and doesn’t share her Coke with me,” to “My
favorite game is Monopoly,” these expressions
and opinions provide insights into the lives of
Payatas children.
The author recorded these “sharing time” sessions
in an effort to collect several hours worth of
thoughts and expressions of Payatas youth to be
live-streamed at an online website devoted to the
project and a radio broadcast in February (Figure
4). The unique perspective of the unrestricted
streams of consciousness these children
contribute can allow outsiders an awareness of
the conditions of lives in Payatas. The broadcast
allows access into the immediate thoughts
and concerns of a marginalized community and
culture, mapping the individual lived experience
of the child in the intangible context of his or
her current social relations. It further explores
the relationship between the child’s conscious
thoughts and feelings and the physical space
created by the layers of accessibility and
community--from that of the NGO center and the
informal settlement of Payatas– to the larger arts
community and the World Wide Web.
Conclusion
Often viewed as an eyesore, informal settlements
have real value to society and to Manila’s existence.
In order to understand the important role of
informal settlements, Filipinos must be aware
of the kinetic nature of the social and physical
structure of these communities. Traditional
or “static” architecture has a limited ability to
represent the social conditions. By operating
strictly through metaphors, static architecture
is reduced to a mere expression of society rather
than an extension of the relationship between the
community and individual consciousness.
Kinetic architecture forms a direct link between
human consciousness and space. Kinetic
architecture provides us with visual clues as social
signifiers, identifying itself as its community.
Serving as not merely a reflection of, but rather an
extension of social conditions, kinetic architecture
becomes a locative system allowing individuals

Figure 4: Young girls (ages 5 and 7) often take advantage of the creative
learning sessions, sharing thoughts such as, “Other kids have Play-Doh
and I want my mother to get some for me,” – offering some insight into
their thoughts and perception of their environment.

to understand who they are through their
surroundings. By acknowledging the constant
perception and reaction of these environments
as the physicality of consciousness and sensorial
experience, people can identify the cultural value
of this architecture.
The kinetic environment formed by global
capitalism is constantly evolving and relocating
itself in relationship to the perception of current
stimuli and recollection of past experiences.
The phenomenological experience of kinetic
space is difficult to represent through standard
practices and conceptual methods. Through
the invention of new aesthetic methods and
art practices, cognitive mapping can be used to
illustrate individual perception of reality and the
relationships of internal and external spaces.
The author’s aesthetic practice allows social and
spatial experiences and their relationship to
individual understanding of environments to
take form. Rather than conceptual abstractions
controlled by language, the process of cognitive
mapping reveals the complex social relations
and the role of culture in space making. Through
the creation of aesthetic interventions such as
radio broadcasts, historical landmarks, personal
interviews and literal maps, the author aimed at
locating herself, individuals and communities
within the intangible context of their social
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relations. These works of art are not merely
metaphors or expressions of the present
environment but are the physical manifestation
of the way individuals use and define kinetic
architecture.
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ABSTRACT
Grassroots involvement as a tool in designing
Filipino communities was used in the project
“Luntiang Barangay: A Landscape Design Workshop
Using Indigenous and Edible Plants for the Filipino
Communities.” With funds from the Philippines
Association of Landscape Architects (PALA) and
National Commission for Culture and the Arts
(NCCA), the project was initiated and community
landscapes were designed in the proposed site
of Villa San Isidro in Rodriguez, Rizal. Thirty
participants comprising three groups from the
community underwent the workshop module and
were guided by landscape architects and landscape
architecture students from the University of
the Philippines Diliman College of Architecture
(UPCA). This study aims to assess the landscape
design framework of the workshop according to the
intended attributes of a community garden. Using
landscape design analysis tools, the researcher
evaluates the potentials and issues of the site, the
workshop design outcome and proposes landscape
design guidelines for Filipino community gardens
with Villa San Isidro’s community gardens as model.

INTRODUCTION
Community gardens are shared spaces
intended for communal interaction, community
empowerment, garden design expressions and
environmental awareness. As an approach to
promoting these spaces in the grassroots level,
the Philippine Association of Landscape Architects
(PALA) and the National Commission for Culture
and the Arts (NCCA) initiated the Luntiang
Barangay Landscape Design Workshop (LBDW).
The LBLDW was an answer to the call for a
grassroots level approach in designing community
gardens specifically in the resettlement sites
within the Greater Manila area. The workshop
goal was to create opportunities for Landscape
Architects to interact with the local barangays
through design, fostering a strong sense of
nationhood through the sharing of experiences
and knowledge in indigenous and edible plant
species, culminating in the design of their
community gardens. The workshop was also
created to encourage community partnership,
environmental stewardship and active public
participation in creating healthy open spaces.
Villa San Isidro (VSI), a resettlement community
project of the Pasig River Rehabilitation
Commission, was the chosen site for the workshop.
It is located at the municipality of Rodriguez,
formerly known as Montalban, and situated at
the northernmost part of the Rizal Province
near Metropolitan Manila.1 The site is part of the
resettlement projects within Rodriguez. It has
1,000 housing units and a current population
of 3,000. Within its premises are open spaces
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Figure 1: Shelter Map showing the Shelter Character of Villa San Isidro
located at Barangay San Isidro, Rodriguez, Rizal. (Source: Province of
Rizal, Municipality of Rodriguez)

with potential for communal use. As part of the
Workshop, community members were given a
chance to participate in the planning process by
having them design the chosen open spaces into
community gardens.
Rationale
The collaborative engagement of community
members and landscape architecture volunteers
in the design process is a procedure that is
not common in the Philippines. The Workshop
is an example of an informal approach to
designing community gardens for a resettlement
community. Inclusive design measures through
active community participation result in a
landscape focused on the community members’
ideas and concepts.
The question of applicability of the grassroots
approach utilizing the informal process in the
Filipino setting emerged as open spaces were
transformed into community gardens that did not
follow predetermined formal landscape design
processes: rather than an aesthetic character,
the community members’ design solutions were
utilitarian. The outputs of the workshop need to
be evaluated to identify and find solutions to the
design process gaps and issues.
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The study compared the informal and formal
landscape design processes applied in VSI to
amalgamate a proposed approach to designing
Filipino community gardens. From identification
of possible design guidelines for community
gardens, the study further assessed the resulting
variations of the design outcome to produce
landscape design guidelines incorporating the
aspects of community participation, healthy
places and Filipino spatial systems.
The sub-problems are:
1.

Do the designs of the VSI community
gardens adhere to the goals of the project?

2.

What characteristics of healthy places
are present in the proposed landscape
designs at VSI?

3.

What are the prevailing characteristics
showing Filipino spatial systems in the
proposed landscape designs?

4.

What informal and formal landscape
design processes are applied to VSI and
what are its implications to the outcome?

5.

How are the landscape design principles
applied at VSI?

The objectives of this study are:
1.

To distinguish the applicability of
community participation in the landscape
design process for community gardens;

2.

To evaluate the proposed VSI community
gardens in relation to the character
projected for healthy places, Filipino
spaces and community landscape design;

3.

To establish guidelines in designing
community gardens in the Philippine
setting with VSI as a proposed model; and

4.

The goal of the study is to propose
landscape
design
guidelines
for
community gardens through a synthesis
of the process and aspects seen in the
landscape designs of community gardens
at VSI, Rodriguez, Rizal.

Glossary and Definition of Terms
Community – the group of people living with a
sense of belongingness. It may also be defined as
a concept of diversity with a common purpose2
Project –the LBLDW initiated by PALA and the
NCCA
Luntiang Barangay Workshop – also refers to the
LBLDW
Barangay –VSI or its members and homeowners
Community gardens –lots shared by a community
and created to revitalize a sense of community
among neighbors, fostering a connection with
nature while providing users a space for physical
exercise; these gardens are managed by the
community to be able to serve as a resource for
food and other produce from plants3
Community designers –VSI members who are
participants of the workshop and are tasked to
propose designs for the community gardens
Filipino Spaces – inherently flexible within a
strongly-contained space4
Healthy Places –places that help people live longer,
promote productive lives, reduce unhealthy
lifestyle and help improve the community’s
competitive advantages5
Scope and Limitations
External characteristics and effects of community
gardens (or the role of community gardens in

nearby communities) were not assessed. The
research focused on the implications of the
outcome of the landscape design process applied
to the VSI community gardens. Only gardens
identified for the LBLDW project were included
in the study. Selected experts who participated
in the project evaluated the landscape design
process outcome.
Significance of the Study
This study provides a useful assessment tool in
designing community gardens in the Philippine
setting. By assessing the applicability of the
proposed landscape design process, possible
gaps and variations in the envisioned character
may identify the possible opportunities and
constraints of the landscape design process in
similar sites.
This study’s relevance to Landscape Architecture
is in its analysis and documentation which
may serve as a guide or reference in designing
community gardens at the grassroots level. This
study also promoted the protection of community
gardens and focused on enhancing these open
spaces in local communities.
Research Methodology
The researcher was guided by several studies on
community landscape design. The research “Ten
Principles for Building Healthy Places”6 was used
to create the framework for healthy and productive
community gardens. In this study, 10 principles
were highlighted: putting people first, recognizing
economic values of places, empowering champions
for health, energizing shared spaces, making
healthy choices easy, ensuring equitable access
to spaces, mixing up the use of areas, embracing
the unique character of spaces, promoting access
to healthy food, and making areas active. These
10 principles were showcased into several other
tangible characteristics of spaces that may
address the pressing challenges to the built and
natural environments.
Thomas Hylton’s7 10 attributes of quality
communities showed how quality spaces
were produced by looking into the traditional,
archetypal as they may seem, with the “spirit of
the place” present in the character of the spaces.
Hall and Porterfield8 discussed the essential
building blocks of community design, focusing on
the essential spatial components and organizing
elements that were perceived to be present in
our communities. Studies on Filipino Spatial
Systems9 and Spatial Concepts10 were used to
define Filipino space. By analyzingthe character of
the spatial volumes, the designs were visualized in
the context of Filipino space and focused on how
these were shown in VSI’s community gardens.
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Figure 2: Research Design Framework for the formation of the Landscape
Design Guidelines for Filipino Community Gardens.

The study used several research processes to
gather and extract patterns and important data on
the community garden design approach applied in
the proposed community gardens.
Qualitative Desk Research
Facts from books and other published journals
as well as online articles were considered in the
creation of the research framework. (see Figure 2)
Action Research
A participant’s behavior in the workshop is
an important indicator of the community’s
involvement in the design process. First-hand
experience of the researcher is useful in assessing
the gaps and variations in the design process.
Exploratory Research
From the given data, a study site was evaluated
as a model for the landscape design guidelines
for Filipino community landscapes. Photos of the
outputs of the 2-day workshop were collected
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and evaluated to interpret the participants’
knowledge on community landscapes as a result
of the seminar. Visual assessment included
the community members’11 psychophysical and
experiential paradigms to the proposed designs.
Findings and Analysis
The Informal Landscape Design Process for
VSI’s Community Gardens
The informal grassroots approach was utilized for
the landscape design process workshop. A similar
approach done by Julieta L. Santos12 was adapted
to create the flowchart of activities for the project.
In October 2013, the first VSI community
engagement was held with members of the
volunteer organization, the barangay leader and
10 barangay representatives. Here, the project
was presented to the community and visions and
problems about the community open spaces were
discussed, such as:

•

Lack of maintenance for the open spaces
in the community;

•

Garbage and litter problems in streets,
sidewalks and communal areas;

•

Using open spaces as tricycle stops,
basketball courts and for market
expansion;

•

Lack of community awareness regarding
the potential of these open spaces for
community gardens;

•

Individual homeowners using open spaces
for garden plots; and,

•

Flooding at some open spaces and lack of
vegetation.

Table 1: Activity Flowchart for the Luntiang Barangay Project.
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The community and the volunteer organization
members met and agreed on the project on
November 12, 2013. The next step in the process
commenced. Project goals were also explained to
barangay leaders and representatives present.
From the participants, designers were chosen.
Three sites were also identified for each phase
of development, forming the canvas for VSI’s
community garden.
A meeting with the designers took place on
November 28, 2013, where PALA volunteers
discussed the Luntiang Barangay project
activities. Several questions were raised
regarding the management of the gardens and
the possible issues arising from the use of the
produce from the proposed gardens. After the
meeting, an agreement regarding the communal
sharing of harvest was finalized and participants
were each given a copy of the program to serve
as a guide during the workshop proper. These
key components in the grassroots landscape
design process are projected relationships with
the community that are not easily addressed in
the formal approach. In this process, community
participation in site analysis and inventory plays
an important role in achieving design goals.
On February 24, 2014, a scheduled workshop and
seminar happened with the following modules:
•

Indigenous Plants and the Philippine
Landscape –designed to familiarize the
workshop participants with the local
flora of the Philippines particularly
those deemed useful and aesthetic in
the context of the small-scale barangay
landscapes.

•

Edible Landscapes in the Filipino Home
–introduced the participants to edible
plants that can be used in the home
garden. It covered the combination of
landscape aesthetics and landscape
function using edible plants as a tool.

•

Basic Landscape Design Techniques for
Your “Luntiang Barangay” – workshop
participants were introduced to the
strategies and fundamentals of landscape
design in the Philippines small-scale
residential setting .13

•

From these modules, the 24 designers
from VSI were able to gather site issues
and constraints on the chosen areas for
the gardens. The following designs were
created after the workshop (Figures 3 to
5).

Figure 3: Landscape Workshop Planning and Proposed Site
Development Plan for Community Garden at Phase 1.

Figure 4: Landscape Workshop Planning and Proposed Site
Development Plan for Community Garden at Phase 2.
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After the workshops, the designers were given
a chance to participate in a community build to
implement their proposed designs. The following
are the implemented designs (Figure 6 to 8):
The Formal Landscape Design Process for the
Community Gardens of Villa San Isidro
As part of the formal landscape design process,
the researcher started with the identification of
site issues and constraints. Identification was
done using visual observation and interviews with
community members. From the mapping of the
site issues and constraints, a conceptual design
for all three spaces was produced.
The chosen area at Phase One was robust with
vegetation. The perceived challenges in designing
this space were the sloping character of the site
and the existing water channel produced by the
outflow of water from the gutter and the nearby
building. Also, a lacking entry character was seen
in the site as this open space has an opportunity
to be the entry feature for VSI. As a solution, the
researcher produced a conceptual design that
addressed this problem without compromising
the aesthetic challenges of the site.

Figure 5: Landscape Workshop Planning and Proposed Site
Development Plan for Community Garden at Phase 3.

Figure 6: Implemented Landscape Design of Community Garden –
Phase 1. (Sources of photos: C. Nadal and P. Paningbatan)

Figure 7: Implemented Landscape Design of Community Garden –
Phase 2. (Sources of photos: C. Nadal and P. Paningbatan)
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Figure 8: Implemented Landscape Design of Community Garden –
Phase 3. (Sources of photos: C. Nadal and P. Paningbatan)

Figure 9: Landscape Plans of Community Gardens – Phase 1.

The chosen areas at Phases Two and Three show a
network that may be used to create connections
between housing units and the outdoor gardens.
What was challenging with the site were its
openness, an existing water channel at Phase
Two, the lack of vegetation and the sidewalk being
lower than the floor elevation of the existing soil
in the open area. As a solution, the researcher
produced a conceptual design that adhered to
the needs of the community with a provision for a
linear park for strolling.
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Landscape Design Assessment of the Formal
and Informal Design Processes for Community
Gardens at Villa San Isidro
The researcher also asked community design
experts to evaluate the effectiveness of the
informal and formal design processes in
addressing the goals of community gardens.
Three experts were chosen: a landscape architect
who participated in the workshop, a community
architect
and
community
development
worker and a landscape architect and research

Agree, 2 - Disagree, 1 - Slightly Disagree, and 0 Not at All.
This section refers to the Characteristic Profile
adapted from Eitler, McMahon and Theorig’s
Building Healthy Places. Table 2 shows the
characteristics considered in the analysis of the
informal and formal design output.
In the evaluation of the characteristic profile using
Eitler, McMahon and Theorig’s Building Healthy
Places, the formal landscape design process
outcome yielded an average of 45.3 points or
a 90.60 percent point average compared to 37
points or a 74 percent point average for the informal
design process outcome. As a result, the formal
landscape design process outcome achieved
the guidelines set for providing healthy and

Figure 10: Landscape Plans of Community Gardens – Phases 2 and 3.

consultant. The evaluation questions were
categorized according to several guidelines set by
scholars: Eitler, McMahon and Theorig’s Building
Healthy Places, Hylton’s Quality Community, Hall
and Porterfield’s Community Organizing Elements
and Spatial Components, Lichuaco and De Leon’s
Concepts on Filipino Spatial Systems, and the
Landscape Design Principles as taught in the
third module of the Luntiang Barangay Workshop.
The evaluation is a series of community
characteristics that serve as the stratum for
analysis or the characteristic profile of the
gardens. To extract from among the informal and
formal landscape design outcomes those that
possess a greater degree of the characteristic
profile, the average of the evaluators’ answers
were analyzed using the following point rating
system: 5 - Strongly Agree, 4 - Agree, 3 - Slightly

Table 2: Characteristic Profile adapted from
Eitler, McMahon, and Theorig’s Building Healthy
Places.
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productive communities through the proposed
garden designs. The grassroots landscape design
outcome or the informal landscape design process
outcome yielded a rather low score, particularly in
the aspect of creating community gardens that
are accessible to all types of users.

Design components in the form of community
organizing elements and spatial components.
Table 4 shows the characteristics considered in
the analysis of the informal and formal design
output.

This section refers to the Characteristic Profile
adapted from Hylton’s Quality Community
guidelines. Table 3 shows the characteristics
considered in the analysis of the informal and
formal design output.

Table 4: Characteristic Profile adapted from
Hall and Porterfield’s Community Design
components.

On the aspect of having Hall and Porterfield’s
Community Design components in the form of
community organizing elements and spatial
components, formal and informal landscape
design process outcomes achieved percentages
of 84.7 and 61.9, respectively. This also favors the
formal design process as the better technique in
providing community design components.
Table 3: Characteristic Profile adapted from
Hylton’s Quality Community guidelines.

Evaluation using Hylton’s Quality Community
guidelines also had an almost similar case.
The formal landscape design process yielded
an average of 44 points or an 88 percent point
average compared to the 37.33 points or 74.66
percent point average of the informal design
process outcome. This concludes that the formal
landscape design process outcome did cater
to the guidelines for quality community. The
informal landscape design process also catered
to the guidelines but had a lower point average in
providing quality community spaces.
This section refers to the Characteristic Profile
adapted from Hall and Porterfield’s Community
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This section refers to the Characteristic Profile
adapted from the Filipino Spatial Components
identified by Lichuaco and De Leon. Table 5 shows
the characteristics considered in the analysis of
the informal and formal design output.
Analysis using three of the Filipino Spatial

Table 5: Characteristic Profile adapted from
Filipino Spatial Components.

Components identified by Lichuaco and De Leon
show that the informal design process outcome
can provide a more Filipino spatial design, with
11.33 points over the 10.33 points (7% point
average advantage over the 68.86% point
average) of the formal design process outcome.
This section refers to the Characteristic Profile
showing the landscape design principles applied
in the community garden designs. Table 6 shows
the characteristics considered in the analysis of
the informal and formal design output.

goals through a survey of the experiment variable
in the design process – the community designers.
In the survey conducted on the 24 designers
who attended the workshop and participated
in the community build, the satisfaction rate
or their feeling of happiness reached 95.8
percent (a total of 23 community designers, with
one whose answer was considered void). The
learning component for the workshop series was
relatively high as well, with an average of 69.4
percent saying they gained knowledge in edible
plant species, sustainable living using aesthetic
and functional landscapes and maintenance
of quality surroundings. Relating the design
solution as a way to solve prevailing site issues,
Table 8 shows a comparative analysis of how
both landscape design approaches may address
the needs of the community.
Synthesis and Conclusion
From the analysis of spaces, a landscape design
guide is recommended as a result of the evaluation
measures applied to the community gardens of
VSI. The proposed guidelines shall apply to the
evaluation measures used in the study and will
focus on the aspects that were regarded as highly
relevant in the design outcomes formed from
both formal and informal design processes.
Proposed Landscape Design
Guidelines for Community Gardens
The proposed guidelines shall be called the
“Grassroots Landscape Design Guidelines for
Luntiang Barangay Community Gardens.” This
will retain the general approaches or processes
in landscape design according to the modules of
the Project, and will include additional strategies
in designing community gardens. The proposed
guidelines shall establish uniformity in the
planning of community gardens.

Table 6: Characteristic Profile showing the
Landscape Design Principles Applied.

The landscape design principles were well
applied in the formal design process outcome. A
45-point average of formal design process over
the 28.33-point average of the informal design
process outcome shows that the designs produced
using the latter may need more guidance with
regards to the application of what is taught
during the workshop proper. In this manner, one
may argue that community designers may need
to have a more comprehensive activity or design
stream learning to address the more aesthetic
aspect of the design.
Although an expert’s evaluation addressed the
quality of the landscape design outcomes, the
researcher also tried to assess the workshop

Landscape Design Strategies for
Community Gardens
The proposed landscape design strategies will
unify both the formal and informal approaches in
designing community gardens. By following this
comprehensive approach, the design process will
have the following changes to the process applied
in the Workshop:
1.

The proposed landscape design process
will include brainstorming on existing
site issues with identified community
designers after the landscape architect
conducts the initial site visit. By doing
so, brainstorming with the community
designers shall include the ideas coming
from professionals.

2.

In the proposed brainstorming session,
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Table 7: Summary of Responses to the Luntiang Barangay Workshop
Goals Attainment.

Table 8: Summary of Community Landscape Concerns and Solutions.
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community designers and professionals
will have equal sharing on intended
solutions to the site. Aesthetic and
utilitarian approaches will be broadened
in scope and goal setting must be applied
in the workshop process. By doing so, the
community designer engages in a manner
similar to how a professional addresses
site issues.
3.

By gearing towards both the aesthetic
and utilitarian conceptual design phases,
the community garden design workshop
phase in the afternoon session shall only
be for site inventory and analysis. Another
whole day session for design is suggested
to be added to the methodology where
each designer can propose designs for the
garden. The culmination shall be a design
fusing all the ideas of the community
designers and landscape architects.

Proposed community gardens must have the
following design principles applied:
1.

Designs must have a sense of scale and
proportion.

2.

If there are important elements in the
site, these must be emphasized using
focalization techniques.

3.

There must be a sense of balance and
symmetry in spatial layout of softscape
and hardscape materials on site.

4.
•
5.

Hierarchy, smooth transition and rhythm
must be felt in the layout of site elements.

proposed guidelines in the community spatial
character of community gardens:
1.

Community gardens must prioritize
spaces for food production and garden
plots. The site chosen must have ample
conditions for edible plants to thrive.

2.

By promoting healthy and sustainable
living, community gardens must provide
a source of livelihood and food allowing
active, equal communal interaction and
participation during implementation,
maintenance, and harvest.

3.

Community gardens must promote a
sense of place prioritizing the use of local
flora and hardscape materials.

4.

Pedestrians must be highlighted in the
design of community gardens.

5.

Community gardens must act as outdoor
rooms for users, allowing diverse types
of users and ages to participate in the
activities thereof or in the maintenance of
the garden.

6.

Community gardens must be easily
maintained or must be designed to allow
users to feel a sense of ownership of the
site.

7.

Community gardens must have a sense of
enclosure, promoting a feeling of refuge,
safety, and security.

8. Community
gardens
community interaction.

must

allow

Contrast must be applied in the color and
texture of finishes and softscape.

6.

The whole site is unified using a cohesive
design approach or concept.

7.

Simplicity is achieved and the design is
easy to understand.

8. All principles of design are properly
applied in the community gardens.

Healthy-Quality Community Strategies for
Community Gardens
As a goal to uplift the character of community
gardens, the proposed strategies were adapted
from Eitler, McMahon and Theorig’s Building
Healthy Places, Hylton’s Quality Community, Hall
and Porterfield’s Community Organizing Elements
and Spatial Component. The following are the

Filipino Spatial Strategies for
Community Gardens
The community gardens must have a strong
sense of Philippine spatial character. By focusing
on these strategies, the following guidelines were
adapted:
1. Community gardens must have features
promoting physical containment. If
possible, provide low walls to segregate
the active spaces from the more passive
areas.
2. Community gardens must be flexible.
Spaces must accommodate possible
changes in the design, primarily in crop/
vegetation rotation, paving adjustments,
and provisions for additional facilities.
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3.

As a Filipino space, community gardens
must promote community interaction and
people-to-people connectedness.

It may be argued that the lack of aesthetics may
not be parallel to the feeling of satisfaction when
one designs for the community. In the analysis
of results, it is evident that the community
designers have learned a lot and felt satisfaction
with the design outcome despite the short
activity stream geared towards community
learning on landscape design.
Although the informal design process outcome
yielded lower points in the evaluation measures
set by the researcher, the implemented outcome
imminent from the informal landscape design
process for the gardens still served the purpose
of community empowerment, environmental
stewardship and community interaction. In this
manner, the need to yield alternative strategies
to make these community garden designs more
aesthetically compliant is raised. Although it may
garner a score lower than the formal landscape
design process outcome specifically in providing
health and quality community spaces, the
informal design process still produced a more
Filipino approach to designing these spaces and
created immediate design solutions to the issues
identified by the community.
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ABSTRACT
Growing greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) leading
to climate change has been a global concern for
decades. Research data show that CO2 (carbon
dioxide) accounts for 75 percent of GHGs, which
has led many cities to further push efforts to reduce
carbon emissions. The Philippines is no different,
trying to set in place policies and mechanisms to
keep emissions in check. However, one criticism
levelled at Philippine-prepared plans is the absence
of specific targets to lower GHG emissions within
a given timeframe. Another is the absence of
baseline data against which the impacts of action
plans can be measured. Addressing these two gaps
can provide a ground-breaking scientific method
for evaluating programs. This will assure that
resources in the efforts against climate change
are deployed where they will be most effective.
The current research aims to do just this: rectify
the data gaps by developing an assessment tool
that can quantitatively track carbon emissions
and reductions. The assessment tool adopted
GHG emission and reduction factors developed
in other countries modelled after the Tsukuba
Environmental Style in Japan. As a test case, this
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tool was applied to Antipolo City in Rizal Province.
The results are not so encouraging though,
indicating that Antipolo is in fact emitting more
carbon than it can reduce (a deficit of over 20 billion
kilograms). Obviously the city is in need of more
intervention, but the positive side is that because
of the tool, it is now possible to direct efforts at the
right reduction activities. Beyond this pilot study,
the bigger and more important task is applying
the tool to other local government units (LGU) to
establish a scientific method for determining each
unit’s contribution to carbon emission figures and
to pinpoint specific actions that can be directly
addressed to ease GHG levels.

Sustainable Development
Since the early 1970s, the United Nations had
been working towards providing a productive
and healthy environment in the light of rapid
population growth and the corresponding
pressure on the world’s natural resources.
Beginning with the Stockholm Conference
in 1972, numerous planning initiatives have
escalated through sustainable development
treaties at United Nation’s conferences. These
initiatives range from planning strategies
customized by city governments like the Green
Initiatives of New York, to planning approaches
of the Low Carbon Cities Program promoted by
the Government of Japan.
Overview of Low Carbon Development or
Low Carbon Cities and Societies
Today, a number of cities in Asia such as Tsukuba
(Japan), Putrajaya (Malaysia) and Shanghai
and Baoding (China) are taking a sustainable
development approach to address global warming
by promoting Low Carbon Cities (LCC) or Societies.
As a quick backgrounder, climate change is
caused by an increase in the greenhouse effect.
GHGs such as CO2, methane, nitrous oxide
and ozone allow sunlight to enter the earth’s
atmosphere freely, absorb infrared radiation and
trap its heat. After a certain time, the amount of
energy sent by the sun to the earth’s surface is
radiated back into space, leaving the temperature
of the earth’s surface roughly constant. However,
GHGs emitted by human activities such as
fossil fuel combustion, industrial processes and
deforestation limit the ability of the atmosphere
to release into space the energy given by the sun
to earth. Thus, the amount of heat trapped in our
planet gradually increases.
Measurements made by the Joint Research
Center of the European Commission in 2010
reveal that CO2 comprises more than 75 percent
of the world’s anthropogenic GHG emissions;
the rest of the gases make up the remaining 25
percent. This means a low-carbon lifestyle based
on a low-carbon development strategy is the best
solution to the problem.
Definition of Low Carbon Development
Kainuma, Masui, Asuka, Kanie, Moriguchi, and
Hayashi1 reported: “Asia accounts for more
than half of the global GHG emissions making
it imperative for Asian countries to develop
low-carbon cities or societies. The low-carbon
development approach aims to reduce global
GHG emissions by 50 percent in 2050 in order
to keep global mean temperature change
within two degrees centigrade of pre-industrial
temperatures.” This is supported by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change2

that reported “World GHG emissions due to human
activities or anthropogenic GHG emissions have
grown with an increase of 70 percent between
years 1970 and 2004.”
The Asia Low Carbon Societies (ALCS) project aims
to explore achievable development pathways
to low-carbon societies from medium to long
term and from national and sub-national levels.
The project recognizes leapfrog development
strategies grounded by research and implemented
at different scales to shift Asian societies to lowcarbon emissions and low-resource consumption
while maintaining solid economic growth. The
ALCS project acknowledges that effectiveness
of low-carbon development strategies rests on
specific local conditions and other development
factors, some of which are the economic and social
development level, renewable energy sources and
land area.
To aid in the effort of lowering emissions, Japan
has set a target to reduce its 1990 carbon dioxide
levels by 60 to 80 percent by 2050 and Malaysia
its 2005 level by 40 percent in 2020. The Low
Carbon City Initiative of China launched initial
goals of saving “20 percent from 2010 energy
consumption.”
Achieving Low Carbon Development
Different cities have drafted similar frameworks
to achieve low-carbon development. In general,
the frameworks consists of the following steps:
identifying the emission source or the activities
that give off GHG emissions, particularly carbon
dioxide; measuring the levels of GHG gas emitted
from the identified sources; reducing emissions
through specific strategies and programs; and
reporting the reduction in emissions to serve as
basis for other city governments, communities
and other entities as they create their own plans.
This report is also an assessment tool to evaluate
the success of the framework.
Identify Emission Source
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) is an organization set up by the World
Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP). It
was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007 for
its remarkable tasks in preparing assessments
with realistic response strategies in all aspects of
climate change and its impacts. Based on 2007
global data, the IPCC has recorded human activities
and their corresponding share in GHG emissions
as: “26 percent comes from energy supply – the
burning of coal, natural gas, and oil for electricity
and heat; 19 percent comes from burning fossil
fuels on-site at facilities for energy; 17 percent
is contributed by land use, land-use change and
forestry; 14 percent is emitted by agriculture; 13
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percent comes from transportation; eight percent
is accounted for by on-site energy generation and
burning fuels for heat or cooking in commercial
and residential buildings; and three percent is
supplied by landfill and waste management.”3
In Asia, the sectors to focus on in planning for lowcarbon societies are energy and transportation
in urban areas, and land use change and forestry
in rural settings. These have been identified in
dialogues between policy-makers and researchers
at the Symposium on Low Carbon Asia Research
Projects in 2011.
Measure Emission Amount
For the past decade, IPCC has been collating
national GHG emissions calculations of different
countries and has established methods for
measurement. It has put together the Emission
Factor Database (EFDB) which compiles emission
factors, other parameters and references that
can be used for estimating GHG emissions.
Several countries that have developed emission
measurement methods have used the IPCC data
as a guide.
Measuring GHG emissions involve the following:
identifying the boundaries (national, regional,
local or city, and entity or individual); classifying
the GHG emission sources; and describing the
limitations of the measurements. The C40 Cities
Climate Leadership Group, the network of the
world’s megacities committed to addressing
climate change, believes that measuring
emissions is as important as management: the
more specific the measurement, the more specific
the emission reduction strategies that can be
formulated resulting in more direct outcomes.
Reducing Emission Amount
According to the dialogues between policymakers
and researchers at the Symposium on Low Carbon
Asia Research Projects in Iskandar, Malaysia4,
the blanket or broad approach to developing a
low-carbon city or region has had limited impact.
The bottom-up approach—which starts from the
practical or “hands on” level, then advances to
the national level and ultimately to the regional
level—is more effective. This approach has been
vouched for by cities and regions that have
developed local scenarios such as Iskandar
(Malaysia), Kyoto and Shiga (Japan), Jilin (China)
and Ahmedabad (India). The key to reducing
emission is by formulating reduction activities
or a set of activities addressing each source of
emission.
The following section discusses the initiatives
that have been demonstrated to effectively
reduce carbon emissions.
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The Carbon Disclosure Project Cities Program
The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) Cities
Program 2014 provides a voluntary climate
change reporting platform for city governments.5
The program is open to any city government,
regardless of size or geographic location. The CDP
Cities 2013 Summary Report contains information
from 110 cities around the globe including 842
actions that can reduce GHG emissions. They
are categorized into the following activities:
transport, energy demand in buildings, waste,
urban land use, energy supply, education, outdoor
lighting, water, finance, food, public procurement,
and others.
Low Carbon Societies Research Project
According to the ALCS Research Project, there are
five pillars in achieving low-carbon development:
proliferation of low-carbon technologies in
the manufacturing sectors; introduction and
compliances to the strict laws, regulations
and environmental standards; development
of institutional mechanisms for effective and
efficient monitoring of GHG emissions; ensuring
funds to support those initiatives; and change in
the values towards environmental consciousness.6
The International Council for Local
Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI)
ICLEI is a movement of 12 megacities, 100 supercities and urban regions, 450 large cities, and 450
small and medium-sized cities and towns in 86
countries dedicated to sustainable development.
ICLEI local governments for sustainability believe
in local actions for global change. These actions
are ICLEI’s eight urban agendas, each with
different programs: The Sustainable City, Resilient
City, Biodiverse City, Low-Carbon City, ResourceEfficient City, Smart Urban Infrastructure,
Green Urban Economy and Healthy and Happy
Community.7
United States Environmental Protection
Agency, Climate Change Page
The United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) has set rational steps to address
climate change: collect emissions data; reduce
emissions and promote a clean energy economy;
conduct economy-wide analyses to evaluate
economic impacts and effectiveness of proposed
climate change policies; contribute to worldclass climate research through the US Global
Change Research Program and the IPCC; engage
in a variety of international activities to advance
climate change science; provide technical
assistance, analytical tools and outreach support
on climate change issues to state, local and
tribal governments; and, help coastal resource
managers and water utility managers plan and
prepare for climate change. What is remarkable
with the USEPA Climate Change Home is the GHG

emissions calculator available at four different
levels: global, national, facility, and individual.8
The Putrajaya Green City Project
Malaysia has launched a sustainable development
initiative called the Low Carbon Cities Framework
(LCCF) with Putrajaya and Cyberjaya as showcase
cities. LCCF is a national framework and
assessment system to guide and support holistic
sustainable development in Malaysia. The 2013
document “Low Carbon Cities Framework and
Assessment System” calculates equivalent GHG
emissions of certain human activities to promote
awareness on how these GHG can be reduced. The
LCCF also introduced a carbon assessment and
user manual which allows the user to calculate the
baseline as well as the reduced carbon count. The
framework identified four focus areas that have the
most carbon impact: urban environment, urban
transport, urban infrastructure and buildings.
The Malaysian project developed a 12-point
action plan to reduce carbon dioxide emissions.
In chronological order, these are: Integrated City
Planning, Low-carbon Transportation, CuttingEdge Sustainable Buildings, Low Carbon Lifestyle,
More and More Renewable Energy, The Green
Lung of Putrajaya, Cooler Urban Structures and
Buildings, Community and Individual Action to
Reduce Urban Temperature, Use Less Consume
Less, Think Before You Throw, and Integrated
Waste Treatment.
Each of these action plans has an equivalent
carbon dioxide emission reduction goal. According
to the estimates stated in Putrajaya Green City
2025: Baseline and Preliminary Study, the top
three action plans that will contribute to carbon
dioxide reduction are Cutting-Edge Buildings,
Low-carbon Transportation and Integrate City
Planning and Management – actions that are
realized in the city level.9
The Tsukuba Environmental Style
Japan aims for transition from a fossil-fueldependent, industrial society to a low-carbon
one and promote concrete actions for LCC. The
2014 study “Japanese low-carbon cities – a role
model in the Asia-Pacific region” enumerates
the following actions: technology innovation and
diffusion of existing technologies; establishment
of a domestic emission trading system and carbon
tax; policy measures by local governments; and
individual behavioral changes.
The Tsukuba Environmental Style is an initiative
of Tsukuba City advocated in 2008 to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions per capita by 50 percent
by 2030. The initiative has started four pillars
of integrated implementation: environmental
education focused on building awareness of

lowering carbon through the visualization of
carbon dioxide emissions; a low-carbon traffic
system through the introduction of new traffic
technologies and a conceptual breakthrough of
transportation; a low-carbon rural city using water
and greenery; and an experimental low-carbon
town by forming model blocks and introducing
new energies. Noteworthy in this initiative are
its bold emission reduction actions starting with
the medium-term goal of reducing GHG emissions
per capita versus as a whole city, bold projects
promoting
nanotechnology
energy-saving
technologies and use of algal biomass energy
and the manifesto which prescribes a doable set
of activities that an individual can do to reduce
carbon dioxide in a year.
Shanghai and Baoding, China
According to World Wildlife Fund China, the lowcarbon cities initiative in China aims to improve
energy efficiency in the industry, construction
and transport sectors.10 Pilot projects in Shanghai
include new eco-building demonstrations,
energy efficiency improvement of existing
large commercial buildings and the 20 ways to
20 percent energy-saving campaign. Baoding
is implementing networking on sustainable
energy knowledge management and technology
cooperation, encouraging investment in and
export of sustainable energy products, and
capacity building in city planning and industrial
park development.
With numerous emission reduction programs
being reported by communities, cities and
organizations around the world, it is apparent
that there are many possible actions to reduce
carbon emissions: from the simple switching-off
of lights during office breaks to exploring the use
of algal biomass energy. The key to formulating
strategies to reduce emission is to come up with
actions applicable to a definable unit – whether
city, community or the individual. This is also the
thrust of ICLEI, that is, to help local governments
understand global sustainability challenges by
localizing their impacts and customizing solutions
so that citizens feel that they also need to be a
part of the effort.
Report Emission Reduced
This last step in developing low-carbon societies,
cities or communities is important as it serves
both as an assessment of the actions implemented
and a knowledge base for others. Cities can report
their initiatives to IPCC, CDP, ICLEI, and other
organizations working on GHG emission reduction
and climate change reporting. Knowledge-sharing
through reporting emissions will also identify
aspects in the development of low-carbon societies
that require further study, particularly localizing
emission inventory and reduction strategies.
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The Philippine Experience
The Philippines shares 0.31 percent of the world’s
total GHG emission and ranks as the sixth emitter
in Southeast Asia, according to a report by the
Senate of the Philippines Economic Planning
Office. Though not a major emission contributor,
the Philippines has been developing strategies
implemented through laws and government
issuances, to reduce GHG emissions as well
as planning for resilience from the impacts of
climate change.
Some of the government initiatives pertinent
to the GHG emission reduction are: creation of
the Inter-Agency Committee on Climate Change
(IACCC) in 1991; enactment of the Clean Air Act
of 1999 (R.A. 8749); enactment of the Biofuels
Act of 2006 (R.A. 9367); signing of the 2010
National Framework Strategy on Climate Change
(NFSCC); mainstreaming Climate Change in the
2011-2016 Philippine Development Plan (PDP)
in 2010; and signing of the National Climate
Change Action Plan (NCCAP) in 2011.11
The Philippines is also currently working on its
second (the first was published in 2000) National
Greenhouse Gas Inventory or what is referred to
as the National Communication, which according
to “Tracking Greenhouse Gases: An Inventory
Manual” is a requirement for all members of the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC).12
Unlike Putrajaya and Tsukuba, the Philippines
does not have a low-carbon action plan to be
implemented from the national to the barangay
levels. But this does not mean that there is an
absence of studies and projects to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions and mitigate the effects of
climate change in the country. In 2011, the
Philippines had more than 50 registered Clean
Development Mechanism projects. These projects
focused on the production of renewable energy
and have been accounted to have reduced more
than 200,000 tons of CO2 emissions. According to
Conservation International, in 2011, a 177-hectare
reforestation and agroforestry project in Quirino
Province achieved gold-level validation from the
Verified Carbon Standards program, the leading
global standard and quality assurance system
for accounting GHG emission reduction in the
voluntary carbon market.
Private developers are also spearheading
sustainable townships with emphasis on reducing
carbon emissions through green spaces, solar
power for public utilities and electric vehicles to
transport people within the development. City
governments, especially in the National Capital
Region, have undergone GHG inventories in the
past few years setting their emissions baseline
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data and applying steps to lower emissions.
Pasig City, one of the two gold awardees of
the 2013 International Award for Most Livable
Cities Category E, has implemented a bikesharing initiative, a recycling program, parks
and streetscape developments and other radical
land use change developments that promote
sustainability.
The challenge of developing low-carbon cities in
the Philippines will be similar to the C40 countries
where development and its problems already
exist and what is needed is to first establish the
emissions baseline data and then work out action
plans that can be easily done by an individual, a
community or the city as a whole.
Applying Low Carbon Development Strategies in
Antipolo City, Rizal Province, Philippines
Brief Background of Antipolo City
The City of Antipolo is located at the northern
half of the Province of Rizal and is approximately
29 kilometers from the City of Manila. The city’s
elevation is approximately 200 to 500 meters
above sea level. It is divided into two congressional
districts consisting of eight barangays each with a
total area of 38,504.44 hectares. Antipolo City is
the second largest unit in terms of area in Rizal
Province, next to the municipality of Rodriguez,
formerly known as Montalban.
In 2014, Antipolo’s population was estimated at
850,705 (170,141 households) with an annual
growth rate of 4.19 percent and was the seventh
most populous city in the Philippines in 2013.
Historically, the city has been a preferred place to
live in because of its proximity to Metro Manila, its
high elevation and vast forestland where people
can enjoy both the amenities of the urban area
and quiet rural living conditions. It is also known
as the “Pilgrimage Capital of the Philippines”
because of its historic church that draws hundreds
of thousands of devotees each year.
At present, Antipolo is considered the service,
economic and financial center of the province of
Rizal because of the presence of various national
agencies and an increasing number of commercial,
industrial and financial establishments. A total
of 10,525 businesses were recorded in 2013.
The rapid growth in population and economic
activities, if not managed, may result to urban
degradation in the future.
The city’s vast forest area of roughly 18,000
hectares is of great value to Metro Manila’s water
requirements. The city’s forestlands also comprise
the biggest tributary to the Marikina River which
is a big consideration in disaster management
of nearby cities and municipalities located

downstream, especially Marikina City. Antipolo’s
forestland, if not protected, may contribute to
increased flooding and landslides affecting nearby
low-lying cities and municipalities.
Antipolo has long recognized its role and has taken
several steps and initiatives geared towards the
protection of its environment. These are embodied
in the updated Comprehensive Development Plan
(CDP) and Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP)
of the city into which the Forest Land Use Plan
(FLUP) was also integrated.
Proposed Low Carbon Development
Strategies for Antipolo City
Antipolo takes pride in having created a strategy
focused on developing an urban city in a rural
setting. Low carbon development strategies
complement the kind of growth the city wants to
achieve. The development framework is already
embodied in the two updated and mandated plans
of the City: the Comprehensive Development
Plan for 2014-2016 and the Comprehensive
Land Use Plan for 2010-2020. Climate change
adaptation measures and disaster risk reduction
and management are also integrated in the two
mandated plans. Departments and program offices
(e.g. Planning Office, Disaster Risk Reduction
Management Office, Agriculture Office, etc.) are
already in place to implement the provisions of
the plans. However, while the city government
personnel are competent, Antipolo still needs

to enhance both its internal capacity and tools to
implement low-carbon development strategies.
At present, Antipolo is implementing measures
supporting low-carbon development, such
as: energy-saving resolutions (e.g. regulated
use of lights, air-conditioning units, scheduled
inspections and joint inspectorate teams to
save on gasoline consumption, among others);
“No Segregation, No Collection” policy in the
city center which will eventually cascade to the
whole city; preservation of protected areas and
continuous river/creek cleaning and rehabilitation,
with the rehabilitation and improvement of the
Hinulugang Taktak Protected Landscape (HTPL)
also known as the Hinulugang Taktak Falls as
the banner project; urban greening initiatives
converting small idle lots into pocket parks; “No
Plastic and Styrofor” policy; desludging activities;
and information, education and communication
campaign on proper environmental practices in
cooperation with the 16 barangays of the city.
While these initiatives are very positive steps,
their contribution to the overall reduction of GHG
emission has not yet been determined. This is an
issue not only for the City but also for other LGUs who
do not yet have the technical knowledge to measure
reduced carbon emissions. There is, therefore, a clear
need to implement a tool that will determine the
effectiveness of low-carbon initiatives.

Figure 1: 2013 Zoning Map of Antipolo City showing expanding urban
areas and remaining open spaces and forest areas. (Source: Antipolo
City Comprehensive Land Use Plan for 2010-2020)
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Figure 2: Antipolo Cathedral, popularly known as the Shrine of Our Lady
of Good Voyage. Photo taken in 1965. (Source: Horacio Talusan AG&P/
Arch. Ampil)

Figure 3: Antipolo Cathedral with the new City Hall c. 2013. The Central
Business District in the Old Poblacion has become built up. (Source: City
Planning and Development Office of Antipolo)
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Table 1: Carbon Emission Account (Red Sheet) and Carbon Reduction
Account (Green Sheet) for Cities (next page spread).

The Annual Carbon Calculator for Cities
The Annual Carbon Calculator for Cities (ACCC)
is an assessment tool that aims to compute citylevel carbon emissions. The tool has two parts: the
red sheet or the carbon emission account and the
green sheet or the carbon reduction account. The
red sheet has four areas of measurement: energy
or electricity consumption, transportation or fuel
consumption, solid waste disposal, and emissions
in system processes on electric consumption,
water consumption and solid waste management.
These areas of measurement are based on the UN
IPCC study on major sources of carbon emissions.
The green sheet has five areas of measuring carbon

emission reduction: through use of solar energy,
through use of non-motorized transport, through
recycling solid wastes, through open or green
spaces, and other programs or projects of the
city that can be multiplied to available emission
reduction factors. These areas of measurement
contain equivalent emission factors based on
studies on carbon emission reduction activities,
processes and computations by the UN IPCC,
Malaysia’s Low Carbon Cities Framework and
Assessment System, and the USEPA.
Both the red and green sheets have five columns,
namely: Carbon Emission Activity or Carbon
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Emission Reduction Activity, Carbon Emission
Factor (CEF) or Carbon Emission Reduction Factor
(CERF), Quantity in a Year, Unit of Measurement,
and Carbon Emitted or Carbon Reduced. The
columns are organized for ease of accounting.
Only one column, Quantity in a Year, will be
filled with data from the relevant source. By
simply multiplying these annual numbers with
the figures under the CEF or the CERF, emission
or reduction in kilograms can be estimated.
Subtracting total carbon emission from total
reduction will determine if the city has a surplus
or deficit of carbon reduction.
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Some areas of measurement such as
transportation and solid waste have two methods
of computation depending on available data.
For transportation, options are liters of fuel
consumption or kilometer usage per vehicle type.
For solid waste, the choices are kilogram per waste
material type or city population.
An Accounting of Antipolo City’s
Carbon Emission and Reduction
This study made use of the ACCC to determine
Antipolo’s level of carbon emission and reduction.
The data was sourced from the City Planning
and Development Office with some limitations.

Figures were not available for all areas of
measurement and not all available data were
from the same year.
Electricity consumption data was available only
for 2011 and in that year, Antipolo City used
457,630,191.00 kilowatts. To convert power
consumption into kilograms of carbon emission,
the total kilowatts is weighted by the different
components of the fuel source of the city’s
power generator. In 2011, this mix was 58.5
percent natural gas, 28.4 percent multi-fuel
(coal, hydro, etc.), 2.3 percent geothermal, 0.10
percent biomass and hydro. Only the first two
components were used in the equation because
they were the only ones with a significant level of
emission. Doing the math, Antipolo’s electricity

consumption is equivalent to 218,857,062.54
kilograms of carbon.
The Antipolo City Government had data on the
gross income from all transport fuel sales for
2013, which amounted to P141,000,000.13 To
estimate carbon emission from transportation,
income is divided by the average fuel price to
arrive at the volume consumed – in this case,
3,292,969.16 liters. This number is then applied
to the fuel emission factors generating the result
of 237,044,385.02 kilograms of carbon emitted by
transportation.
For solid waste, data on the number of kilograms
disposed in 2006 was used.14 Items sent to
landfills that emit carbon are glass and glass
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Table 2: Carbon Emission Account and Carbon Reduction Account for
Antipolo City.

bottles, styrofoam, molded plastic, wood scraps,
food waste, mixed paper, mixed metals, plastic
wrapper and garden waste. In total, these gave off
19,806,564,692.50 kilograms of carbon.
The last area of computation is emissions through
system processes on electricity and water
consumption and solid waste management. For
this section, 2011 data on electricity consumption
in kilowatts and the 2013 level of water
consumption in cubic meters were available.
Multiplying these figures by the corresponding
factors resulted in a total carbon emission of
328,035,723.78 kilograms.
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Adding all these up, the total carbon emissions
for Antipolo amounted to 20,590,501,863.84
kilograms. Although the data comes from different
years, this result still gives a solid indicator of
the situation. The exercise is also conducted to
encourage other LGUs to collect data regularly to
ensure more accurate monitoring.
For the reduction side of the tool, there were
only two activities with available data: reduction
through solid waste management and through
open or green space. Information on solid waste
management was gathered from data on food
waste and mixed recyclables diverted to animal
livestock/feed collectors and materials recovery
facilities. Applying the appropriate factor, the tool

found that these efforts resulted in a reduction of
316,118,195 kilograms of carbon.
Carbon sequestration through open or green
space in Antipolo is possible because of 20,000
hectares of protected forest. These green spaces
account for a reduction of 104,878,806 kilograms
of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. The
amount of carbon reduced through both activities
totaled 420,997,001 kilograms. Clearly, solid
waste management and the maintenance of large
open spaces have a great positive impact on the
carbon situation. However, the computations
show that Antipolo actually has a carbon reduction
deficit of 20,169,504,862.84 kilograms; in other
words, the city emits more than it can reduce. This
demonstrates the urgency for efforts to mitigate
climate change. If a city with 20,000 hectares of
forest still emits an excess of 20 billion kilograms
of carbon, cities without such open spaces are in
more dire situations.
Since this assessment tool exists, it now becomes
possible to make recommendations on the exact
nature of the programs that need to be undertaken
to reduce Antipolo’s carbon emissions. Among the
recommendations are activities that promote use
of renewable sources of energy, improve practices
on solid waste management and adopt ways to
reduce energy use, improve traffic management
and preserve (or even increase) open space.
CONCLUSION
The reduction of carbon emissions is a clear
goal cities should strive for. However, it is often
difficult to determine exactly which activities
drive emissions and what efforts should be
encouraged to help reduction. Even trickier
is knowing if reduction initiatives are in fact
effective. It is difficult primarily because of the
lack of baseline data on which to base growth or
decline of emissions.
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This study done in Antipolo is a significant first
step in applying a functional assessment tool
to determine the specific contributions of each
emission and reduction activity and to provide
data such that when these activities are measured
again in the future, there is scientific basis for
saying whether or not carbon reduction efforts
have been successful. The figures generated
by this assessment tool show where the local
government should focus its efforts to support
programs created by the national government
in addressing concerns on climate change. By
adapting the tool presented in this study, LGUs
can regularly monitor the effectiveness of action
plans. This gives them knowledge on what
initiatives are more successful in providing a
solid basis to rationalize changes and to improve
programs where necessary.
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ABSTRACT
Urban Renewal is said to be one of the alternative
actions for mitigating the negative impacts
of urbanization and urban decay. This study
investigated the impacts of urban renewal factors
on the environmental setting and physical design
of the City of Manila. It reviewed redevelopment
plans, zoning ordinances, previous studies and
conducted an ocular inspection of the City’s major
areas. Despite being limited to the City of Manila,
urban planners may find the study useful in
formulating redevelopment plans of cities in the
light of sustainability. Moreover, the study can
present policy makers with better ideas on how the
development planning of a city can be managed,
say by boosting the economic sector, and how
they can keep the environmental and historical
conditions at par with each other.

INTRODUCTION
Urban renewal or redevelopment is said to be one of
the alternative actions for mitigating the negative
impacts of urbanization and urban decay.1 Some
of the positive effects of urban renewal are: higher
median income, higher property values, higher
rates of employment and fewer poor families.2 It
is said to contribute to sustainable development
as it enables social equity, the viability of
the economy and encourages environmental
responsibility3 among those benefitting from it.
Furthermore, urban renewal can be large-scale or
small-scale: a comprehensive plan for an entire
city or a megalopolis is large-scale, while pockets
of redevelopment or rehabilitation within the
boundary of a city is small-scale. Small-scale
urban renewal (SSUR) should be in line with the
large-scale urban renewal (LSUR).
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The need for urban renewal can be viewed
from different angles, i.e., economic, social
and environmental. From an economic point
of view, the need stems from poor planning
and revitalization efforts, from commitment
gaps and negligible private sector involvement
and participation4 and by the presence of
undeveloped areas. From a social point of
view, urban renewal is needed to mitigate the
consequences of rapid population growth, high
population density, or presence of slum areas
and illegal settlers.5 These are coupled with
the presence of neighborhoods experiencing
great urban deficits, where certain portions of
the population need social assistance.6 From
an environmental point of view, urban renewal
is needed because of the lack of conservation7,
changing lifestyles and consumption patterns
and unlimited exploitation of natural resources.8
The physical design and environment of a city
deteriorates with the indiscriminate demolition
of architectural heritage and historic sites,
uncontrolled land development exceeding its
carrying capacity, loss of flora and fauna due
to the clearing of greens and vegetation9, and
a poor road network. Due to the lack of a clean
and efficient mass transit10 system, there will be
increases in air and noise pollution, in the number
of fuel-powered vehicles, in traffic congestion and
heavy transportation load.11 These detrimental
effects leave the city unable to cope with rapid
environmental and climatic changes.
The effects of urban renewal on the environment
and physical design of the City of Manila, an old
city rich in historical and cultural heritage, is the
focus of this study. More specifically, it aims to
investigate the impacts of past development
projects within the City of Manila in the light
of sustainability. The study examines the
environmental conditions and physical design of
the City as a result of the implementation of urban
renewal projects, hand in hand with the ordinance
on zoning. In this light, the study answers the
following questions: First, what are the factors
considered in the City’s urban renewal? Second,
what are the impacts of re-development on its
environment and physical design? Third, what are
the policy implications of the study? Fourth, how
can the findings be useful in future planning and
development?
Environment, Physical Design and
Urban Renewal Impacts
‘Impact’ in this study is used to mean influence
or effect of urban renewal, which may be either
positive or negative, and will not be used to
measure occurrence of observed changes.
Environment is defined as the external physical
conditions that affect and influence the growth,
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development, behavior and survival of organisms.
It is also defined as the complex social and cultural
conditions affecting the nature of an individual or
community.12 Physical design is defined as the
shaping of cities, towns and villages, addressing
groups of buildings, a network of roads and
bridges, public spaces, entire neighborhoods and
districts, and even entire cities to make urban
areas functional, attractive and sustainable.13
The study defines environment as the city’s
natural landscape and physical design and as
the physical character of the city, which involves
the arrangement and design of its buildings,
public spaces, physical environment, services and
amenities. Urban renewal is defined by Farid as a
process stated in various terminologies: mending,
recycling, regeneration, remodeling, changing
and redevelopment.14 It is a redevelopment
of the city on the city and not a novelty. The
Business Dictionary defines urban renewal as a
process where an urban neighborhood or area is
improved and rehabilitated.15 The process may
include demolishing old and run-down buildings,
constructing new and up-to-date housing or
adding in other features. The study defines urban
renewal as the redevelopment of the city, where
old buildings are renovated and rehabilitated,
restored and physically improved.
The study covers the districts of Avenida, Taft
Avenue and Roxas Boulevard. While this study
is limited to environment and physical design,
information on whether or not urban renewal
plans and projects are complied with may give
light on the achievement of the city’s sustainable
development. And while the findings may be
limited to the City of Manila, these may give urban
planners and policy makers a better idea on how
the development planning of a city may be drawn
and managed and how the development of other
cities may be approached.
Materials and Methods
The study reviewed secondary data, i.e. the
Burnham Plan for the City of Manila, the Metro
Manila Transport, Land Use and Development
Planning (MMETROPLAN) Project, the Manila
Comprehensive Land Use Plan and Zoning
Ordinance (MCLUPZO), otherwise known
as City Ordinance No. 8119, the Intramuros
Redevelopment Plan, and articles in newspapers,
online web logs and other related works. Then,
an ocular inspection was conducted within the
city to validate findings from the secondary data.
More specifically, the following were examined
in this study: prevalent architectural concept
within the city, existence and preservation of
historical buildings and architectural heritage,
availability of social condensers, open spaces
and landscape characteristics.

Existing ordinances for the protection and
conservation of open spaces and heritage
sites were investigated to see how these were
implemented by the local government. It looked
into the degree of compliance with set rules and
regulations and whether the effects of urban
renewal were positive or negative.
Brief Background on the City of Manila
The City of Manila, the capital of the Philippines,
lies on latitude 14°38’ North and longitude
120°60’ East. Manila, with a total land area
of 4,045.8 hectares including its reclaimed
areas, is strategically located along the eastern
coast of Manila Bay with a coastline length of
190 kilometers. The City is bounded by seven
cities, namely: Navotas and Caloocan on the
North, Quezon on the Northeast, San Juan
and Mandaluyong on the East, Makati on the
Southeast, and Pasay on the South (Figure 1).16

Table 1 summarizes the household population
of Manila, Metro Manila and the Philippines
from 1980 to 2010. According to the National
Statistics Coordination Board, the percentage
change in population of the City between 2000
and 2007 was 5.0 percent.17 This is higher than
the percentage changes for Metro Manila (2.1%)
and the Philippines (2.4%). The local government
estimated that the City of Manila has at least
333,547 households with an average size of 4.7
members.18 With respect to population density,
Table 2 shows that the City of Manila has a very
high population density compared with those
of Metro Manila and the Philippines. Assuming
that immigration from rural to urban areas
causes a faster rate of increase in population
than natural birth, exponential projections of
population densities of Manila City for 2020 and
2030 were estimated to be at 88,202,673 and at
105,386,787, respectively.19

Figure 1: Map of the City of Manila and its District Boundaries. (Map
generated by R. S. Caguimbal, using National Statistics Office data for
boundaries)
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Table 1: Household population of Manila City, Metro Manila and the
Philippines (1980 to 2010). (Sources: National Statistical Coordination
Board, 2010 Philippine Statistical Yearbook; National Statistics Office,
Household Population of the Philippines, 2010)

a

2010 population density figures were authors’ computations based on Table 1.
Table 2: Population densities per square kilometer: Manila City, Metro
Manila and the Philippines (1980 to 2010) (Sources: National Statistical
Coordination Board, 2010 Philippine Statistical Yearbook; National
Statistics Office, Household Population of the Philippines, 2010)

In the 13th century, Manila’s environment consisted
of a fortified settlement and a trading center near
the mouth of the Pasig River, which bisects the
City into north and south. The official name of
the city under its Malay aristocracy was Seludong/
Selurung, suggesting that it was the capital of
Ancient Tondo. Tagalog inhabitants later named
it Maynila, based on nilad, a flowering mangrove
plant that grew on the marshy shores of Manila
Bay.20 The City of Manila is the historical, cultural,
political, economic and educational center of the
country. History and culture can be observed in
the city’s physical character: notable ancestral
houses in the districts of Binondo, Ermita and
Quiapo; old churches and Spanish buildings
within Intramuros; neo-classical buildings from
the districts of Lawton to United Nations Avenue;
modern eclectic buildings confined in Escolta; and
neo brutalism architecture along Roxas Boulevard.

parkways to provide venues for recreation in every
part of the city; (2) to develop a street system and
secure direct and easy communication within and
outside of the city; (3) to provide a location for
buildings that will cater to various activities; (4)
to develop waterways for transportation; and (5)
to develop summer resorts.21
Burnham’s plan aimed to make Manila a city of
natural and architectural wonders complemented
with parks, plazas and fountains (Figure 2).
However, this plan was not fully implemented
because then President Manuel Quezon
reallocated the project funds for irrigation
infrastructures in Quezon province.22 The imprint
of Burnham’s plan for Manila is visible in Rizal Park
or Luneta, including the physical structures of the
National Museum and the Department of Tourism.
It is also visible in the developed waterfront along
Roxas Boulevard (Figure 3).23

Results and Discussion
Large-Scale Urban Renewal Plans:
City of Manila and Metropolitan Manila
Urban renewal plans and projects that
shaped the City of Manila
Manila has undergone many phases of urban
renewal, and two notable phases were the period
of the late American colonization in the 1900’s,
and the era between 1970 and 1980. In 1905,
Daniel Burnham proposed a plan for Manila, with
the aim of improving five aspects of the city: (1)
to develop a waterfront and locate parks and
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During the Marcos Administration in the mid-1970s,
the Burnham Plan was revisited because one of
its priorities was infrastructure development.
Manila was to be transformed into a progressive
and modern city. Infrastructure and facilities then
established were the following: Cultural Center
of the Philippines, Folk Arts Theater, Philippine
International Convention Center, Manila Film
Center, Coconut Palace and Central Bank of the
Philippines. Ironically, it was during this repressive
political climate that the golden age of Philippine
architecture, arts and culture flourished.24 Two
milestones, the late American colonization and

Figure 2: Original Blueprint of Burnham’s Plan for the City of Manila.
(Source: Morley, 2012)

Figure 3: Developed Portion of the City of Manila based on Burnham Plan.
(Source: Palanca, 2013, July 14. On what Manila could have been. [Blog
post]. Retrieved 25 September 2013 from http://jumbodumbothoughts.
blogspot.com/2013/07/on-what-manila-could-have-been_14.html)

the period of infrastructure development during
the Marcos administration, posted positive
effects on the city’s skyline and placed Manila in
the limelight. From residential to government
buildings and cultural centers, the city’s façade
was notable and admirable.
The Metro Manila Transport, Land Use and
Development Planning (MMETROPLAN)
As early as 1977, one
objective of the
overnment’s MMETROPLAN Project25 was the
environmental sustainability of Metro Manila
cities and municipalities in the light of the
physical growth and development taking place.
The project recommended that development
be diverted from the areas which were either
unsuitable for development, or where there was
some doubt as to the extent of their suitability.
In this case, the City of Manila was neither part of
the area where urban expansion was encouraged
nor the area restricted for development.
Figure 4 shows the areas identified as suitable
or unsuitable for urban expansion. Another
recommendation was that the Amenity and Civic
Use Projects be undertaken in parts of Metro
Manila where particular opportunities exist, to
improve the quality of the physical environment.
These projects encompassed the following: the
creation of traffic free or traffic-restricted areas
in congested shopping and business districts
such as Binondo and Ermita; the creation and
landscaping of open spaces throughout the
urban area and particularly in the areas where the
greatest need for open space exist; the provision
of better facilities for pedestrian movement – both
in the commercial and recreational centers; and
the enhancement of buildings that have special
historic or architectural value, which could make a
worthwhile contribution to the street scene.

Figure 4: Areas Suitable and Unsuitable for New Urban Expansion in
Metro Manila. (Source: DPWTC, 1977)

Small-Scale Urban Renewal Plan:
Intramuros Restoration/Redevelopment
From 1935 to 1993, there were a number of
government policies regarding the restoration of
Intramuros. In 1936, Commonwealth Act No. 171
promulgated the adoption of the Spanish colonial
type of architecture and thus, the interest in the
preservation and restoration of Intramuros. This
was, however, repealed by RA 1607. In 1966, EO 13
was issued to create the Intramuros Restoration
Committee (IRC) to restore, preserve and maintain
the walls, gates and bastions of Intramuros
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and other historical edifices and artifacts as
monuments of cultural heritage. Prior to this, RA
4368 created the National Historical Commission
in 1965 but, in 1972, PD 1 created the National
Historical Institute (NHI), which assumed the
functions of the National Historical Commission. In
1973, through PD 186, the duties and functions of
the IRC were transferred to the National Historical
Institute.26 PD 1277 of 1978 revived interest to
restore the historical site of Intramuros and
provided guidelines but these primarily focused
on the restoration and preservation of the walls.27
Then, in 1979, PD 1616 created the Intramuros
Administration (IA). It was responsible for the
restoration of the entire Intramuros district, with
respect to Philippine-Spanish architecture from
the 16th to 19th century.28
There were six plans for the restoration of
Intramuros from 1966 to 1992. These were the
following: the IRC/NHI Plan; the 1973 Spanish
Plan29; the Intramuros Redevelopment Plan30;
the Intramuros Development Plan of 1980; the
Proposed 1985 Intramuros Development Plan; and
the 1992 Intramuros Urban Development Plan.31
A study by the Ministry of Public Works,
Transportation and Communications (MPWTC) in
partnership with the Institute of Environmental
Planning (IEP, former UP School of Urban and
Regional Planning) Master of Urban and Regional
Planning (MURP) Class ’78 shows that two
proposals for Intramuros were laid by Federico Silao
and Victoria Eugenio: to redevelop Intramuros as
an embassy district and as a cultural and historical
center.32 The first proposal sought to develop the
walled city into a viable embassy district without
losing sight of its historical merits. The infusion of
diplomatic air and the historical aura of the place
would be maintained by restoring and preserving
buildings and other structures of historical value.
The second proposal was to set up, in the heart of
Intramuros, a cultural complex to house FilipinoHispanico art and culture which would bring to life
the splendor of the past era within the walls. This
would serve as tourist attraction and enrich to
the cultural heritage of the nation.
Through the years, however, each of the city’s
administrations showed different priorities. There
was a constantly changing concept of what a
restoration policy should consist of and which
agency should be responsible. Furthermore,
continuity between policy formulation and plan
implementation was needed. For instance, the IRC/
NHI gave little attention to the role of the private
sector in plan implementation. Considering that
private restoration groups have touched on a
number of projects, e. g., fortifications, churches,
monasteries, government offices, educational
institutions and residences from 1979-199233, the
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role of the private sector in plan implementation
was crucial.
In 2003, the City of Manila underwent a new
face lift. Beautification and enhancement of the
city’s old and deteriorating parks and other tourist
attractions were pushed. One of the key projects
was the improvement of “Baywalk,” the city’s bay
area. This allowed city residents, as well as local
and foreign tourists, to enjoy dining and listening
to music while watching the Manila Bay sunset.34
Current Situation of Manila: Effects of Urban
Renewal on Its Environment and Physical Design
Depletion of Parks and Open Spaces
Manila City Ordinance No. 8119 (or MCLUPZO)
was enacted on March 16, 2006 in response to the
continuous growth of the city. It sought to promote
and enhance the standard of living in the city in
consideration of the National Building Code, Fire
Code and Accessibility Code. This Ordinance also
protected Rizal Park, a major public open space
that serves as a social condenser and breathing
space for the busy and chaotic city. Similarly,
other pocket parks within the city were protected
by the Ordinance. These were the Mehan Garden,
Arroceros Forest Park (Figure 5) and the linear
parks along Roxas Boulevard. However, more often
than not, compliance to and implementation of
local codes in these open spaces were not evident
before and even after the ordinance was enacted.
Dubbed as ‘The Last Lung of Manila,’ the Arroceros
Forest Park (AFP/Figure 6) is adjacent to the
Pasig River and situated beside the Light Rail
Transit (LRT) Central Terminal Station. The 2.2
hectare mini-forest is home to about 60 tree and
10 bird species. It is also a pocket of fresh air in
the noisy streets of Manila.35 The Memorandum
of Agreement between the government of the
City of Manila and the Winners Foundation on the
planning and development of the park specified

Figure 5: 1898 map of Plaza Arrocerros showing the present locations of
Mehan Garden (blue), Arrocerros Forest Park (orange) and Metropolitan
Theatre (purple). (Source: Flores, 2012)

that once the Foundation has completed the
park’s development, it shall be turned over to the
City of Manila. In turn, the City government will
maintain, operate and secure it solely as a forest
park at its own expense.36 However, in 2005,
the AFP was closed to the public to give way for
the construction of an administration building
for the City of Manila Schools Division (Figure
7). Today, the said building occupies one third
of the park’s original land area.37 The Rizal Park,
Roxas Boulevard and the Cultural Center of the
Philippines are three parks in the City of Manila
that also need to be currently preserved.38
Mehan Garden was open to the public as a park until
1960. However, its maintenance was neglected
and it slowly deteriorated. The Garden has a rich
history. It was the Jardin Botanico (Botanical
Garden) during the Spanish era. Even earlier, it was
the site assigned by the Spanish authorities as
living quarters for Manila’s Chinese population.39
In 2002, the Manila City government chose
Mehan Garden as the site for the City College of
Manila, but the construction plan was opposed by
heritage and environmentalist groups, citing that
the Garden is part of Philippine history. Moreover,
it was declared a historical and archeological site40
by the National Historical Institute.41 Presently,
the park no longer functions. It is located between
two structures, the University of Manila in its
south and a multi-story parking facility in its north

(Figure 8). The parking facility blocks the vista of
the Metropolitan Theatre, another Art Deco by
Filipino national artist, Juan Arellano.
Loss of Architectural Heritage
Manila is a beautiful city with great architectural
designs showing its rich culture and history.
The glorious neo-classical buildings (Figure 9)
built during the American colonization along the
districts of Lawton and Taft Avenue, the 1940 art
deco structures (Figure 10) along the streets of
Escolta and Avenida and part of Taft Avenue, and
the neo-brutalism architectures (Figure 11) of the
1970’s along Roxas Boulevard are architectural
and historical heritages that are also protected
by Republic Act No. 10066, Section 47, Article
7.42 This law provides the guidelines in preserving
and conserving historical sites and facilities and
prohibits the demolition or modification of any
building 50 years or older without permission
from the National Commission for Culture and
the Arts.43 However, the fate of these structures
still rests in the hands of incumbent government
officials, who seem to consider demolitions of
architectural heritages to be the only option
for new developments. A case in point was July
15, 2000 – the day the Jai Alai Building along
Taft Avenue was demolished to give way to the
construction of the new Hall of Justice for the City
of Manila. Conservationists negotiated with city
officials to save the building as it was one of Asia’s

Figure 6: Inside Arroceros Forest Park (upper photos), with the centuryold tree inside forest park (bottom left) and the entrance of Arroceros
Park (bottom right). (Source: Flores, 2012)
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MERALCO building was sold to a multi-national
fast-food outlet in 2011.45

Figure 7: Administrative building of Manila City Schools Division inside
Arroceros Park. (Source: Flores, 2012)

finest art deco buildings, but to no avail.44 To date,
the Hall of Justice has not been built and instead,
a one-tower condominium is about to be built by
the DMCI Homes, a private developer (Figure 12).
Since Ordinance 8119 was not enforced, a permit
was issued on June 7, 2013 for the demolition
of the old Manila Electric Company (MERALCO)
building in Ermita – an art deco structure
designed in 1936 by Juan Arellano (Figure 13). The
façade of the building features relief sculptures by
the Italian expatriate sculptor Francesco Ricardo
Monti. It was one of the most modern commercial
buildings in Manila before the war and it had the
country’s first air-conditioned office spaces. This

Figure 8: Mehan Garden in its present situation (top left); original
plan for Mehan garden (top right); multi-storey parking (bottom left);
University of Manila (bottom right). (Source: Flores, 2012)
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One reason for demolishing historic buildings
is that it is far more costly to re-use them than
to construct new ones. However, the study on
the business of building renovation in Ontario,
Canada, pointed out that the return on investment
for heritage development is almost always higher.
Furthermore, in a study on the adaptive re-use of
the Lui Seng Chun in Hong Kong, relationships
between financial, environmental and social
parameters were explored and it concluded that
sustainability in the built environment could be
achieved and could contribute to the economic,
social and environmental amenity of Hong Kong.
Natural and Man-made Flooding
Manila is below sea level and 50 percent of
its barangays (smallest political unit in the
Philippines) are at risk of floods.46 Flooding has
been an issue in Manila since the 19th century, but
it was only in the 1940s that the first catastrophic
flooding was recorded. By 1950, places in Tondo,
Sta. Cruz, Sampaloc and Sta. Mesa were easily
flooded by heavy rain47 and by 1960, the area
of inundations expanded to about 70 percent.
Notable places with flooding at a depth of 12
to 15 feet included the Malacañang Palace, the
University of the East and the Ramon Magsaysay
Memorial Hospital.48 Flooding due to rainwater

Figure 9: Don Roman Santos Building in Lawton.
(Source: P. J. A. Perez, 2012)

Figure 11: Cultural Center of the Philippines (top) and Central Bank
of the Philippines (bottom). (Sources: http://betterphils.blogspot.
com/2012/11/national-theater-festival-at-ccp-hopes.html & P. J. A. Perez,
2012)

Figure 10: From top to bottom: Buildings in Escolta facing Pasig
River; Escolta Capitol Theatre by national artist Juan Nakpil; Madrigal
building, Escolta; Interior of First United building, Escolta. (Source: P. J.
A. Perez, 2010)

Figure 12: Old Jai Alai Building (top) and One tower condominium
project of DMCI Homes on former location of old Jai Alai building
(bottom). (Sources: Mempin, 2009 & R. S. Caguimbal, 2014)
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Figure 13: MERALCO Building in 1936, MERALCO Building in 2012, and demolition of MERALCO
Building in 2013 (left to right). (Sources: I. A. Henares, http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-nBb7eOJWq80/
Ty4RYX3wa1I/AAAAAAAAIuM/1vAmLlN_A7A/s400/ meralco02.jpg, I. A. Henares, 2012 & R. S. Caguimbal, 2013)

run-off and tropical storms49 usually occurs
between Manila Bay and Pasig River50 and causes
the Pasig River and the creeks to overflow.51 In
the past, the river and the bay played vital roles
as venues for trade and transportation. However,
these deteriorated with the rapid developments
that have taken and are still taking place. Today,
only few patronize the the Pasig River ferry, even
if travel cost is inexpensive and takes a relatively
shorter period of time compared to when one
takes the highway. This is because water pollution
has become eminent.
More recently, research showed that flooding is
not only caused by natural factors, but also by
man. Manila was found to have an accelerated land
subsidence – the lowering of surface level – due
to the process of extracting ground water faster
than it could be naturally replenished by rainwater
seeping back to the ground. This, coupled with the
rise in sea level worsens flooding in Manila. Other
factors include rapid and unplanned urbanization
resulting in the alteration of the natural landscape
through deforestation, expansion of concrete and
elevated roads, construction of vertical structures
for industries and residences, deterioration of
sewerage and drainage systems, encroachment
of structures on protected banks, siltation in
waterways and reclamation of land along coastal
areas and small tributaries.52 Reclaimed land in
Manila Bay has an elevation of two to three meters,
which is higher than the original boundary of the
city, causing a gradual flow of gradient water into
adjoining sewerage and drainage systems. This in
turn causes flooding in Manila and nearby areas
such as Valenzuela, Malabon, Caloocan, Navotas,
Pasay, Parañaque and Las Piñas.
Urban Heat Island: Natural Landscape and Physical
Infrastructure Imbalance
The natural vegetation and landscape of the city
have been modified and the picturesque sunset
of Manila Bay can only be viewed from prime high
rise hotels located across the shore. Construction
of buildings, roads and other infrastructure have
replaced the natural vegetation and taken over
the open spaces in the city. These activities have
waterproofed the grounds and converted the city
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Figure 14: Changes in UHI degrees in Metro Manila in 1989, 1993
and 2002. (Source: Pereira, 2004. Monitoring Urban Heat Island
phenomenon in Metro Manila: A remote sensing-GIS Approach. Master
of Science Thesis, pp. 65-67, University of the Philippines, College of
Engineering, Department of Geodetic Engineering.)

into an Urban Heat Island (UHI).53 Consequently,
as the natural landscape of an urban area is
transformed into impervious surfaces, there are
releases of anthropogenic heat, thereby modifying
the air temperature, horizontal winds, air quality,
precipitation and low-level divergence patterns.54
Studies show that the intensity of UHI increases
as a city becomes larger, has more buildings and
higher population density.55 In Metro Manila, the
1989 UHI was at 22.5°C +1.86. In 1993, it was at
29.3°C +2.20 and in 2002, it was 32.9°C +2.92
(Figure 14).This trend shows that Metro Manila

Figure 15: Changes in land surface temperature in Metro Manila in
1989, 1993 and 2002. (Source: Pereira, 2004)

Figure 16: Hot spots in Metro Manila in 1989, 1993 and 2002. (Source:
Pereira, 2004)

has had an increase in temperature by 0.8°C56
and can be said to have been caused by the
continuous waterproofing of land surfaces57 and
the construction of high rise buildings, where a
balance with the natural landscape has been lost.
Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the changes in land
surface temperature and the hot spots in Metro
Manila.
Overemphasized Economic Growth in
Manila City Ordinance 8119
Many development and urban renewal projects
have been considered in the MCLUPZO of 2006,
otherwise known as Ordinance 8119. Among these
are the enhancement of the built environment by
adding open spaces, playgrounds and parks or
roof gardens in some commercial areas, the reestablishment of the Old Burnham Plan and the
continuous rehabilitation of the Pasig River.

With respect to the urban renewal mobilization
of the comprehensive plan, a combination of
different criteria in planning to produce a more
practical and aesthetically pleasing location is
provided. Consequently, 10 development concepts
were formulated for urban renewal. These include:
(1) business improvement districts, (2) mixed
use development, (3) multi-use development, (4)
transportation oriented development, (5) great
streets ‘Sense of Place,’ (6) new urbanism adopting
the ‘traditional neighborhood design’ into the
modern urban environment, (7) pedestrianization,
(8) histo-cultural conservation, (9) roof gardens
and (10) environmental design.
These development concepts, however, imply
that the main objective of the government is
economic growth and histo-cultural conservation
and environmental design only come in second.
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Although the 10 development concepts of the
MCLUPZO do not come in order of priority, most of
the projects listed are related to economic growth.
A case in point is Sta. Ana district, which has been
declared a heritage zone through City Ordinance
8244. However, in the MCLUPZO, a major urban
renewal in Sta. Ana, particularly the area of Punta
has been scheduled – where highly commercial
establishments would threaten a large number of
pre-war houses located in the southern section.
In addition, there is a Spanish colonial masonry
bridge coupled with a refurbished 1930s Iglesia
ni Kristo chapel.58 The tendency of economic
considerations to weigh more than the social
and environmental factors was observed to be
common among developing countries, where
sometimes it is assumed that cities are shaped
only by economic forces.59
Conclusion and Recommendations
Urban Renewal Factors of Manila City
Factors considered in the urban renewal of the City
of Manila were: parks and open spaces, including
waterfronts; transportation and communication
networks; road networks; facilities for pedestrian
movement; architecture of buildings/structures;
cultural and historical centers; protection of
ecologically critical areas; enhancements of the
built environment; and continuous rehabilitation
of the Pasig River.
Impacts of Redevelopment on City Environment
and Physical Design
Positive impacts of the City of Manila’s
redevelopment were found in the imprint of
Burnham’s plan in Rizal Park and the buildings
of the National Museum and the Department of
Tourism. Similarly, positive impacts were observed
in some of the buildings along Roxas Boulevard,
e.g., Cultural Center of the Philippines, Folk Arts
Theatre, Central Bank of the Philippines and
others. On the other hand, the negative impacts
of redevelopment on environment and physical
design were: flooding; urban heat island and the
imbalance between landscape and infrastructure;
depletion of parks and open spaces; and loss of
architectural heritage.
Implications of Urban Renewal
Numerous projects have been drawn, proposed
and some were implemented for the renewal of
the City of Manila. Although urban renewal has
positive effects, the city in its present state has a
number of major urban problems e. g., congestion,
heavy traffic, informal settlements, unpreserved
heritage houses and buildings, poor health
condition and poor environmental quality, e. g., air
and noise pollution, and urban heat island.
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There are a number of government policies
that can address these problems. For instance,
Manila City Ordinance No. 8119 mandates in its
‘Performance Standards’ conformity in certain
practices to the National Building Code and to the
National Clean Air Act (Article VII of the Zoning
Ordinance). In the ‘Environmental Conservation
and Protection Standard’ (Section 45, Zoning
Ordinance), the underlying regulations include
the preservation of scenic sites (e.g. Manila Bay),
the protection of natural drainage and the use
of water resources and water quality control,
the control in the alteration of floodplains and
the preservation of mature trees. The ‘Network
of Green and Open Spaces’ (Section 46, Zoning
Ordinance) are additional standards to open
space requirements – the provision of treeplanted strips for residential, commercial,
industrial and mixed-uses, the provision of
landscape forest park, and the provision of
playgrounds. The ‘Historical Preservation and
Conservation Standard’ (Section 47, Zoning
Ordinance), mandates that historical sites and
facilities be conserved and be made accessible
for the educational and cultural enrichment of the
general public. These policies and regulations are
not wanting, but in spite of the approval of the
City’s Zoning Ordinance, notable improvements in
the City of Manila are not yet visible. There is the
plan to reclaim 148 hectares of Manila Bay beside
the Cultural Center of the Philippines60 even if
this can aggravate flooding in the city. There
is also the absence/insufficiency of greens in
residential, commercial and institutional places,
the uncontrolled construction of infrastructure,
and the encroachment of informal settlers in the
floodplains. As sustainable development cannot
be overlooked in the formulation of urban renewal
projects for a city, every project needs to address
the society as a whole.
Significance of the Study
Even if the findings can be true only for the City
of Manila, these can be used by urban planners
and environmental designers in drawing the
future urban renewal of cities similar to Manila.
In this light, urban renewal projects could have a
thorough consideration of factors that contribute
to sustainability, namely: the environment,
society and economy. Their consideration could
come in as early as the conceptualization phase,
i.e., analysis of site selection, conceptualization
of environmental designs and feasibility study.
Firstly, with respect to analysis of site selection,
the chosen site may be examined by the local
government’s planning office if it is suitable for
the project. Hand in hand, the Comprehensive
Land Use Plan for the city, the Local Ordinances
and other pertinent laws such as the National
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to recommend measures to enable
local architectural schools to set an equivalency
with the curriculum of internationally accredited
schools. Equivalency in curriculum is a step
towards the fulfilment of the requirements set by
the Canberra Accord, a document signed in 2008
by seven accreditation/validation agencies in
architectural education that seeks to set uniformity
in the criteria and guidelines for accreditation and
validation of educational credentials of member
countries. For this study, the curricula of the B.S.
Architecture program offered by the University
of the Philippines (UP), Mapua Institute of
Technology (MIT) and University of San Carlos
(USC) are compared to the curriculum of Seoul
National University of Korea (SNU). The evaluation
was done in the categories of Communication,
Cultural Context, Design, Technology, Professional
Practice and General Education. The comparison
is based on the number of units for each category
and the course syllabi and structure. The weighted
percentage of the comparison was obtained and the
reasons for the differences were determined. Based
on the analysis, both the Philippine schools and the
SNU seek to establish a curriculum relevant to the
evolving need of architectural education. However,
each institution presents different approaches
and foci. This paper is an initial step towards a
procedure to globalize the local curricula. It seeks
to provide recommendations to set an equivalency
for the international accreditation of Philippine
architectural schools.
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INTRODUCTION
In 2015, the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) Regional Integration opens the
door to more liberal trade and commerce for its
member nations. It shall free up the flow of goods,
services, capital and skilled labor and level up the
competition in all fields, including architectural
service. This integration shall also put to test
the competency of the graduates of ASEAN
universities, as the challenge has intensified,
not only regionally, but internationally, as well.
For this reason, an academic institution should
ensure its graduates are competitive and
ready to ride the fast-paced track of national
development and globalization. According to the
late Victor Ordonez, a symptom of inadequacy
in the quality of the higher education is the low
passing rate in licensure exams. Employers also
lament the insufficiency of prepared graduates.1
The lack of architects with specialization is the
rationale for hiring foreign architects. Based on
a study conducted by Department of Labor and
Employment Bureau of Labor and Employment
Statistics (DOLE-BLES), the Philippines has a
shortage of practitioners in several professions,
one of which is architecture.2
To establish an equivalency for a high-quality
architectural education, accreditation bodies
are created to evaluate the validity of a school’s
program and its standing with other similar
institutions around the world. In the Philippines,
the Commission on Higher Education (CHED), an
agency attached to the Office of the President,

regulates colleges and universities with the
exception of autonomous institutions such as UP.
CHED has the Federation of Accrediting Agencies in
the Philippines which holds under its umbrella the
Philippine Association of College and Universities
Commission on Accreditation (PACUCOA) and
the Philippine Accrediting Association of Schools,
Colleges and Universities (PAASCU).
Internationally, however, accreditation for
architectural universities is set by the Canberra
Accord, a document signed in April 2008 by seven
accreditation/validation agencies in architectural
education. The members of the Accord serve as
mentors to countries who have yet to set their
accreditation body, such as the Philippines.
International accreditation covers several fields:
a self-assessment system, degree and curriculum,
student information, human resources and
operating system, physical, information and
financial resources, research and development
and criteria for student performance.3 This
study focuses on the analysis of the curricula
of educational institutions with unique
characteristics. The first school is the UP College
of Architecture (UPCA) which is a state university
not under the sanction of CHED. The second is
the Department of Architecture of the MIT, a
private school offering more units than any other
architectural institution in the country. The third
is the Department of Architecture of the USC in
Cebu, a private Catholic university. The fourth is
the SNU of Korea which is accredited by KAAB,
and thus has met the standards of Canberra
Accord. Comparing and analyzing the curricula
of Philippine schools with an internationally
accredited one aims to identify the differences
and recommend measures to create equivalency.
This study will likewise be meaningful in the
continuing revision of the curricula of Philippine
architectural schools seeking accreditation from
an international body in accordance with the
standards of the Canberra Accord.
Review of Related Literature
The curriculum of an academic institution is
a structured process by which the goals and
objectives of an educational system are attained.
It includes the scope that has to be learned,
the procedure by which it should be done and
the evaluation to assess its effectiveness. This
is affirmed by a model developed by Ralph
Tyler identifying the conditions for an effective
curriculum as: clearly identified objectives,
instructional strategies and content, an organized
learning experience and a verifiable instrument of
assessment and evaluation.4 Hilda Taba further
expanded this model to identify the four principles
in curriculum development as:

1.

Social
processes,
including
the
socialization of human beings, are not
linear and they cannot be modeled through
linear planning. In other words, learning
and development of personality cannot
be considered as one-way processes
of establishing educational aims and
deriving specific objectives from an ideal
of education proclaimed or imagined by
some authority.

2.

Social institutions, among them school
curricula and programs, are more likely
to be effectively rearranged if, instead
of the common way of administrative
reorganizations – from top to bottom – a
well-founded and co-ordinate system of
development from bottom to top can be
used.

3.

The development of new curricula and
programs is more effective if it is based on
the principles of democratic guidance and
on the well-founded distribution of work.
The emphasis is on the partnership based
on competence, and not on administration.

4.

The renovation of curricula and programs
is not a short-term effort but a long
process, lasting years.5

This stresses the need to update the curriculum
to promote dynamism and responsiveness
to society’s changing needs and demands. It
should answer the current demand for suitable
knowledge though activities and experiences
and wholesome influences.6
Often, universities offering an architecture
program have a curriculum centered on design,
visual communication, structures and technology,
history and theory and professional practice.7 The
curriculum seeks to address society’s demand to
adapt the design of the built environment to the
ever changing need of providing comfort, creativity,
sustainability and an overall conscientious living.
As such, architectural schools seek to update and
improve their curricula to pass a global standard
that will affirm its direction.
In 2013, Jin-Wok Kim published the paper “A
Comparison Study on Accredited Architectural
Education Contents between US and Korea”. He
compared the education contents of two member
countries of the Canberra Accord, the United
States (US) and Korea, and analyzed the data
found in the Architectural Program Report of six
universities (University of Washington, University
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of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and California
State Polytechnic University at Pomona in the
US; SNU, University of Seoul and Seoul National
University of Technology in Korea). In particular,
data on general information, history, resources,
curriculum, student performance criteria, program
missions, advising style and the distribution of
faculty loads were analyzed. His study showed
that due to differences in culture, history, climate,
economy and the general characteristics of local
living, there were several variations among the
universities, notably on studio culture, advising
approach, elective courses, library contents,
number of faculty and general history. However,
all universities in both countries aimed to expand
the exchange of education and the profession
through international communication. It was
found that despite the differences, both countries
had a strong accreditation system, pushing
the universities to continuously improve their
educational system.8
The studies affirmed the necessity of a curriculum
structure with a balanced distribution of
knowledge, at par with international standards in
structure and content.

The International Accreditation Bodies
Canberra Accord
The Canberra Accord, as earlier defined,
is a document signed in April 2008 by
seven accreditation/validation agencies in
architectural education. The signatories were the
Commonwealth Association of Architects (CAA),
Canadian Architectural Certification Board/Consiel
canadien de certification en architecture (CACBCCCA), Acreditadora Nacional de Programas de
Arquitectura y Disciplinas del Espacio Habitable/
Comite para la Practica Internacional de la
Arquitectura (ANPADEH/COMPIAR) of Mexico,
Korea Architectural Accrediting Board (KAAB),
National
Architecture
Accrediting
Board
(NAAB) of the United States, National Board of
Architectural Accreditation (NBAA) of China, and
the Australian Institute of Architects (RAIA). The
evaluation/accreditation specifically identifies
an architectural institution’s program output as
comparable to identified significant aspects and
that it answers the acceptable standards even
though the program is different in format.
The Accord embraces the principles of the Charter
for Architectural Education of United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization International Union of Architects (UNESCO-UIA),
which ensures that a student gains the aptitude
and competency as embodied in the following:
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1.

An ability to create architectural designs
that satisfy both aesthetic and technical
requirements;

2.

An adequate knowledge of the history and
theories of architecture and the related
arts, technologies and human sciences;

3.

Knowledge of the fine arts as an influence
on the quality of architectural design;

4.

An adequate knowledge of urban design,
planning and the skills involved in the
planning process;

5.

An understanding of the relationship
between people and buildings and
between buildings and their environment,
and of the need to relate buildings and the
spaces between them to human needs
and scale;

6.

An understanding of the profession of
architecture and the role of the architect
in society, in particular in preparing briefs
that take into account social factors;

7.

An understanding of the methods of
investigation and preparation of the brief
for a design project;

8. An understanding of structural design,
constructional and engineering problems
associated with building design;
9.

An adequate knowledge of physical
problems and technologies and of the
function of buildings so as to provide
them with internal conditions of comfort
and protection against the climate;

10. The design skills necessary to meet the
building users’ requirements within the
constraints imposed by cost factors and
building regulations; and
11. An adequate knowledge of the industries,
organizations, regulations and procedures
involved in translating design concepts
into buildings and integrating plans into
overall planning.9
It is important that these criteria are assessed
through a peer group review. A self-evaluation
is likewise required, supported by official
documentation and properly communicated to
the accreditation body.

Korea Architectural Accrediting Board
The Korea Architectural Accreditation Board
(KAAB) was founded in January 2005 to establish
the criteria to standardize the educational
programs and accreditation of professional
degrees in architecture in Korea. For the purpose
of this study, KAAB procedure and criteria were
considered in the assessment since the board has
signified its willingness to assist the Philippines in
organizing its accreditation body, as manifested in
a visit to Korea in August 2013.
The KAAB is an independent and autonomous
corporation organized through the collaboration
of the Federation of Institutes of Korean
Architects (FIKA), the Architectural Institute
of Korea, the Korean Institute of Registered
Architects and the Korean Institute of Architects.
Its establishment was approved by the Ministry
of Construction and Transportation in 2005 and
has since been regarded as the only accreditation
body for higher education in architecture. It has
established its credibility through the process of
the Canberra Accord.
The Academic Institutions
The following Philippine institutions offering
an undergraduate architecture program are
briefly described prior to their comparison to
the Korean institution.
University of the Philippines
College of Architecture
The UPCA is a state-run college which was
declared by CHED as a National Center for
Excellence in Architecture in 1999. It offers a
five-year Bachelor of Science in Architecture
(B.S. Architecture) program, a four-year Bachelor
of Landscape Architecture program, Master of
Architecture and Master of Tropical Landscape
Architecture.10 It has implemented a laddertype curriculum since 1980. Prior to obtaining a
diploma in B.S. Architecture, students who have
completed all first and second year courses are
awarded a Certificate in Drafting Technology
while those who finished the third year courses
are given a Certificate in Building Technology.
In 2005, the College transferred to its current
location, the CA Complex in the UP Diliman campus.
Existing infrastructure includes Building 1, which
houses drafting and laboratory activities, and
Building 2, which holds the administration office,
the library and the lecture classrooms. Currently
being constructed are the UPCA Amphitheater
and the UP Arki Mindanao Auditorium, while in
the pipeline is the seven-story Studio Laboratory
Building.

As of the second semester of Academic Year (AY)
2013-2014, UPCA had 26 full-time professors
and 17 lecturers, as well as 887 undergraduate
students. It has continuously shown a good
performance in the Architecture licensure exams.
Mapua Institute of Technology
School of Architecture, Industrial Design
and the Built Environment
The MIT is a private institution known for its
engineering and architecture programs. The
school has two large campuses – the first within
the walls of historic Intramuros in Manila and
the second along the bustling Gil Puyat Avenue
in Makati. The School of Architecture, Industrial
Design and the Built Environment is housed in the
South building of the Intramuros campus.
The Institute’s architecture course is accredited by
PACUCOA. In 2002, under the new management of
the Yuchengco Group of Companies (YGC), Mapua
converted its academic year from the semestral
to the quarterly system. In the third quarter of AY
2013-2014, the Department of Architecture had
10 regular, 3 full-time and 7 lecturers for a total of
20 faculty members. It had 830 students in the
same period.
University of San Carlos
College of Architecture and Fine Arts
The USC in Cebu City is the oldest school in the
country. It offers a wide range of professional
courses and was chosen by the Department of
Education, Culture and Sports (DECS) in 1991 as
one of the most outstanding tertiary schools in
the Philippines.
The College of Architecture and Fine Arts offers
degree programs in Architecture, Landscape
Architecture, Interior Design, Advertising Arts,
Cinema, Fashion Design and Painting. In AY
2006-2007, it started offering post graduate
studies in Urban Design, Landscape Architecture
and Architectural Science. Its physical facilities
include the design studios for architecture and
fine arts students distributed in three levels,
composed of 340 stations for third and fourth
year students and an atrium/exhibit hall. The
B.S. Architecture degree has 33 full-time faculty
members and 998 students.
Seoul National University
Department of Architecture and
Architectural Engineering
The SNU is Korea’s first national university. It
is located in Southern Seoul. Its main campus
is located in Kwanak with satellite campuses
in Yeongun. The university has 16 colleges, a
graduate school and five professional schools
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with 1,720 full-time and 2,396 part-time faculty
members. In 2012, there were 19 professors,
seven professor emeritus, and more than 30
lecturers in the Department of Architecture and
Architectural Engineering.11
The mission of SNU is “educating its students to
the highest international standards of academic
achievement with the support of exceptional
centers of Research & Development.” This is
reflected in their motto of “University of Research,
University of the Nation and University of
the World,” focusing on the providing quality
education and stimulating the growth of the
school in terms of research.
In 2002, the undergraduate program of the
Department of Architecture was divided into the
five-year Bachelor of Architecture program and
the four-year Bachelor of Science in Architectural
Engineering, the first university in Korea to do so.
Methodology and Data Analysis
For this paper, data was collected from the
Architectural Program Review (APR) of SNU
and materials on the curricula of UP, Mapua and
USC. Interviews with professors, administrative
staff and students were conducted. Quantitative
analysis was done by categorizing the courses
offered by year level, and qualitative analysis
by determining course handling, advising and
professional connections.
Course Structure
Courses in the four case studies are divided into
five major categories: Communication, Cultural
Context, Design, Technology, Professional Practice
and General Education. Cultural context is
further subdivided into Theory, History and City/
Planning, while Technology is further subdivided
into Structure, Environment and Construction.
General Education is comprised of non-major, but
essential courses like language, general history,
math and science. Physical Education (PE) and
the National Service Training Program (NSTP)
courses are non-academics and are not counted in
the total number of units (term used by Philippine
schools) or credits (term used by SNU). This
categorization was done by the author and was
merely based on the similarity of required courses
across the selected curricula as gleaned from the
author’s own experience as an educator in the field
of architecture. It must be noted that while the
systems for determining units or credits may not
be the same for all the institutions included in this
study, similarities do exist such as the crediting
of one unit for every lecture hour per week. The
use of units or credits as the basis of comparison
here was based on the relative significance of the
course to the program and need not be seen as
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a direct comparison of the number of prescribed
class contact hours.
As shown in Table 1, the general difference
between the curricula of SNU and those of
Philippine colleges is that the latter requires more
units. SNU has a total of 147 mandatory academic
units, (with 13 electives), UP has 188 units, USC
has 228 units and Mapua has 234 units. SNU,
UP and USC divide an academic year into two
semesters while Mapua has four quarters.
USC and Mapua have the most number of units,
partly because being under CHED regulation,
these schools follow the minimum content
requirements of the architecture curriculum. Per
CHED guidelines, a B.S. Architecture program
must have a total of 232 credit units composed
of 218 academic and 14 non-academic units
(PE and NSTP). USC, as a Catholic university,
has religious education subjects as part of its
general education.
For General Education, UP requires each student
to take 15 units in the Arts and Humanities, 15
units in Social Sciences and Philosophy, and 12
units of Math and Science aside from the general
subjects of Algebra, Trigonometry, Elementary
Analysis and Physics.

Communication
SNU has three mandatory and six elective units
in Communication. For the local schools, USC has
required the most at 20 units, Mapua has 18 while
UP has the least with 14 units. All schools put
emphasis on digital aid to design, particularly SNU
where all of its Communication courses are digital.
These courses are taught in the first semester of
the second year and are offered as electives only
in the third and fourth years. USC Communication
subjects weigh heavily on manual drawing (14
units) with computer-aided design (CAD) subjects
starting only on its fourth year. Mapua likewise
has more manual drawing subjects concentrated
in its first six quarters (12 units). CAD is taught in
the eighth quarter, or the equivalent of the latter
part of the second year, until the end of third year.
There are no more Communication subjects in the
fourth and fifth years. UP has manual drawings in
the first year only and then shifts to CAD in the
second year. No Communication subjects are
taught in the third, fourth and fifth years.
Cultural Context
The category Cultural Context is further divided
into Theory, History and City/ Planning. In terms
of weighted percentage, SNU has the biggest
among the four schools, followed by Mapua, USC,
and UP (see Table 2).

On History and Theory courses, SNU, MIT and
USC divide their classes into periods while UP
divides its history classes based on areas of study:
Philippine architecture, Asia and the Pacific and
World architecture. Of the four schools, SNU,
UP and Mapua have a particular subject on local
architecture. On City/Planning courses, SNU
offers the least with three mandatory units and
nine electives. Its sole urban design subject deals
with broad concepts and practices. Aside from
basic urban design, the Philippine schools tackle
related subjects like urban planning, site planning,
housing, landscaping and community architecture.
In addition to the basics or fundamentals, Mapua
offers the most number of city/planning units at
43, with a specialization course on urban design.
Technology
The category Technology is divided into three:
Structure, Environment and Construction courses.
Most of the subjects under this category are related
to engineering concepts, engineering design
and methods of construction. All universities
require courses on the structural design of timber,
concrete and steel. Mapua has the most subjects
under this category (49 units), while SNU has
the least (24 units). A major difference between
SNU and the local schools is that SNU integrates
the basic engineering theories of statics and
strength of materials into a study on technology,
while the Philippine schools give more weight to
these fields with specific subjects on statics and
strength of materials (UP and USC) and statics of
rigid bodies and mechanics of deformable bodies
(Mapua). Furthermore, Philippine schools require
classes on surveying. SNU likewise integrates
acoustics, plumbing and lighting into one subject,
architectural environmental planning, whereas
these fields are tackled in separate courses by the
Philippine schools.
Professional Practice
Subjects under professional practice in all four
case studies are concerned with building codes
and regulations and the norms of professional
practice. SNU only has nine units of professional
practice despite of the regionalization of code and
regulation for practice of architecture.12 SNU does
not have a specific subject on research methods
but incorporates it directly in its other courses.
There are more courses under this category
in Mapua’s curriculum because in their fourth
year, students are required to do internship
for 200 hours or the equivalent of three units.
Mapua also offers project management as a
specialization course in addition to architectural
practice and management.

Design
Design courses are the core of the architecture
curriculum in all schools under this study. As
such, it has the most weight in comparison to all
courses. All schools offer 10 major design courses,
with several electives related to architectural
design. SNU has the most number of mandatory
design units, comprising 34 percent of its total
curriculum. When SNU revised its curriculum
in 2002, it identified the design courses, with
five credits per semester, as the core of the
curriculum. This was a major restructuring since
before 2002, design studios were given only three
credits per semester with elective courses during
the third academic year. Lead professors identify
the educational principles for the said academic
year, appoint the tutors and then decide on the
project theme through a planning process. Mapua
is second with a 20.1 percent weight, followed by
UP at 17 percent and USC at 16.2 percent.
In the first year, SNU, UP and USC design courses
give the basics of design and an introduction to
the relationship of space and anthropometrics.
Students are given simple design problems such
as a bridge, a work station or a model housing unit.
SNU, however, is specific in incorporating “nature
and its specific character” in the design. MIT does
not start its design class until the second year.
For the second year design courses, SNU delves
into the total design process including site
planning, program analysis, building materials
and structural systems. Mapua is just starting
its design courses and while it is teaching design
fundamentals, it likewise includes interior design,
vernacular architecture and ecological design.
UP teaches basic design with values and culture
and relates architecture with ethical, political
and cultural concerns. At this point, while all
universities present a more moderately complex
side of architecture, the local schools stay on
the nexus of the socially-related component of
architecture, while SNU is already starting with
infusing design with technology.
The third year design courses for the four case
studies are similar as they emphasize program
analysis involving group behavior and coexistence
in space. Mapua deals with space planning
based on the user’s organizational structure,
landscaping and community architecture. USC
tackles the activities of man in his socio-cultural
environment and UP highlights design in the
context of the environment, technology and
sustainability. Projects are predictably more
complex such as mountain resorts, high rise
structures and airports.
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Table 1: Comparison of curriculum content based on the number of units.

Table 2: Comparison of curriculum content based on weight percentage.

In the fourth year, SNU tackles culture in design
through the revitalization of a historic site. This
program encompasses urban reconstruction
through the creation of new urban space woven
into the existing historic fabric. Mapua and USC
likewise take up urban conservation at this level.
UP, on the other hand, integrates these courses in
the lower years. It is assumed that at this point,
the student is able to facilitate the whole design
process, including engineering design, through
two single design projects per semester.
The fifth year level design course in the four
institutions is the thesis course. At this level, a
single complex structure is researched, analyzed,
programmed and translated into architectural
design. All works are critiqued through a
presentation to a jury.

Context of Education
Studio Culture
The amount of design studio time required for
each school averages at nine to 10 hours per
course, with the exception of Mapua whose
Designs 7 and 8 have 18 studio hours per week.
SNU’s studio schedule is notably characterized
as a close coordination of student-professor
through a faculty-student ratio of 1:15. Each
student is given an approximate four-square
meter work station and is continuously mentored
by his design professor. For Philippine schools,
the average faculty-student ratio is 1:30. UP
and Mapua do not have exclusive studio rooms
and student consultations are held either in the
classrooms, in the faculty rooms or in consultation
areas. USC has a studio laboratory but the areas
are not exclusive for a specific student. Unlike
SNU whose design courses are done exclusively
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as a studio, Philippine schools have lecture hours
in some of its design courses. In UP and USC, a
student doing his thesis has an adviser other than
the thesis faculty. In all schools, informal advising
is encouraged, though there is formal advising
usually at the start of the semester.
Connection to the Profession
All the local schools have venues like career talks
and visits to building materials manufacturing
plants to connect the students with actual
practice. All students are encouraged to join
architectural design competitions. While
internship in architectural firms is required for
licensure exams in both the Philippines and
Korea, only Mapua requires a 200-hour internship
program within its curriculum.
In SNU, the alumni play an active role in the
assessment of the program as the Department
Development Committee holds a regular
meeting every semester to update and discuss
development issues and internship programs.
The alumni are also invited to exhibit their
current works in the university hall to encourage
the students.
Evaluation System
Mapua requires exit examinations for each
category: building utilities, building technology,
theory and history and structural design.
Exit examinations in the third year level are
prerequisites for higher courses and are intended
to gauge the student’s aptitude and willingness
to continue with the program. Exit examinations
prescribed for the fourth and fifth year levels are
designed to gauge the student’s ability to pass
the licensure examination for architects. Mapua
likewise administers online evaluation of the

professors per quarter, the results of which are
considered for remuneration processing.
In USC, a Certificate of Drafting Technology is
granted at the end of the second year, a Certificate
of Building Technology and Utilities on the first
semester of the fourth year and a Certificate
of CADD on the second semester of the fourth
year. The university administers an instrument
to evaluate the professors, while the department
has an evaluation of the design teachers only.
In UP, a Certificate of Building Technology
is awarded to students after completing the
required 121 units. It administers an evaluation
through an online survey where the students rate
the course, themselves and the professor. The
results of these evaluations are used to determine
the re-appointment of lecturers and as inputs for
workshops of the different laboratories.
In SNU, the students submit their evaluation
of the course and the professors online. These
assessments are reviewed by the faculty who
may choose other methods of assessment like
“exit” interviews and other survey instruments. A
comprehensive evaluation system is the basis for
faculty achievement and is considered for wage
restructuring and for the giving of awards for
outstanding performance.
Conclusion and Recommendations:
Bridging the Gap
The analysis done in this paper shows that the
study of architecture encompasses disciplines
covering the artistic, technical, philosophical,
legal, and at times, religious. Though the pacing
and range are different for each institution, a
review of the mission of each institution reveals a
similarity: to produce knowledgeable, discerning
and responsible graduates with works that will
translate into physical structures vital in nation
building. It may be assumed that these differences
may be attributed to the divergence in culture,
economic standing, government regulations and
architectural practices. However, in the pursuit of
globalization, bridging the gap between local and
internationally accredited architectural schools is
necessary.
The curriculum of an architectural school must
imbibe the core principles of UNESCO-UIA,
the Canberra Accord and the KAAB, which, in
particular prescribes that a program must address
the following:
1.

Architecture
Institution;

Education

and

the

2.

Architecture Education and the Students;

3.

Architecture Education, Qualification to
Practice and Education; and

4.

Architecture Education and Society.13

These principles cover the skills that a student
has to gain in architectural design, allied fields,
programming, technology, construction method
and research and most importantly, stress the
necessity of encouraging “diversity, innovation
and development.” This final section of the study
provides suggestions arising from the findings in
the preceding sections.
A streamlined program centered on
architectural design
From the discussion on the design courses above, it
may be seen that design courses in each year level
are contained in a framework that aims to give the
students an avenue for growth in understanding
the principles of the profession and the skills to
facilitate it. Starting with simple structures in the
first year, the complexity grows as the student
reaches the final year, culminating in a single
project integrating the other architectural courses.
Being the core of the curriculum, it appears that
the design course should have a theme backed up
with design principles per year level. This theme
gives the direction of the other courses as well. In
this way, a student is ensconced in an organized
web of learning with clear objectives and target
accomplishment within a specific period. Courses
offered in the curriculum should be periodically
reviewed and the goals updated to check for
redundancy and insignificance.
A scientific technical and technological support
As gleaned from the discussion on technology
above, technical courses in structural, acoustics,
lighting, mechanical and electrical design must
be formulated so that they aptly support the
architectural studies and cultivate interest and
the desire to understand in an engaging way.
Technology, likewise, is a tool to a globalized
understanding of architecture and must be
introduced early in the course to nurture its
learning and be properly and immediately utilized
in the succeeding levels of studies. Digital
drafting should be introduced as early as possible,
without losing the skill for manually-prepared
presentation drawings.
A verifiable assessment/evaluation system
A critical lesson learned from this study is that the
written curriculum has to be verified against the
learned curriculum. An evaluation system must be
set in place, specifically an easy-to-access system
with defined goals and clear cut procedures. It
should be well documented with clear standards,
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processes and targets. An online evaluation
system is ideal for easy access, monitoring and
tabulating. Evaluation results may serve as inputs
to a review of the curriculum and the grant of
tutors’ incentives.

This may likewise be implemented by exposing
students to the cultures of other countries, to
the architecture of another nation and how that
society accepted and helped it evolve to what it
is now.

Students rate courses through a system
prescribed by the university. Exit examinations
may be prescribed by the tutor to determine
whether all the students in the same year level
are at par in knowledge and skill and whether
these students have passed the prerequisites to
proceed to a higher level.

Venues for diversified interest
The UNESCO-UIA core principles explicitly state
that architecture education must encourage
diversity, innovation and development. The
curriculum must provide an expanded span of
knowledge that shall include different fields of
education. In implementing this, the student
may be required to take electives from other
colleges within the university or from its own
architectural program.

A strong connection with the
professional community
The discussion on connections to the profession
indicates that a curriculum must establish
a platform to prepare the student for actual
architectural practice, in consideration of the
changing demands, expanding technology,
evolving regulations and shifting trends. Venues
must be provided for exposure to building materials,
office management and construction methods.
It must include a positive learning experience
from actual construction site visits, product
presentations, visits to factories and architectural
offices and career talks. A program for internship
must be encouraged within the curriculum. This
can be done on the fourth year level since by this
time, the student should be prepared for the actual
application of classroom learning. The connection
to the professional community aims to give the
students a perspective of the real architectural
practice. It should give them a preview of how
the economics of the construction industry
operates and how government regulations in
construction are handled. Ethical practice must
be experienced firsthand.
Pronounced societal relevance
In addition, it need not be said that the curriculum
must impart that architecture is a tool for artistic
interpretation that has an impact larger than
personal consumption and enjoyment. The built
environment is intertwined with the norms or
customs of an individual, his group, his nation;
and that to be sustainable, projects must grow
from their unique social context.14 Given this, the
curriculum must imprint to the student the need
for a responsive programming that will encompass
human spatial behavior, its interdependence with
its natural and man-made environment and its
strong link to the society. This is done through a
strong foundation on the methods of pre-design
analysis: users profile and needs, site conditions,
cultural characteristic, political pulse and existing
built environment profiling.
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In this era of globalization, we continuously seek
to be relevant and competitive. The challenge
to education is: “How can the curriculum of a
Philippine architectural school be structured so
that it may have the equivalence for international
accreditation?” This study has shown that, indeed,
Philippine schools approach education differently.
However, the issue is more on the complexity and
the lack of focus rather than the inadequacy of
academic units and scope. The differences are
brought by factors which are cultural, political
and economic. The stated recommendations
aim to bridge this gap. The review of the
curriculum, though vital in accreditation, is just
a part of the whole process. Further studies on
self-assessment, student information, human
resources, operating systems, physical resources,
financial resources and research, as compiled in
an Architecture Review Report, are necessary.

ENDNOTES
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ABSTRACT
The study aims to improve the properties of
interlocking compressed earth blocks (ICEB)
that are currently used as an alternative to
concrete hollow blocks (CHB) in low-cost housing
construction. Durian husk and sugarcane bagasse
are agricultural wastes that have been identified
as potential additives to the common ICEB because
of their tensile and cement-like characteristics.
This experimental study produced 18 samples
of pillar-type, hybrid ICEBs infused with varying
amounts of durian husk fiber (DHF) and sugarcane
bagasse ash (SBA). To the raw material – lime from
Makilala in Cotabato, durian husk from Davao City
and sugarcane bagasse from Hagonoy in Davao
Del Sur were added. The mixture was compressed
at a molding pressure of 1 to 2 N/mm2 using the
manually-operated Cinva-Ram Compressed Earth
Block Press Machine (CR machine). The sample
blocks were then subjected to Dry Compressive
Strength (CS) tests, Modified Capillary Absorption
(MCA) tests and product costing computations.
The study concluded that the use of DHF and SBA
improved the physico-mechanical properties of
the common ICEB by increasing its compressive
strength and improving water resistivity at
a competitive price. In total, this study is a
demonstration that the use or re-use of waste
resources is an attainable strategy to build more
sustainable and earth-preserving structures.
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INTRODUCTION
The paper first presents a brief historical
account on the development of earth-building
technology, with ICEBs as one of its recent
development, and the growing use of indigenous
building materials (IBM) as a strategy in
sustainable development. This provides the
context and background upon which the
research anchors its relevance and significance.
The next section describes the experimental
design in terms of: the quantity and quality
requirements of the raw materials, tools and
skills, and the procedure in product development.
Following this, a report on the hybrid ICEB samples
produced discusses its (1) physical characteristics,
(2) mechanical properties, (3) building assembly
uses, and (4) cost. Observations from the results
are used to demonstrate the potential of hybrid
ICEBs as an alternative building construction
material for low-cost housing. Several issues for
further studies are also enumerated to augment
the identified weaknesses of the hybrid ICEB as
well as other points of research interests that may
lead toward sustainability in building materials
and technology.
Earth Building
Earth buildings, or structures that use a
cementitious mixture of organic materials such
as mud, dung and plant fibers, date back to
early civilizations with extreme hot climates
such as those in Egypt, Tibet, Middle East, Africa,
China and Peru as well as in the tropics such as
Vietnam, Indonesia and Thailand.1 These earth

buildings are known to have high-heat capacity,
local availability, high fire-resistivity and low
production cost. However, historic earth building
technologies such as cob, turf and pise’ de terre
construction and sun and kiln-drying had been
suppressed by industrialization and the shift to
modern materials and technology. 2 In the 1960s
and 1970s, however, the use of raw soil in building
emerged again in the form of Compressed Earth
Blocks (CEB).3 The CEBs’ production has been
modernized with the use of manual and hydraulic
press machines as well as the inclusion of
cement into the mixture. The CEBs are masonry
units with uniform characteristics obtained by
static and dynamic compression of soil. They are
placed together through the use of mortar, steel
reinforcement and other stabilization techniques.
ICEBs, or specialized CEB, were developed to
minimize the use of mortar and increase the
collective strength of the masonry block. ICEBs
have dowels on the top and bottom surfaces,
created by the molding process to serve as
locking mechanisms, thereby considerably
reducing the use of mortar and steel connections.
However, because it is erodible, ICEBs still need
specific building installation precautions for
its protection. These include the use of wide
overhangs and laying them four inches above
the exterior ground. The blocks’ erodibility can
be augmented by the use of stabilizers, which
can increase not just the collective strength
of the block assembly but also the intrinsic
strength and compactness of the block itself. In
the past, plant fibers, straw and animal manure

were some of the natural resources used as
aggregates and stabilizers.4
Several products have been developed which
used natural resource as either natural pozzolana
(replacing cement) or fiber reinforcement.
Some notable examples are the EcoCement,
a combination of rice husk ash and sugarcane
filtercake to replace cement in concrete; the
inclusion of sisal fibers and cassava powder as
plant-fiber reinforcement in CEB, the inclusion
of abaca in fiber-cement boards, and others.
These natural resources, which have been used
as additives, have been presently recognized as
Indigenous Building Materials (IBM). In Mindanao,
IBMs were found abundant and accessible from
agricultural wastes. Among many, durian husk was
determined to be a potential tensile plant fiber
reinforcement5 and SBA as natural pozzolana.6
Product Development Process
Quantity and Quality
Requirements of Raw Materials
Raw materials used in production include:
lime, cement, water, DHF, SBA, and (integral)
waterproofing (see Table 1). The type of lime soil
is crucial as it mainly defines the compressive
strength of the block. The lime soil suitable
for ICEB production is generally sandy with 20
percent clay content (African Regional Standard
ARS 674 Technical Specifications for Ordinary
Compressed Earth Blocks/ARS). For this research,
the soil samples were tested by the Regional Soils
Laboratory in Davao City.

Table 1: Quantity and Quality Requirements of the Raw Materials for the hybrid ICEB.
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Table 2: Volume Ratios of Raw Materials per Sample.

Table 3: Tools Used in the production of ICEB.

The lime soil sample from Barangay Sinkatulan in
Makilala, Cotabato, that was the most satisfactory,
was composed of 61.8 percent sand, 20.8 percent
silt and 17.4 percent clay material. Since the clay
content is below the requirement, the mixture
should be reinforced with stabilizers, in this case,
fiber reinforcement and natural pozzolana.
The computation of the ratio between the
materials (Table 2) and list of tools (Table 3) is
based on the common ICEB as provided by the
Homeless People’s Federation of the Philippines
(HPFPI) and Philippine Action for Communityled Shelter Initiatives, Inc. (PACSII), community
organizations that are the beneficiaries and
producers of ICEB in Davao City. Each ICEB sample
block, in this case a pillar-type block used for the
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columns, required eight kilograms of the mixture
to fit into CRP machine, a patented device also
used in Indonesia for the sole benefit of the HPFPI
and PACSII communities.
Research-defined quantities specified for the
DHF and SBA are 50 and 100 grams, respectively.
Nine volume ratios were set for the experiment
including the common ICEB sample. For each
ratio, two samples were produced for each type of
test, namely, the CT test and the MCA test.
Production Process
The production process consists of: (1) Preparation
of raw materials, (2) Mixing of raw materials to
produce the charge, (3) Molding using press
machine, (4) Field testing, and (5) Curing. The raw

Figure 1: Process of Durian Husk Fiber Extraction.

Figure 2: Durian Husk Fiber (Extracted After 4 Hours of Boiling).

Figure 3: Process of Producing Sugarcane Bagasse Ash.

materials – lime soil, concrete and waterproofing
admixture – are readily extracted from commercial
packages and weighed in accurately according to
the different volume ratios. The more crucial part
of the preparation process is the extraction of the
DHF and the SBA.
Durian Husk Fiber Extraction
The process of extracting the fiber from the
durian husk is locally practiced by KATAKUS, Inc.,
a women’s group based in Katipunan, Panabo City,
Davao Del Norte who produce novelty items such
as lampshades, papers and candleholders from
plant fibers such as durian husk, abaca waste and
banana bracts. Considerations during production
were: (1) durian peelings should not be more than
three days old; (2) boiling is uncovered; and (3)
washed durian fibers should be sun-dried. Fibers
could also be bleached to lighten its brown color.
For use in ICEB, however, fibers are not bleached
(see Figure 1).
SBA Extraction
SBA has been used as fertilizer, natural pozzolana
and soil conditioner.7 The process of producing
the ash is rather straightforward: (1) sugarcane

bagasse is collected and sun dried; (2) it is
incinerated at 600°C for two hours until it is
completely blackened; (3) the incinerated ash is
cooled; (4) after cooling, every 20 grams of ash
is ground for approximately five minutes until its
texture is very fine; and (5) ground ash is sieved to
segregate remaining course granules (see Figure 3).
Hybrid ICEB Molding Process
After the production of the DHF and SBA, they
are mixed with other raw materials and molded
into the block. In the first step, all materials
must be well distributed into the mound before
mixing. The manual mixing action takes from
10-15 minutes, or however long it takes to make
the color and texture of the mixture even. Then,
eight kilograms of this mixture, also called charge,
is weighed and loaded into the CP machine. To
minimize voids, the mixture is manually set by
stirring the charge slowly until the machine is full.
Then, the lever is pulled until its end point. Two
presses are required to ensure full block molding.
As a field test, the hardness of the ICEB is checked
using the penetrometer. If the required limit state
is not exceeded, the block is transferred into an
air-drying tray. Handling the block that had just
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Figure 4: Process of Molding the Hybrid ICEB.

Figure 5: Hybrid ICEB Curing Process (28 days).

been pressed should be as shown in Fig. 4 to
prevent damage. Before stacking, the block is airdried for a day in a shaded area. Then the curing
process could begin.
Hybrid ICEB Curing Process
After air-drying for one day, the hybrid ICEBs
are stacked together. The batch is sprinkled
with water three times a day: in the morning, at
noon and in the late afternoon to ensure that
the block’s moisture is uniform. The blocks are
continuously sprinkled with water until the 14th
day from its molding. Then, the blocks are covered
in polyethylene sheets for a week. Afterwards, the
blocks are air-dried until the 28th day.
Material Testing Process
Compressive Strength Test
After the hybrid ICEB block samples are cured,
the compressive strength test is performed to
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measure the strength gained by the block after
the 28-day curing period. The block is placed
on its actual laying position. A pillar block plate
is placed on the top surface to distribute the
load on the block. The compressive machine
loads the blocks at a rate of 300 psi/minute.
The machine stops loading the block when the
material fails as evidenced by cracks on the block.
Then the compression results are analyzed. For
comparison, CHBs and Firebrick sample blocks are
also subjected to the compressive strength test.
Modified Capillary Absorption Test
The MCA test measures the water resistivity of the
block samples. This test requires the blocks to be
partially submerged in water at a depth of 5mm.
The sample block is placed on metal wedges, and
a 16” x 16” x 1” aluminum tray is filled with water
until it is 3mm above the metal wedge. The tray
needs approximately 250ml of water. The blocks

Figure 6: Compressive Strength Tests on the Firebrick, CHB, and ICEB.

Figure 7: Modified Capillary Test a) Set-up and b) Submerged Facing of
Firebrick, CHB and ICEB.

are immersed for one hour while maintaining the
water level. After an hour, the block is removed
from the tray of water, tilted until no water is
dripping from it. The final weight is recorded and
the results are calculated. The water absorption
coefficient (Cb) of each block is, by convention,
expressed by the formula:

where,
mh – md = mass of water, in grams, absorbed by
the blocks during the test
s = surface area of the submerged face, in square
centimeters
t = duration of time of the immersion of the block,
in minutes

Properties of the Hybrid ICEB
Physical Characteristics
The samples produced are first observed for
damages such as cracks and fissures, as these are
indicators of lesser compressive strength and low
quality (see Table 4). Generally, ICEBs are textured
to minimize cost. The natural color of the ICEB is
dependent on the color of the lime soil. In this
case, since the lime soil is light gray, the samples
are also of varying shades of gray. The bagasse ash
which is black also contributes to the final color
of the material. The durian fiber, especially in the
100-gram ratio, is very visible, creating fine brown
spots on the surface.
Hygrometric Properties
Table 6 presents the results of the compressive
strength tests done in the laboratory. These
samples were fully cured during the testing.
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Table 4: Physical Characteristics of the Hybrid ICEBs according to Volume Ratio.

Table 5: Uses in a Structure According to Compressive Strength of CEB. (Source: ARS, 1996)

* The Category according to the ARS (African Regional Standards, 1996) cannot be applied for this material since this is not a
CEB (Compressed Earth Block). It is either fired (as the firebrick) or without natural soil content (as the CHB).
** Passed ARS Standards, but local laboratory specification of >725.19 is also considered, more conservative designation is
recommended i.e. to use for one-storey structures only.
Table 6: Comparison of Compressive Strength of the ICEB, Firebrick and CHB.
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Table 7: Uses in a Structure According to Water Absorption of CEB. (Source: ARS, 1996)

* The Category according to the ARS (African Regional Standards, 1996) cannot be applied for this material since this is not a
CEB (Compressed Earth Block). It is either fired (as the firebrick) or without natural soil content (as the CHB).
Table 8: Comparison of Water Absorption Limit of the ICEB, Firebrick and CHB.

Among the materials, the highest values were
achieved by the Firebrick, followed by the CHBs,
then the ICEBs. The African Regional Standard
(ARS) has three categories of resistance that
represents the mechanical strength of a CEB and
identifies its possible use in a structure. Results
of the compressive strength test can categorize
CEBs as either a load-bearing or non-load bearing
material. The categories are shown in Table 5.
Product Cost
The production and construction costs are
shown here to benchmark the hybrid ICEB with
other masonry materials. Only the direct cost is
considered in estimating the product cost, and
the construction cost is estimated at a 1m x 1m
CHB and Hybrid ICEB wall. Only three samples

from the batch - LCB50 and LCD100, for onestory structures and LCB100D100W for twostory to three-story structures – have good water
resistivity.
Conclusion
The experimental study has shown that: (1) the
physical appearance of the common and hybrid
ICEB slightly vary in texture and color, and (2)
the compressive strength of all the blocks have
passed the minimum standards for all different
mechanical constraints set for CEB Production.
Among the CEB blocks, block LCB100D100W,
with 100 grams each of DHF and SBA, had the
highest dry compressive strength surpassing
the minimum standards for mechanical
constraint Category 3 where it could be used as
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Table 9: Estimated Product Price and Comparative Construction Cost.

Table 10: Summary of Properties and Price of ICEB and Other Masonry Materials.

a load-bearing material for a three-story building.
Finally,(3) the water resistivity of the common
ICEB was improved by the DHF and SBA, and
(4) the price increased due to the source of raw
materials, especially the lime soil. However,
despite its cost, the ICEB can still compete with
other masonry materials, specifically firebrick and
concrete hollow block. It should also be noted that
due to limited research funds, only two samples
per block were produced and only one sample was
subjected to the mechanical tests (compressive
and water resistivity). While the results are
positive, the ASTM Standard requires triplication
of all tests to get an average normal value. It is
recommended that for future experimentation the
samples produced per ratio (or mixture) should be
three times the number of tests required (or five
for more robust result).
Other research goals recommended for further
studies include the: (a) reduction of cement in
the mixture to help reduce cost, (b) use of other
natural pozzolana with powder-like properties,
(c) use of natural soil other than the lime soil for
Compressed Earth Blocks to reduce transportation
cost of raw materials, and (d) study of other
properties such as thermal and fire resistivity of
Hybrid ICEBs.
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Maureen Anne L. Araneta
how local domestic interiors are the manifestation
of Filipino lifestyles and varying tastes. As a treatise
on the practice of interior design as a profession, the
book documents the seminal works of the profession’s
pioneers as well as the laws attached to the discipline’s
practice. All these are contained in merely 178 pages,
which also includes illustrations and images.
The “triangulation of descriptive and interpretative
methodology” in the conduct of the research for the
book results in a narrative akin to the declarations of
the impassioned zealot. It uses every and all means –
examples, quotes from experts, historical contexts, even
interpretations – to champion the form and substance
of interior design. It extols to the point of textual
misspells and yet it states to the point of conviction.
The authors have, perhaps even consciously, taken an
emboldened stance in the writing of the book since
they declare that “[i]ts relevance lies in the fact that
it is an initial attempt to substantiate interior design’s
disciplinal distinction and identity.”

Interior Design in the Philippines:
A Retrospect of Spaces and Culture
Edith Oliveros and
Raquel Baltazar-Florendo

[RE]views

Publisher: UST Publishing House, Manila
ISBN: 9789715066556
Year of Publication: 2013
Bibliographic Infomation: 178 pages, paperback
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School books on general knowledge tend to be thick
tomes written with exhaustive explanations if only as
the means to legitimize their existence as educational
material. Interior Design in the Philippines: A Retrospect
of Spaces and Culture contains such a breadth of facts
on interior design in the Philippines that it could have
been, but is not, your typical school book.
Raquel Baltazar-Florendo and Edith Oliveros wrote
the book with an apparent strategy in mind: to cover
a whole range of topics with utmost economy while
targeting manifold purpose. As an educational resource
for students of interior design, the book contains the
whole range of information – histories, precedents,
cases, impacts, contexts – related to the study of interior
design. As vanguard outlining the evidences of Filipino
identity, the book explains, through many examples,
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Interior design is a relatively young profession in the
Philippines as it was only officially accepted through
a republic act in 1998. This fact somewhat fires the
authors’ zeal in the writing of the book, for in reality,
interior design was practiced much earlier than that.
“The burgeoning of tasks that surfaced as part of the
architect’s responsibility led to development of interior
design as an important profession in the Philippines.”
They acknowledge that the practice of interior design
cannot be divorced from the allied fields. In fact, several
chapters of the book are strikingly similar to existing
texts on Philippine architecture. Yet at the same
time, the authors use an excerpt from Leticia Limpo,
an architect and interior designer, to expostulate
the distinctiveness of interior design from the other
professions of the building industry. Limpo, and the
authors by association, “…disagree with the position
that Architects, merely by virtue of their professional
training, have a ‘historical right’ to plan interior space.”
The writing of Interior Design in the Philippines: A
Retrospect of Spaces and Culture is a concrete step
for the profession and the discipline to reclaim what
has been deemed ground lost to time and nonacknowledgement. Future editions of the book, with
updates and refinement, are quite obviously in the
offing. Every increment will not only be a step to catch
up; indeed, it will all the more secure interior design in
its rightful place among equals.

locations. The structures were transported to Las Casas
Filipinas de Acuzar, an open-air museum and resort in
Bagac, Bataan.
In the eyes of architectural purists, the transfer of these
and several other heritage homes to Bagac is likely an
alarming transgression. In their sensibility, robbing
these homes of the context in which they thrived,
albeit in days of yore, would markedly diminish the
substance by which these homes were part of the larger
architectural heritage of towns and cities. This is indeed
worrisome, for the reconstruction of these heritage
homes within the undeniable commercialized bubble
converts what should have been replete with meaning
and history into the disneyfied and antiseptic.
Reality, however, is unrelenting. Without the drastic
intervention of Las Casas Filipinas de Acuzar, heritage
homes would completely vanish. The changing
urban landscape, family squabbles over ownership,
inexorable calamity and general decay are certain and
overwhelming. Many heritage homes have already
succumbed; memory, if at all, is their only legacy.
Las Casas Filipinas de Acuzar preserves some of
the shells. Philippine Heritage Homes: A Guidebook
fills these with stories and meanings. To this end, of
particular note is the concluding section aptly entitled
Memories of Vanished Houses.

Jaime C. Laya
Maria Cristina V. Turalba
Martin I. Tinio Jr.
Publisher: Anvil Publishing Inc.
ISBN: 9789712728709
Year of Publication: 2014
Bibliographic Infomation: 135 pages, paperback
The nighttime image of Casa Alberto glowing with
strategic architectural lighting is enhanced by the
luminosity of the full moon. The image is featured
twice: on the home’s allotted identity card on page 80,
and cleverly, on the guidebook’s front cover.
Philippine Heritage Homes: A Guidebook by Jaime C.
Laya, Maria Cristina V. Turalba and Martin I. Tinio Jr.
features this and 19 other homes built from the 18th
to the early 20th centuries and located in northern and
central Luzon, Metro Manila and the southern Tagalog
region in the Philippines.
The heritage homes featured are the very few that
could be plucked from extinction from the already
fast disappearing domestic architectural heritage of
the Philippines. Seven of the homes presented – Casa
Luna (La Union), Casa Candaba (Pampanga), Casa
Jaen I (Nueva Ecija), Casa Bizantina (Manila), Casa
Hidalgo (Manila), Casa Unisan (Quezon) and Casa
Alberto (Laguna) – are no longer found in their original

With that, no matter how few the number, Philippine
heritage homes can endure. Aiding the battle against
oblivion is the language in the guidebook that tells the
history of the heritage home and a colorful chronicle of
its original occupants. Throughout the guidebook is a
seamless narrative that is both factual and engaging.
Easing understanding of these interesting stories are
several guidebook devices. First, there is the identity
card which describes the provenance of the heritage
home. Second, side notes containing relevant quotes,
factoids of interest and directions to visit the heritage
homes appear on almost every page. Third, the narrative
is aptly complemented with interior and exterior images
of the heritage home featured.
It is slightly unfortunate though that a number of
images were taken at a low resolution. However, the
various aspects of the houses portrayed, and more
importantly, the authors’ message, are stark and
uncompromising: “To catch a glimpse of the daily life of
our ancestors gives us a better appreciation of who we
are and how we came to be so.”
Cherishing what we have speaks to how we recognize
ourselves as individuals and as a people. The authors
expressed hope that the guidebook could help
nationalism flourish, wherein “…our countrymen,
particularly the young, [become] more appreciative of
their ancestors’ lives, efforts and achievements.” Every
page of the guidebook exemplifies this well-founded
conviction: our architectural heritage, and more
importantly, who we truly are, can never be lost.
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Can this collective be Filipino? But even as the process
of national identity is embarked upon, the destructive
powers of calamity – earthquake, volcanic eruption,
typhoon, torrential monsoon – disrupt it, rendering
the land and its people as a continually renewed slate.
Forgetfulness becomes a coping mechanism for survival,
as loss of home and life are all too visceral a reality.
Perhaps seeking a singular definition is the ill direction.
Perhaps embracing the richness and diversity of the
cultures in the Philippines is the answer.
The architecture of the many cultures of the Philippines
IS Philippine Architecture. It was only in 2008 that all
of these were coalesced into a definitive resource on
architecture in the Philippines – Arkitekturang Filipino: A
History of Architecture and Urbanism in the Philippines by
Gerard Lico. As a scholarly resource, it is comprehensive
and it highlights all that has happened in the various
forms and spaces that architecture in the Philippines has
taken. No group or style is favored. All are acknowledged.
Think now how such a hefty tome was translated into terms
that children can understand. Only after seven years, we
now have Cabalfin and Montenejo’s children’s book What
Kids Should Know About Philippine Architecture.

What Kids Should Know
About Philippine Architecture
Text: Edson Cabalfin
Illustrations: Asa Montenejo
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Publisher: Adarna House
ISBN: 9789715085519
Year of Publication: 2015
Bibliographic Infomation: 45 pages, paperback
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The understanding of Philippine Architecture as a notion
distinct from other architectures around the world
has been, until recent years, a long-standing academic
discussion among professionals and academics of
the country. Defining what ‘Philippine’ is has been a
distressing process, for it forces knowing unequivocally
who the Filipino truly is.
Answering the primeval question of cultural identity is
more than difficult for the Philippines. It is comprised of
many indigenous peoples, all distinct from one another. The
lifestyles and cultures of these peoples altogether make
the country greatly variegated. Convoluting this existing
mix are the many encounters with foreign cultures, either
passively through trade or aggressively as the colonized.
Nowadays, technology and social networks are breaking
down boundaries, bringing cultural encounters ever closer.
Academic studies on cultural identity and local
architectures have been typically attacked on an individual
basis, usually in the context of individual cultures and
defined increments on the historical timeline. This
stance of relativism is a safe platform, for it honors the
distinctiveness of an indigenous people or community as
well as the influence of a particular style or colonizer.
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The creation of the children’s book is a testament to
the maturity that we have finally achieved in realizing
what Philippine Architecture is. Only through true
understanding of what is explained can one answer
succinctly to another.
Cabalfin wrote the book in the simplest of terms without
diminishing the complexity of the concepts conveyed. In
a way, it acknowledges the natural intelligence that tenyear olds have in understanding the world around them.
Just like Lico’s manner of presentation, Cabalfin took no
culture, whether innate or as an influence, in precedence.
The various examples resulting from the different cultures
of the Philippines merely served as evidence or proof of
what architecture is in general: a creative process; an
adaptation to the environment; a place maker; changing
over time; a creator of meaning; and a reflection of society.
Montenejo’s drawings were fashioned to appeal not only
to children’s sensitive eye to detail, but to architecture
professionals’ as well. Relative proportions, architectural
details, representation of materials – all these were
faithfully portrayed by Montenejo in a cartoon-like style,
with heavy outlines, solid colors and a streamlining of
details without loss of meaning.
Finally, the academic discussion can proceed to its next
levels. We are no longer stuck in the rut of architectural
identity. However, the next steps are more formidable: Can
we preserve what we have? Do we stand prey to calamity
forever? How are we part of the global discussion?
Hopefully, our hard-earned maturity can bring us forward.
And we are not alone in this quest: we are accompanied
by our children. We are armed with knowledge and values
that we can pass on. It is no longer what kids should know;
it is about where we all should go.

Isaac Julien’s Enigma (2014)

The Surface of the World:
Architecture and the Moving Image
06 June to 27 September 2014
Museum of Contemporary Art and Design (MCAD), Manila
Clare Carolin (curator)
Exhibition Review by:

Over the last century, film and architecture have played
out a relationship forged in space, mutually informing
each other’s medium. Both architectural and cinematic
practice thrive on an apprehension of space, with each
discipline employing spatial categories of analysis,
topographies, sites, settings and locations.
Film is almost unthinkable without architecture, which
so often gives it its semblance of dimensions, setting
mood, character, time and place of action. It offers a
representation of movement through space in real
time, approximating the architectural experience of
the moving subject in an immersive milieu. Like film,
architecture has the potential to create, stage, or
frame events so they assume discursive density and
signification. The most interesting contribution of
cinema to architecture is how film creates a distinct
synthetic space through the accretion of fragmentary
images over time through montage, and how sequences
of spatial occurrences can develop into a narrative and
critical discourse.
The exhibition The Surface of the World: Architecture
and the Moving Image, presented by the Museum
of Contemporary Art and Design in Manila (MCAD)
investigates the relationship between the built
environment and the moving image via a range of

filmographic practices; video works, installations,
shorts and full-length films produced in the last
four decades by an array of international artists
and filmmakers, including Cocoy Lumbao from the
Philippines, Saskia Olde Wolbers from Netherlands,
John Gerrard from Ireland, Jozef Robwski from Poland,
and Tacita Dean from the United Kingdom. The
selection of works is based, according to the show’s
curator Clare Carolin – previously the curator of Modern
Art Oxford and the Hayward Gallery in London – on
“their intense concentration on the appearance of the
built environment and the rejection, or in some cases,
subversion, of explanatory narrative.”
The dimly lit gallery spaces at MACAD,
compartmentalised
into
acoustically-isolated
spaces to showcase each film, recreate the cinema
environment in a range of formats and modes of
presentation. These range from 16mm film like John
Smith’s The Black Tower (1987) in which an unseen
narrator relates a monotonous urban routine haunted
by the presence of a black water-tower, to time-lapse
composites – Isaac Julien’s Enigma (2014) composed of
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John Gerrard’s “Cuban School (Sancti Spiritu)”, 2011. (Image courtesy
the artist and Simon Preston Gallery, New York)

Tacita Dean’s “Palast”, 2004. (Image courtesy the artist, Frith Street
Gallery, London and Marian Goodman Gallery, New York / Paris)

2500 still photographic images of the Dubai cityscape
filmed over 24 hours; dual-channel film projections:
Julian Rosefeldt’s The Stunned Man (Trilogy of Failure
II) (2004) in which in parallel projections, a stuntmanactor, doubly builds and destroys the everyday domestic
environment of his alter ego; and computer generated
simulations, such as John Gerrard’s Cuban School
(Sancti Spiritu) (2011), a meticulous slow-moving
virtual portrait of an actual 1960s school, recreating
daily light conditions over a continuous 365-day solar
cycle. Akin to a series of episodic spatial plots being
unreeled inside the gallery space, the progression of
viewing compartments means the audience can freely
explore and navigate their own sequences through the
films, privileging plural narratives and multiplicity of
signification. Taken as whole, these films articulate the
spatial and visual experiences of 20th century urbanism
through leitmotifs of modernity: urban dystopia and
marginality; the urban experiences of hope and loss,
yearning and nostalgia, terror and fear, crime and
violence; the mapping of identity and difference; and
the spectacles of contemporary consumption.

Smith’s film, gradually signals the narrator’s descent
into mental breakdown and death, suggesting at the
deep existential fissures lurking beneath the banality
of 20th century urban life.

In Gerrard’s Cuban School, the Soviet-inspired
architecture of the empty school, incongruous against
the tropicality of the Cuban landscape, seems to subtly
allude to the demise of political vision and ideological
obsolescence. Similarly Tacita Dean’s Palast (2004), uses
close-ups of fragmentary images of monuments and
qualities of light reflected back by of the bronze-tinted
glass surfaces of the Palast der Republik in Berlin, to
establish the continuing omnipresence of this landmark
building in the city and perhaps even of the state that
built it: German Democratic Republic. Significantly it
has since been controversially demolished, in a move
that many saw as ideological cleansing.
Meanwhile Dionisio González’ Pauliceia Desvairada
(2004) reimagines the spatial and social complexity
of the Brazilian favelas in a continuous tracking shot
through an informal settlement – composed from
shots of many different favelas and locations around
São Paulo. Here the camera’s gaze is returned by the
inhabitants, evoking a counter-panoptic strategy
against the generic surveillance apparatus of the state.
It is the bleak hopelessness of the urban individual
that comes through in Rosefeldt’s The Stunned Man,
where the protagonist literally seems to deconstruct
his domestic environment to try to make sense of his
own existence in a potentially endless cycle of violent
action; whilst the appearance of “the black tower” in
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Contrastingly, Elizabeth Price’s film: At the House
of Mr. X (2004), views like a thesis on desire and
conspicuous consumption, navigating the interior
spaces of the mid-century residence of an anonymous
art collector: a showcase home, in which the camera
lingers over sumptuous surfaces and the textures of
the objects of luxury.
The exhibition questions the changing notions of
time and space, portrayed through the conflation of
the architectural and filmic, in which moving images
evoke an experience of urban modernity that is
disenchanting and fleeting, generating rapid stimuli
for further change.
In From My Window (1978-1999) for example, the artist
Jozef Robakowski’s presents a collection of filmed clips
of his tenement’s courtyard in an area of Łódz known
locally as Manhattan, recording the movements of
the residents, socio-political events and changes
occurring over three decades. The courtyard becomes
a symbolic arena of urban contestation, the film rather
symbolically ending with images of the construction
of a new hotel that ultimately obscures the view from
Robakowski’s window.
The one-day time-lapse composite of 2500 stills of
Dubai in Julien’s Enigma (2014), inspired by David
Harvey’s book The Enigma of Capital, depicts the setpiece architecture of the city: shimmering façades of
signature skyscrapers, urban vibrancy pulsating with
light and energy: seeming to represent the spatial
consequence of capitalism and global economic flow.
Ultimately it is this speed and shock-like experience
of modernity, reflected through the works in this
exhibition – soliciting critical reflections on issues from
urban destruction and reconstruction, neurosis and
paranoia, housing crises, industrialisation, capitalist
urban spectacle, symbolic space, politics of architectural
styles, and panoptic urbanism – that build to provide a
fascinating glimpse of the contemporary metropolis.

Time Space Existence
07 June to 23 November 2014
14thVenice Architecture Biennale
Palazzo Mora, Venezia
Jose Danilo Silvestre and Gerard Rey Lico (curators)
Exhibition Review by:

An anticipated collateral event to the larger Venice
Architecture Biennale of 2014 directed by Rem
Koolhaas, the curated exhibition Time Space Existence,
organized by Karlyn de Jongh for the Global Art
Affairs Foundation (headed by installation artist Rene
Reitmeyer), and held at the historic Palazzo Bembo,
Palazzo Mora, and Palazzo Michielover the summer
of 2014 brought together over a hundred architects
and firms from six continents to share in the curator’s
vision of “an enormous impact on the way we humans
experience our surrounding, experience Time-Space.
They influence our daily existence and leave a mark on
the earth from this current Time and often this ‘mark’
even outlives the architect himself. Architects should
be very conscious about the impact their activities
and decisions have on people and other living beings
as well as on our environment as a total. By combining
different architectural thoughts and approaches, this
exhibition aims to enlarge human awareness of our
personal existence as a human being within a specific
space and time.”
One of the the invited contingents to the 2014 Time
Space Existence exhibition was the Philippine team of
architects Danilo Silvestre and Dr. Gerard Rey Lico, who
represented the University of the Philippines Diliman,
and whose own interpretation of the exhibition theme

was to look reflexively at the catastrophe that the
country experienced in late-2013: Typhoon Haiyan,
and the physical destruction it wrought upon the
people of Samar and Leyte. Taking the main exhibition
title as their own eponymous takeoff, Silvestre and
Lico depart from the mostly autobiographical design
narratives that typified their fellow exhibitors, and
divide their exhibit into the three separate terms:Time
Space Existence. The division aimed to encompass
both the spatial and temporal experience of SamarLeyte to historical typhoon damage (with Lico focusing
on the photographic folio of Father Jose Algue that
documented the effects of a massive typhoon in
Tacloban, Basey, Guiuan and other locales in October
1897; and Silvestre focusing on design solutions to the
effects of the November 2013 typhoon), keeping the
human dimension of this experience relevant through
the community’s rebuilding efforts as seen in both the
post-typhoon documentation of 1897 and 2013-2014.
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In their exhibition brief, the two architects emphasized
the continuity between past and present: typhoon
destruction had hounded Samar and Leyte for the
past two centuries, and that it is not inconceivable
that it will not happen again. The crucial factor they
identified in their brief is the human reaction: “The
post-apocalyptic wasteland of Tacloban is symptomatic
of human failure to anticipate the fury of nature. The
carnage…has produced architectural ruins implicating
human misery and melancholia. It is a site upon
which lie many layers of physical and mental ruins.”It
is in ruin, however, that they spot the opportunity for
change: “Destruction is followed by resurrection as
these ruins potentially provide a fertile ground for
spatial intervention and new place formation…Time
does not cease and existence does not terminate in
some great eschatological climax. The destruction
implicit in disaster is not only an ending, but also a
new beginning, or rather a continuum. Picking up the
pieces and fragments of ruins commences the dual act
of reconstructing the physical space and recuperation
of memories. Architectural fragments, as they are
entwined with negotiating of physical use, personal
memory, and social rhetoric, possess more significance
than when they were part of a whole. As archives of
memory, architectural fragments have always been
infused with nostalgia, transcending the conditions of
decay as an impetus for rebirth. Fragmentary artifacts
resulting from devastation conjures the persistence
of life after catastrophic episode and optimism in an
unknown future.”
This optimism is charted by Silvestre’s design solution
for longer-term memory-making and sustainable
shelter. The first is in the form of a proposed memorial
design to be built around the hulk of M/V Eva Jocelyn,
one of the ships that ran aground and plowed into
houses during the height of the storm surge in Tacloban
City (the ship has since been broken up for scrap).
Titled Anibong Memorial (after the city district where
the ship ran aground), Silvestre proposed to preserve
the Eva Jocelyn (reinforced by trapezoidal buttresses)
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as the centerpiece of a memorial that “assumes…a
spatial anchorage by which subsidiary structures would
radiate asymmetrically, generating a geometry that
combines unexpected planes and pathways, jagged
and truncated volumes, and the untamed power of
water that is allowed to penetrate the structure with
the natural rise of tidal movement – all these elements
alludes Haiyan’s unpredictable and terrifying force.
The sequences of paths leading to the main hall are
bordered with walls wherein names of known victims
are etched.”
The second design solution is a do-it-yourself
construction kit for affordable and resilient postdisaster housing primarily using bamboo structural
members forming segmented arches that frame a
cubical structure that is suspended above ground by
rows of discarded rubber wheels anchored to concrete
pilings. Walls will be made from standard sawali woven
panels stretched across a bamboo frame construction,
while floors will also be made from traditional slatted
bamboo sticks. The self-built bamboo house maximizes
the local resources available to the people of Samar and
Leyte, while utilizing the built wisdom of traditional
bahay kubo architecture whose profile is updated
through computer-aided design to be more resilient to
typhoon winds.
By integrating the economic and built realities of
the people of Samar and Leyte in their post-disaster
recovery and reconstruction, Silvestre and Lico
foreground architecture’s goals of serving society
through realistic and democratic design solutions,
and make design relevant to the everyday search for
human survival and progress. Situating this design
problem within the cavernous First World salons of
Palazzo Mora, Silvestre and Lico also invest Philippine
architectural discourse abroad with the urgency and
timeliness of global warming and enhanced disasters
that other vulnerable coastal communities, such as the
lagoon-built Venice, should reflect long and hard upon.

A SHARED HERITAGE:
Quezon City and the University of
the Philippines Diliman
09 February to 09 March 2015
University Theater, University of the Philippines Diliman
Gerard Rey Lico (curator/designer)
Exhibition Review by:

Architecture is integral to the birth of a nation and
the creation of its national identity: buildings and
monuments not only constitute the built fabric of
society, they reflect the intersection of culture, politics,
economics and aesthetics. Architecture is a mechanism
by which the state unites diverse cultures, societies
and geographies into one monolithic entity: the nation.
It empowers the imagined community, allowing the
ideals and aspirations of a nation to manifest. Through
architecture, the collective myth of provenance is
expressed in a concrete form.
As the nation’s seat of power, the capital city is the
symbolic theater for national identity. Its value lies in
its reflection of progress, an expression of the nation’s
larger desire for urbanism. The capital is a catalyst for
national development and the bridge between the
nation-state and the global arena. Itis a proclamation
of worthiness and rightful existence in the world scene.
Architecture became a vital medium by which
emerging nations, freed from the shackles of foreign
rule, established their autonomous presence in a
post-colonial world. Structures and edifices provided
imagery by which decolonized peoples could begin
to redefine their identity. The Philippine post-war

landscape coincided with this movement, the ravages
of World War II providing an opportunity to install a new
set of ideologies for the nation. The systemic erasure of
colonial structures and imagery during the war brought
about a tabula rasa on which a progressive image of the
Philippines could be founded upon.
The exhibit follows the Philippines’ attempt to
negotiate its post-colonial identity. It emerges as a
nexus of iconography outlining the dawn of a new
Malayan in a grand design that can be truly claimed
as the people’s own. Quezon City, the new nation’s
capital, and the University of the Philippines (UP),
the national university, exemplified the principles
of the modern nation. By denouncing the legacy of
American Neoclassicism in pre-war Manila, these new
environments empowered the people to new ambitions
free from prior colonial thought.
The realization of a new Philippines was thrust upon
the Modern style. Modernism, its unornamented style
untainted by the vestiges of the colonial past, became
a popular choice among emerging nation-states in the
post-war era. Its unadorned geometry was fresh, new and
devoid of historicity and memory. Modernism’s sleek, linear
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machine aesthetics provided an appropriate architectural
image to highlight the ideal of a liberal, advanced and
decolonized nation.
A Shared Heritage: Quezon City and the University of the
Philippines Diliman showcased this grand design for an
emancipating built environment at the dawn of the new
Philippines. It extended the discourse on the aesthetics and
style of Philippine Modernism to address the lasting impact
of Quezon City and the University of the Philippines on the
formation of the Filipino nation. Exhibited on the occasion
of the 75th anniversary of the founding of Quezon City
and the 66th anniversary of the Diliman campus, A Shared
Heritage collected photographs, drawings and memoirs
that chronicled the efforts in creating the new capital and
the new campus of the national university, commemorating
the intertwined destinies of Quezon City and UP and their
impact on nation building.
“I dream of a capital city that, politically shall be the
seat of the national government; aesthetically the
showplace of the nation – a place that thousands of
people will come and visit as the epitome of culture
and spirit of the country; socially, a dignified concentration of human life, aspirations and endeavors and
achievements; and economically, as a productive,
self-contained community.”

[RE]views

— President Manuel L. Quezon in his
address before the members of the
National Assembly on Sept.18, 1939.
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The exhibit presents the dreams of the State in the
formulation of the ideal first city with the Quezon Capitol
Plan taking center stage. Viewers are drawn to this
monumental plan: with the masterful strokes of Architect
Juan Arellano, Quezon’s vision of a dignified capitol springs
to life. Vibrant swathes of color depicting yet untouched
lands north of Manila signified the hopes and aspirations
of a people venturing through a post-war landscape: for the
Filipino, it was to become their promised land.
Complementing this schematic is a copy of the 1949 Master
Plan designed by the Capital City Planning Commission
(CCPC) headed by Arellano. The plan is a revision of the
1941 Master Plan also designed by Arellano with fellow
architect Harry Frost. While Quezon himself died in exile
in the United States, his dreams were eventually realized
by President Elpidio Quirino’s signing of Republic Act
No. 333, that moved the permanent seat of the national
government to Quezon City. The CCPC oversaw the nation’s
top architects as they designed the city and its civic
structures, including the UP Campus.
The highlight of the 1949 Master Plan was Constitution
Hill, an outcrop overlooking the greater Quezon City area
and accommodating the three branches of Government.
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With Quezon City envisioned as a Garden City, the
Diliman Quadrangle formed the central park from which
plazas, green belts and open spaces radiated. The Quezon
Memorial Circle, a tribute to the city’s namesake founder,
opens up to UPD, the country’s premier institution of higher
learning, thus connecting the historic past of Quezon with
the hopes and yearnings of the future. At the junction of
España and Quezon Avenue stands the Welcome arch of
the city — a physical marker of the symbolic connection
between the old and new capitols.
UPD, as the flagship campus of the national
university,heralds knowledge, the driving force in the
ideological undertaking of defining the nation. The task of
educating the future of the nation required an appropriate
venue and the university utilized the enlightened and
forward-thinking vision of modernism to further a
decolonizing agenda. Quezon Hall, and the grand yet
unornamented twin edifices of Melchor Hall and Palma
Hall, allowed modernist and nationalist values to emerge.
In a mirroring of the Garden City ideal, the main educational
facilities surround the Academic Oval — a layout intended
to create a central tree-lined avenue on which a seamless
integration of education and leisure could take place.
Fantastic renderings, historical plans and archive
photographs of these civic landmarks and urban settings
complete a vignette of Filipino life in the Modern era.
Drawings, sketches and montages of these structuressome realized and others unbuilt, fill the walls of the
University Theater and allow the viewer an intimate
experience of Quezon’s master plan. A Shared Heritage
renders the transformation and changing depiction of the
capitol city and the dynamic exchanges between the city
and the university.
The exhibit provides an alternative discussion on the
creation of a national identity highlighting the relevance
of architects and master planners and enumerating the
process in which the idea of the capitol was developed and
effectuated. The government used Modern architecture to
project an advanced and sophisticated nation, but more
importantly, the architecture became venues inthe search
of a national identity. The exhibit’s idealist approach omits
the present reality and instead plunges the viewer into the
grand design of visionary pioneers, reflecting on dreams,
including some not quite fulfilled. “The state is invisible;
it must be symbolized architecturally before it can be
loved, imagined before it can be conceived.” A Shared
Heritage captures the essence of the endeavor of postindependence architecture in crafting a built environment
that, as Gerard Lico wrote, “stimulates the nationalistic
sprit, inspires patriotism, and invokes faith in the unknown
future of the national imagination.” It approaches design
optimistically, focusing on the brilliance of Quezon City
and the UP Diliman campus, serving as an inspiration for
future generations of designers, visionaries and thinkers.

